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Abstract

Microservices have gained wide recognition and acceptance in software industries as

an emerging architectural style for autonomic, scalable, and more reliable computing.

In this thesis we target a critical, main problem related to the transition towards

microservices: reasoning about the suitable granularity level of a microservice

(i.e. when and how to merge or decompose microservices). We conduct a system-

atic mapping study and use it to identify inadequacies in the state-of-the-practice

and -art related to this problem. The thesis addresses the following inadequacies: a

relatively disciplined understanding of the transition to microservices and technical

activities underlying it, systematic architecture-oriented modelling support for mi-

croservice granularity, a dynamic architectural evaluation process to reason about

the cost and added value of granularity adaptation, and effective decision support to

inform reasoning about microservice granularity at runtime.

To address the identified inadequacies, initially we contribute an architecture-

centric modelling approach for microservices. Next, we contribute a dynamic evalua-

tion process which links granularity adaptation to its added value under uncertainty.

Next, we contribute an interactive, iterative planning engine to provide insight regard-

ing which granularity adaptation strategy is suitable at runtime. We use a hypothetical

microservice application — Filmflix — as a case study for evaluating each aforemen-

tioned contribution. Finally, this thesis contributes to microservice-specific guidance

aiming to render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions. We evaluate this

contribution by comparing its usage against ad-hoc scalability analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Several industries have recently migrated to or consider migrating to microservices

[93, 324, 145, 273, 158, 268, 306, 353, 63, 268, 148]. Microservices are a more

fine-grained and autonomic form of services [148] where we consider services as an

entity that logically represents a business activity with a specified outcome [1]. A

service is self-contained, a black box for its consumers, and it may consist of other

underlying services [1]. We acknowledge that there are other definitions of services in

the literature but we consider this definition to be fitting for the context of this thesis.

The difference between service-oriented and microservice architectures is still an

open research area. At a high level, the microservices architectural style has its core

aligning an industry’s business objectives with technical ones thereby introducing

added value to the architecture. Underlying this alignment is promoting more service

autonomy and decentralised governance in the architecture than that called for in

service-oriented architectures.

Servitization in the business domain is a shift towards utility-based engineering for

software products into services; the migration is continuously motivated by delivering

value to end users [309]. We therefore view the migration to microservices as a form

of servitization where services/components are transformed into microservices — —

to introduce added value to the software architecture.

The transition involves isolating business functionalities into microservices that

interact through standardised interfaces; the isolation aims at optimising the autonomy

and replaceability of the service(s). It can also promote autonomous management
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(i.e., decentralised governance) of the service(s), better traceability, accountability

and auditing for the service(s) and their provision in the event of failure. These

are examples of value added to the software architecture through isolating business

functionalities into microservices. This added value can be introduced as a result

of the microservice architecture’s ability to cope with operation, maintenance and

evolution uncertainties. Ultimately, this can also relate to improved maintenance

costs and cost-effective quality of service (QoS) provision to end users. Microservice

adoption can be motivated by improving cost-effective QoS provision along a plethora

of attributes including but not limited to: performance, scalability, and/or reliability.

Despite the industrial push and the accelerated research rate in microservices,

to our knowledge there is no disciplined understanding to the trend [142]. One of

the thesis aims is to advance this understanding by consolidating the views from

academia and industry about microservices. Consequently we provide a working

definition for the transition towards microservices hoping to serve as a starting point

to guide practitioners in the field. This consolidation of various views regarding the

transition is a pre-requisite for addressing the main problem of concern in this thesis:

reasoning about the suitable granularity level of a microservice. A granularity

level determines "the service size and the scope of functionality a service exposes

[194, p.426]." Granularity adaptation entails merging or decomposing microservices

thereby moving to a finer or more coarse grained granularity level. This problem

is critical because “splitting (microservices) too soon can make things very difficult

to reason about. It will likely happen that you (the software architect) will learn in

the process [93]." This problem is of significance to both brownfield and greenfield

development [93] since it affects how an abstract architecture can be refined to a

concrete configuration leveraging microservices.

Another aim of this thesis is to provide systematic architecture-centric modelling

support for microservices to reason about their granularity at a suitable level of

abstraction. This support should: 1) treat microservice boundaries as first-class

entities and 2) facilitate defining (at design time) candidate granularity adaptation

strategies. Each granularity adaptation strategy can be driven by introducing added

value to the architecture along different dimensions (e.g., replaceability, decentralised
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governance). This strategies can be translated into code and embedded in the microser-

vice architecture at design time. Nevertheless, it is essential to facilitate modelling

the strategies first at a higher level of abstraction to cater for the heterogeneity of

development tools used to develop the concrete microservices. Our modelling support

aids design time compilation of a bank which includes several alternative granularity

adaptation strategies modelled at a suitable level of abstraction. This bank is not ex-

haustive since it is not possible to anticipate at design time every microservice whose

granularity adaptation can introduce added value to the architecture. It is relatively

easier to predict at design time (through expert knowledge, historical data and/or

benchmarks) the most critical microservices whose granularity adaptation adaptation

can introduce added value to the architecture. Those critical microservices are the

targets of the granularity adaptation strategy bank compiled at design time using our

modelling support. In other words, we are concerned in this thesis about cases where

granularity adaptation is a strategic, potentially value-bearing exercise rather than a

stylistic, straightforward one.

Given candidate granularity adaptation strategies, the next aim of this thesis is

to contribute to an objective, runtime architecture evaluation process which links

granularity adaptation to its added value predictions (which consider both potential

benefit compared to the initial architecture and cost of the exercise) under uncertainty.

The aim of this approach is to address a crucial question: Is it worth pursuing

microservice granularity adaptation in the first place?

Microservice architectures operate in highly dynamic, large-scale environments.

In that context, enforcing even a simple architectural design decision can introduce

significant benefit and/or cost. Therefore, answering the aforementioned question

is constrained by the runtime scenario in which the architecture is operating (e.g., a

holiday season for an online shopping application versus an out-of-season period of

the year). The runtime scenario affects the predictions of cost and benefit associated

with granularity adaptation. Therefore, we attempt to make our evaluation process

track and update these predictions in response to changes in the runtime environment.

Changes of concern are related to fluctuations of independent variables (e.g., workload,

costs, energy consumption) rather than emergent changes in end user requirements.
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In essence, these changes are sources of uncertainty that we account for in the added

value predictions.

Given that pursuing granularity adaptation would introduce value to the microser-

vice architecture in a particular runtime scenario, the next aim of this thesis is to

provide the architect with an insight regarding which granularity adaptation strategy

(or strategies) are suitable in that scenario.Therefore, this thesis aims to orchestrate

our modelling support along with the architecture evaluation process. This orches-

tration yields an iterative decision support system to aid microservice adopters in

reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation dynamically at runtime. The

decision support system should aid the architects to 1) determine whether it is worth

pursuing granularity adaptation under uncertainty at runtime and then, 2) direct the

software architect(s) to suitable granularity adaptation strategies or provide them with

runtime evidence to re-visit unrealistic strategies they defined at design time. The de-

cision support system would take as input the bank of strategies defined at design time

rather than develop the suitable strategy on-the-fly at runtime. In essence, granularity

adaptation when supported by our decision support system would be planned rather

than on-the-fly. Our approach conducts what-if analysis at runtime on an up-to-date

model of the running architecture (captured using our modelling support) to output

the suitable granularity adaptation strategies (if any). Consequently, enforcing the

suitable granularity adaptation strategy at runtime on the running architecture involves

code refactoring, configuration, securing communications, and implementing data

translation layers among other activities.

Among the main adopters of microservices are highly competitive industries

(e.g., Netflix [268], Amazon [353], and BBC [145]) which are characterised by scale.

Therefore, any decision support proposed for reasoning about microservice granularity

adaptation consider the scale of microservice architectures. It is therefore essential

to systematically analysing extent to which a decision support system can render

scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions. Therefore, the last aim of this

thesis is to provide microservice-specific guidance for scalability analysis hoping to

render scalability-aware decision support for microservice granularity adaptation.
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1.1 MOTIVATING CASE STUDY

We use a hypothetical online microservice application — Filmflix — as a case study

to highlight the significance of the problems addressed in this thesis. The architecture

and utilities driving the transition to microservices and architects’ intuition in Filmflix

are inspired by the Netflix’s experience in adopting microservices [268, 336, 356].

Netflix is a large-scale, early microservice adopter therefore we consider it a neat

representative for our case study in this thesis. In particular, we consider utilities

driving microservice adoption here to be enhancing Filmflix performance and its

compliance to social regulations. In reality, much more orthogonal utilities are behind

the adoption of microservices in Filmflix. We consider Filmflix to be operating on a

similar scale of Netflix.

Filmflix allows users to upload written movie reviews after they pass a regulation

system. The regulation involves looking for a set of a predefined blacklist of ”foul”

terms in this review. The initial architecture of Filmflix contains three microservices:

ReviewRegulation — implementing the regulation of movie reviews, ReviewUpload —

managing the user input requirements when submitting a review, and MovieReview —

capturing input from the user through an interface and uploading a review that passes

the regulation. We consider that the transition to microservices in this application

is driven by enhancing Filmflix performance where the expected runtime workload

(i.e. number of reviews sent to Filmflix) is high compared to competing applications.

The application is designed by two software architects which possibly have different

opinions regarding how Filmflix should be designed. At design time, the initial

architecture is visualised using Figure 1.1; the notation used is inspired by “context

diagrams” from [233, 112]. Each bounded context represents an independent area

of the firm’s domain. Independence implies that this domain has consistent rules “in

terms of team organisation, usage within specific parts of the application, and physical

manifestations such as code bases and database schemas [112]” and these rules

only apply within that bounded context. Each modular boundary represents a single

microservice within a bounded context. The intuition here is that a modular boundary

encapsulates concretely related functionalities. Associations between the respective
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modular boundaries represent the coordination of the microservices together to provide

the functionality of Filmflix. Even though the initial design of Filmflix in Figure 1.1

Fig. 1.1 Initial design time Filmflix architecture; a bounded context is an independent
area in the firm’s domain, a modular boundary is considered a single microservice and
an association is the cooperation between modular boundaries to achieve Filmflix’s
functionality

can provide a neat logical separation (i.e. granularity level) of functionalities into

stable microservice boundaries, the initial design might not continue to be suitable

at runtime. To avoid aggressive decomposition of microservices, it is essential to

reason systematically about whether and how microservices need to be decomposed

or merged given the current runtime scenario of Filmflix.

Although the notation in Figure 1.1 can be intuitive to Filmflix architects, it

does not benefit reasoning about the granularity of Filmflix. In particular, it does

not treat microservice boundaries as adaptable first-class entities nor does it support

formulating alternative granularity adaptation strategies in the form of triggers and

steps for each strategy.

Even if there is the modelling support described above, reasoning about granularity

can not be done in isolation from its benefit and cost, both of which depend on the

runtime scenario in which Filmflix is operating. At runtime, the initial Filmflix

architecture is monitored to understand the runtime scenario which might require

adopting one of the candidate strategies. Subsequently, a model of the running

architecture captured using a suitable architecture definition language (ADL) and

we assume that this model is continuously synchronised with the running Filmflix
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architecture. This model is used to conduct runtime analysis to answer the following

two questions below given a runtime scenario:

1. Does adapting granularity of Filmflix add more value to its revenue streams

(i.e., in terms of retaining end users, obtaining higher subscriptions, and/or

entering more markets) compared to the value added if granularity level is

kept unchanged? The added value in this case is the difference between pre-

dicted benefit and maintenance/re-structuring costs of adopting any particular

granularity level.

2. If there is more added value in pursuing granularity adaptation, then which

candidate granularity adaptation strategies (if any) are suitable for a given

runtime scenario?

Answering this questions is not straightforward but rather a strategic exercise that

can have economic impacts on Filmflix revenue streams. Consider that Filmflix has a

diverse audience from various cultural background and ages. Netflix architects have

come to the conclusion that ReviewRegulation can have economic benefits for some

end users: implementing extensive regulation in ReviewRegulation can give Filmflix

certification from compliance bodies; this can be displayed to end users. Consequently,

such certification can provide assurance about the quality and compliance of the

reviews to norm, age group, culture etc. On the other hand, MovieReview is the

microservice which solicits and uploads movie reviews from end users; if the end user

experience provided by MovieReview is attractive, it can act as "influencer" that can

turn an end user from a viewer to a Filmflix subscriber. MovieReview provides movie

reviews to ReviewRegulation, which in turn gives the final decision to MovieReview

regarding the acceptance or rejection of uploading each review.

While implementing extensive regulation in ReviewRegulation have economic

benefits, it can slow down MovieReview performance and hurt the end users’ experi-

ence, specifically in situations when Filmflix would experience high demand - e.g.,

peaktime, holiday seasons, popular/new movies etc. This can have negative conse-

quence on one revenue stream (related to turning viewers into Filmflix subscribers),
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though it would be highly advantageous for the revenue streams related to providing

assurance to end users.

Netflix architects come up with two candidate adaptation strategies that aim

to manage the trade-off between MovieReview performance and ReviewRegulation

compliance:

• Merging MovieReview and ReviewRegulation to reduce the latency across them

thereby thriving for performance. Latency can be critical in peak times and/or

for popular movies when Filmflix is expecting to experience a high volume

of reviews; henceforth, it may likely slow down turning viewers into potential

subscribers.

• Decomposing ReviewRegulation into multiple microservices where each one

extensively implements rules related to a specific geographical region. This

strategy offload can promote Filmflix for getting more region-specific certifica-

tions while balancing for the performance of MovieReview.

Each strategy can bring economic benefit to Filmflix and there is a cost of pursuing

each strategy. Cost factors include but are not limited to: data migration costs, code

refactoring costs, and network link costs. The difference between benefit and cost is

the added value of pursuing granularity adaptation. However, this is only one side of

the calculation; the added value of granularity adaptation needs to be compared to

the added value of keeping the current granularity level unchanged. It could be the

case that added value of keeping the current granularity level is higher than that of

pursuing granularity adaptation. Therefore, it is essential to objectively answer the

question of: When is it worth pursuing granularity adaptation in the first place?

Once this question is answered, then the Filmflix architects need to determine the

suitable granularity adaptation strategy; this highly depends on the runtime scenario

in which Filmflix is operating. Each aforementioned strategy is modelled at design

time as a candidate granularity adaptation strategy. At runtime, the initial Filmflix

architecture is monitored to understand the runtime scenario which might require

adopting one of the candidate strategies. Subsequently, a model of the running

architecture captured using a suitable architecture definition language (ADL) is used
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to reason about the candidate strategies given the solicited runtime scenario. For

example, when Filmflix experiences high demand at runtime, it is reasonable to retain

as many end users as possible by ensuring their experience is smooth and focussing

on Filmflix performance. In such a runtime scenario, the first candidate strategy above

might be the more suitable one; this is output of reasoning about granularity at the

modelling level at runtime. Subsequently, it is up to the architects how to enforce this

strategy on the running architecture.

The suitable granularity adaptation strategy needs to consider the scalability of

Filmflix. For example, the dimensions affecting Filmflix’s scalability include volume

of data shared across microservices and the geographical spread of end users. If only

the volume of shared data is considered when adapting granularity, then a suitable

strategy might be merging microservices to reduce the data exchange calls across them.

If only the geographical distribution of the end users is considered, then decomposing

microservices to align them with geographical spread of end users might be more

suitable. Therefore, both dimensions need to be considered simultaneously in order to

suggest a scalability-aware granularity adaptation strategy.

Reasoning about the suitable granularity level of Filmflix microservices in the

context above highlights a number of challenges:

1. Filmflix architects lack the fundamental knowledge of the transition to microser-

vices and hence the drivers for granularity adaptation.

2. The notation used to visualise Filmflix does not treat microservice boundaries as

adaptable first class entities or facilitate reasoning about granularity adaptation

at a suitable level of abstraction and systematicy.

3. The context above lacks an objective architectural evaluation process which

objectively answers the following question considering the dynamic, uncer-

tain environment of Filmflix: Is it worth pursuing microservice granularity

adaptation in the first place?

4. The context above lacks a systematic, effective decision support system which

suggests granularity adaptation strategies that can introduce added value com-

pared to the initial Filmflix architecture.
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5. The scale at which Filmflix operates necessitates scalability-awareness of the

aforementioned decision support system; the suitable granularity adaptation

strategy is one that can introduce added value even at the scale of Filmflix.

It is worth noting that the problems above assume that the functional requirements of

Filmflix are met regardless of the granularity level.

Addressing the first problem involves probing for a better, more disciplined

understanding of the transition and technical activities underlying it. This is a pre-

requisite to understand the core drivers behind granularity adaptation. In other words,

such an understanding can determine how the added value of granularity adaptation

could be manifested (e.g. in the form of better replaceability, traceability and/or

scalability of Filmflix).

The second problem above motivates the first step to reasoning about the microser-

vice granularity adaptation: modelling at design time the initial architecture and a

candidate solution space of granularity adaptation strategies with varying granularity

levels. This modelling should be a reasonable level of abstraction to account for the

heterogeneity of development tools used to develop the concrete microservices in

Filmflix. The heterogeneity of tools supporting microservice architectures calls for

flexibility in modelling the granularity decision problem in a technology independent

way. Once such modelling support is provided, it can be used to model a realistic

view of the current microservice architecture at runtime.

The third problem above motivates a value-driven view [49] of granularity adap-

tation. Addressing the third problem requires an objective architectural evaluation

process which links granularity adaptation to its added value which accounts for both

the predicted benefit and cost of granularity adaptation. These predictions highly

depend on the runtime environment in which the architecture is operating [351].

Therefore, they need to account for, track and update uncertainties that are caused by

fluctuations in the runtime environment (e.g., in the volume of received reviews).

Addressing the fourth problem calls for an effective, systematic, objective decision

support system that suggests suitable granularity adaptation strategies given a candi-

date bank of strategies and a runtime scenario of Filmflix. Each candidate strategy
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can have a different rationale (e.g., designing for failure, aligning microservices with

team structure, or mirroring the data structure of the architecture). The candidate bank

is compiled at design time and fed as input to the decision support system. What-if

analysis can be done at runtime on the model of the running architecture to determine

the suitable candidate granularity adaptation strategies. The analysis is done given

monitoring data the running Filmflix architecture. Monitoring is required to reflect the

current runtime scenario of Filmflix. Reasoning on the model rather than the running

architecture is cautious approach to avoid potential contentions of merging and/or de-

composing microservices on-the-fly. Once the suitable granularity adaptation strategy

(if any) is determined on the modelling level, it is up to the Filmflix architects how it is

executed in the running architecture (i.e. whether or not the microservices of concern

need to be taken off-line to merge or decompose them). Figure 1.2 summarises our

briefly described vision regarding reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation

at runtime. In this thesis we attempt to contribute to each green box in Figure 1.2.

Fig. 1.2 Overview of our vision regarding roles of modelling support and interactive
decision support system in the context of runtime microservice granularity adaptation;
red boxes are outside the scope of our contributions; green boxes are addressed by
contributions of the thesis

The fifth problem above motivates the need to consider the dimensions which

can affect the scalability of Filmflix hoping to render a scalability-aware granularity
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adaptation decision. Therefore, it is essential to identify and systematically analyse

the dimensions and metrics important for the scalability of Filmflix. Moreover, it is

essential to systematically analyse the extent to which decision support for granularity

adaptation can scale to consider the necessary input dimensions. Therefore, the fifth

problem calls for microservice-specific guidance for scalability analysis hoping to

render scalability-aware decision support for microservice granularity adaptation.

We assume in this thesis is reasoned about on the modelling level rather than

on the running architecture, this is suitable in cases where executing the adaptation

without taking the microservices off-line can be risky. For example, in safety-critical

microservice applications (e.g., in the health domain) it is still essential to reason

about the suitable granularity adaptation strategy in the context of a given runtime

scenario. However, any potential malfunctioning due to executing this strategy while

the architecture is running can have critical ramifications (e.g., delay in detecting a

life-threatening medical condition). Therefore, it is more reasonable to isolate the

microservices to be adapted, test them off-line after executing the adaptation strategy

(through both unit and regression tests), then re-integrate the adapted microservices

into the running architecture.

1.2 PROBLEMS ADDRESSED BY THE THESIS

Motivated by the case study in Section 1.1, we formulate the problems addressed in

this thesis as follows:

• Problem 1 — inadequacy of a relatively disciplined understanding for the

transition to microservices.

• Problem 2 — inadequacy of an architecture-centric modelling concept that

captures microservice boundaries as adaptable first class entities and facilitate

reasoning about the microservice granularity adaptation problem by allowing

modelling different strategies for microservice granularity adaptation.

• Problem 3 — inadequacy of an objective architectural evaluation process that

links granularity adaptation to predictions of the added value it can enable

under uncertainty and allows updating these predictions at runtime.
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• Problem 4 — inadequacy of a systematic, effective decision support system

for reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation at runtime which

suggests granularity adaptation strategies that can enable added value to the

microservice architecture.

• Problem 5 — inadequacy of a systematic approach for analysing the extent

to which a decision support system can render scalability-aware granularity

adaptation decisions.

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Given the problems defined in Section 1.2, we aim to address them in this thesis by

answering the following research questions:

• Research Question 1: providing a better, more disciplined understanding of

the transition to microservices — how can the state-of-the-art and practice in

microservices be probed to advance the understanding of microservices and

whether the transition to them has an impact on development tools, deployment

management and/or personnel organisation etc.?

• Research Question 2: formalising the microservice granularity adaptation

problem — how can microservices be modelled using flexible, expressive sup-

port that aids defining different strategies for runtime microservice granularity

adaptation?

• Research Question 3: objective reasoning about the added value of architec-

tural design decisions regarding microservice granularity — can the trade-off

between predicted benefit and cost of pursuing microservice granularity adapta-

tion (or not) be objectively reasoned about and tracked under uncertainty?

• Research Question 4: realising microservice granularity adaptation — how

can microservice granularity adaptation can be effectively engineered at run-

time, combining systematic modelling of granularity adaptation strategies with

objective reasoning about added value?
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• Research Question 5: analysing the extent to which it is possible to render

scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions — how is it possible to

systematically analyse the extent to which a decision support system can render

scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions?

1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To address the questions in Section 1.3, this thesis adopts a classical research method-

ology inspired by the design science research methodology (DSRM) [255]. The

following five steps that are carried out iteratively to guide our research in this thesis.

• Identifying thesis problem: The first step is to understand the problem domain

(i.e. the transition to microservices). For this purpose, a systematic mapping

study has been conducted. This study also helped identify rooms for improve-

ment in the current state of the art and practice of defining the granularity of

a microservice architecture. As the understanding of the problem domain is

advanced, the target problem of this thesis — reasoning about microservice

granularity — is identified and formulated in the form of the research questions.

• Identifying thesis objectives: Given the identified problem, the next step is to

determine the objectives of its solution. We formulate these in the forms of

Research Questions 1-5 in Section 1.3.

• Design and developing thesis contributions: To achieve the identified objectives,

this thesis extends an aspect-oriented meta-modelling concept [258, 13] to

contribute a modelling approach designed to suit reasoning about microservice

granularity. Furthermore, this thesis combines binomial real options theory

[330, 20, 248, 329] — which captures the value of design under uncertainty —

with the theory of Bayesian surprises [44] to dynamically evaluate if it would

be worth pursuing granularity adaptation. Finally, this thesis orchestrates our

modelling and evaluation processes to develop the main objective of this thesis

— decision support for reasoning about microservice granularity.
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• Demonstrating thesis contributions: To motivate the designed and developed

contributions, this thesis uses the hypothetical microservice application — Film-

flix (described in Section 1.1) — as a case study. For each contribution, a

motivating scenario derived from Filmflix is described which sets the contri-

bution’s context. After describing each contribution, the respective motivating

scenario from Filmflix is used to demonstrate the contribution’s usage.

• Evaluating thesis contributions: to evaluate each demonstrated contribution,

a controlled experiment is set derived from the contribution’s application to

Filmflix. Qualitative and/or quantitative evaluation of the experiment results

is used to highlight the unique benefits of the thesis contributions to reasoning

about microservice granularity.

1.5 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS

Throughout the steps described in Section 1.4, this thesis views reasoning about

microservice granularity levels as a key challenge of the transition of microservices.

This thesis targets the problem of reasoning about microservice granularity by aiming

to provide systematic, effective decision support for reasoning about microservice

granularity. To this end, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• A systematic mapping study aiming for better, more disciplined understanding

of the transition to microservices and technical activities underlying it. We term

the transition and technical activities leading to microservice architectures as

microservitization.

• A formalisation of the microservice granularity adaptation problem that en-

tails an extension of an aspect-oriented meta-modelling concept [258, 13]

— ambients — by introducing microservice ambients and granularity adap-

tation aspects. Microservice ambients provide the primitives for modelling

microservices and treat microservice boundaries as adaptable first-class entities.

Granularity adaptation aspects provide the primitives for defining the runtime

granularity adaptation strategy of an ambient. In particular, this aspect allows
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the architect to define (at design time) objective triggers for granularity adapta-

tion and distinct steps of merging or decomposing microservice ambients if the

triggers are met at runtime. In other words, each granularity adaptation aspect

systematically captures a strategy for adapting from one granularity level to

another at runtime.

• A novel dynamic value-driven architecture evaluation process — It combines

binomial real options theory [330, 20, 248, 329] — which captures the value

of design under uncertainty — with the theory of Bayesian surprises [44].

Bayesian surprises enable updating added value predictions at runtime in re-

sponse to runtime evidence variable values (e.g. workload variations). There-

fore, our evaluation process allows dynamically determining if it would be

worth adapting granularity at runtime from the perspective of introducing added

value.

• An interactive, iterative, value-driven planning engine for microservice gran-

ularity adaptation that incorporates our evaluation process and microservice

ambients to provide effective, systematic, objective decision support for mi-

croservice adopters at runtime. The planning engine uses our evaluation process

to indicate whether is it worth pursuing granularity for a runtime iteration of the

planning engine. It then provides software architect(s) with recommendations

on suitable adaptation strategies or on revisiting unrealistic strategies defined at

design time using microservice ambients.

• An attempt for a provisional catalogue of the microservice-specific scalability

dimensions and metrics which need to be considered when designing any

decision support for reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation. We

compile this catalogue by digesting the state-of-the-practice in analysing and/or

discussing the scalability of existing microservice granularity decision support.

• An application of systematic scalability analysis to reasoning about microser-

vice granularity adaptation — the application utilises scalability goal-obstacle

analysis [104, 91] which is inspired by Keep-All-Objectives-Satisfied (KAOS)
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goal-oriented modelling. Given a refined KAOS goal-oriented model of a sys-

tem, scalability goal-obstacle analysis aims to systematically identify, assess

and resolve the potential scalability obstacles of the system. We apply this

analysis in the context of microservices to show its potential in systematically

analysing the scalability bottlenecks that can occur in contributions which

support reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation. Henceforth, this

application of the analysis can aid in optimising such contributions to withstand

large-scale microservice applications.

1.6 PUBLICATIONS

Publications arising from this thesis are [148, 150, 151],which are respectively the

following:

• Sara Hassan and Rami Bahsoon, "Microservices and Their Design Trade-offs:

A Self-Adaptive Roadmap", 13th IEEE International Conference on Services

Computing (SCC), San Francisco, USA, June, 2016, pp. 813-818, cited 30

times as of March 5th 2019.

• Sara Hassan, Nour Ali and Rami Bahsoon, "Microservice Ambients: An Ar-

chitectural Meta-Modelling Approach for Microservice Granularity", 2017

IEEE International Conference on Software Architecture (ICSA), Gothenburg,

Sweden, April, 2017, pp. 1-10, cited 15 times as of March 5th 2019.

• Sara Hassan, Rami Bahsoon and Rick Kazman, "Microservice Transition and

its Granularity Problem: A Systematic Mapping Study", 2018, submitted to

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE).

• Sara Hassan, Rami Bahsoon, Leandro Minku and Nour Ali, "Dynamic Evalua-

tion of Microservice Granularity Adaptation", 2019, in preparation for submis-

sion to IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE).

• Sara Hassan and Rami Bahsoon, "A Value-driven Planning Engine for Runtime

Microservice Granularity Adaptation", 2019, in preparation for submission.
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• Sara Hassan and Rami Bahsoon, "Microservice-specific Guidance for Scalabil-

ity Analysis: Scalability-aware Decision Support for Microservice Granularity

Adaptation", 2019, submitted to ACM Transactions on the Web (TWEB).

• Sara Hassan, Rami Bahsoon, and Rick Kazman, "Evaluating Granularity Adap-

tation of Microservice Architectures: How Economics Reasoning Can Help?",

2019, in preparation for submission.

Among the concepts used in this thesis is the notion of Bayesian surprise tolerance;

we contribute to this concept in the following publication:

• Sara Hassan, Nelly Bencomo, and Rami Bahsoon, "Minimizing nasty surprises

with better informed decision-making in self-adaptive systems", Proceedings of

the 10th International Symposium on Software Engineering for Adaptive and

Self-Managing Systems, Florence, Italy, May, 2016, pp. 134-144.

1.7 THESIS ROADMAP

Fig. 1.3 Thesis roadmap;the research question relevant to a chapter is in brackets
under that chapter’s topic where applicable (e.g., Research Question 1 is relevant to
Chapter 2)

To present the contributions from Section 1.5, the rest of the thesis follows the

roadmap below (summarised in Figure 1.3):

• Chapter 2 — Providing a better, more disciplined understanding of the tran-

sition to microservices: In this chapter we present out contribution to address
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Research Question 1: a systematic mapping study that consolidates various

views, approaches and activities that commonly assist in the transition to mi-

croservices. We first present the objectives of the study, a brief overview of

microservices and the process followed in the systematic mapping study which

is inspired by guidelines from [261, 116, 181, 262]. We then report and analyse

the results of the study and present a working definition to characterize the

transition to microservices — which we call microservitization. We then infer

the research gaps which we address in this thesis from the results of the study.

Finally, we briefly discuss similar studies conducted in the field of microser-

vices and contributions from other software engineering fields that can inspire

our work. This chapter is derived from [151, 148].

• Chapter 3 — Formalising the microservice granularity adaptation problem: In

this chapter we present our contribution to Research Question 2 — microser-

vice ambients — an architecture-centric,aspect-oriented modelling concept for

microservices. We first formulate the microservice modelling support require-

ments using a motivating scenario from Filmflix. Then we present a background

on ambients [258, 13] and they can aid in meeting these requirements. Next

we present our contribution which extends microservice ambients. We use

Filmflix to illustrate the how of our contribution in modelling multiple gran-

ularity adaptation strategies. Finally, we use ADL classification frameworks

to qualitatively evaluate our contribution for expressiveness, effectiveness and

facilitating runtime analysis of the microservice granularity adaptation problem.

This chapter is derived from [150].

• Chapter 4 — Objective reasoning about the added value of architectural design

decisions regarding microservice granularity: In this chapter we present our

contribution to Research Question 3 — a novel dynamic evaluation process

customised for microservice granularity adaptation. We first use Filmflix to

highlight the significance of linking microservice granularity adaptation to its

predicted added value under uncertainty at runtime. We then explain our novel

contribution and how it provides a novel combination of binomial real options
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analysis [248, 330, 329] and Bayesian surprises [44] aimed at objectively

reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation dynamically at runtime.

We compare our process to representative state of the practice microservice

runtime monitoring tools to show the extra advantage our contribution provides

regarding reasoning about granularity adaptation. We then implement Filmflix

using AWS Lambda to illustrate how our novel combination of concepts goes

beyond traditional binomial real options analysis in revealing dynamic trends

related to the potential added value of granularity adaptation in response to

runtime changes in the microservice architecture’s environment. This chapter is

partially derived from [292] which is under review.

• Chapter 5 — Realising microservice granularity adaptation: In this chapter

we present our contribution to Research Question 4 — an interactive, iterative,

runtime planning engine for microservice granularity adaptation. We first use

FIlmflix to motivate the need for a layer of runtime intelligence orchestrating

our two other contributions in order to provide effective decision support for

reasoning about granularity adaptation. We then present the input, process

and possible output cases of our planning engine. We then we use Filmflix to

illustrate the usage of the planning engine. Using this illustration we show how

our planning engine justifies that the suggested granularity adaptation strategies

can introduce more added value in the future. Finally, we discuss the planning

engine’s effectiveness and efficiency in providing decision support in a dynamic

microservice environment.

• Chapter 6 — Analysing the scalability of decision support for microservice

granularity adaptation: In this chapter we contribute to a provisional catalogue

of the microservice-specific scalability dimensions and metrics which need to

be considered when reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation at a

large scale. Additionally, we apply scalability goal-obstacle analysis [104, 91]

in the context of reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation. Given a

particular decision support contribution, goal-obstacle analysis systematically

analyses, justifies and perhaps extends dimensions in the catalogue. We first
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use the planning engine’s application to Filmflix from Chapter 4 to motivate

the need for this chapter’s contributions. Then we report on our digestion of

the state-of-the-practice literature (from Chapter 2) which we use to compile

our microservice-specific catalogue. Then we provide an overview of KOAS

goal-oriented modelling and scalability goal obstacle analysis. We evaluate and

discuss our contributions using ad-hoc and systematic scalability assessment

of our planning engine and the initial Filmflix architecture in Section 1.1.

This aims to highlight the potential comprehensiveness of our catalogue and

how scalability goal-obstacle analysis can aid reasoning about microservice

granularity adaptation at a large-scale. We further discuss how this analysis can

be applied to other contributions which support reasoning about microservice

granularity adaptation and other microservice applications Finally, we conclude

by summarising the chapter contents.

• Chapter 7 — Conclusion, reflections and future work: In this chapter we reflect

on our research questions and contributions. We summarise the contributions

of the thesis mapping them to the research questions they address from Section

1.3. We reflect on each contribution and its evaluation using different qualitative

criteria (e.g., flexibility, computational overhead, and practical deployment).

We suggest research directions that can be addressed to enrich each contribution

in the future.



Chapter 2

Microservice Transition and its

Granularity Problem: A

Systematic Mapping Study

In this chapter, we contribute a systematic mapping study that consolidates various

views, approaches and activities that commonly assist in the transition to microservices.

The study aims to provide a better understanding of the transition (thereby addressing

Research Question 1 — how can the state-of-the-art and practice in microservices be

probed to advance the understanding of microservices and whether the transition to

them has an impact on development tools, deployment management and/or personnel

organisation etc.). It also presents a working definition of the transition and technical

activities underlying it. We term the transition and technical activities leading to

microservice architectures as microservitization. We then review state-of-the-art and

-practice related to reasoning about microservice granularity. This includes reviewing

modelling approaches, aspects considered, guidelines and processes used to reason

about microservice granularity. This study identifies rooms for improvement related

to reasoning about microservice granularity; we aim to address these in the remainder

of the thesis.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

The transition to microservices has not been purely driven by technical objectives; the

transition requires careful alignment of the technical design decisions with the business

ones. The ultimate objective of this alignment is to enhance utilities of the application’s

software architecture and to improve its value potentials. For example, among the

technical design decisions is isolating business functionalities into microservices

that interact through standardised interfaces. Isolation motivated only by technical

objectives can lead to aggressive decomposition of functionalities favouring service

autonomy without considering its impact on value potentials. However, isolation

motivated by technical and business objectives can be more informed. It can enhance

utilities such as autonomy, replaceability and decentralised governance (among other

utilities) to improve the microservice architecture’s ability in coping with operation,

maintenance and evolution uncertainties. Ultimately, this can also relate to improved

maintenance costs and cost-effective quality of service (QoS) provision to end users;

these are examples of improved value potentials in the architecture.

Microservices are a more fine-grained and autonomic form of services [148]; the

difference between service-oriented and microservice architectures is still an open

research area. At a high level, the microservices architectural style has its core aligning

an industry’s business objectives with technical ones thereby introducing added value

to the architecture. Underlying this alignment is promoting more service autonomy

and decentralised governance in the architecture than that called for in service-oriented

architectures. Due to the recency of microservices, they have a multitude of definitions;

each definition captures different properties of microservices. Definitions mostly

agree that the fundamental properties of microservices include enabling facilitated

improvement of component characteristics — autonomy, replaceability, independent

deployability — and of architectural characteristics — improved reliability, scalability,

resilience to failure, availability, and evolvability [130, 190, 297, 148, 129, 34, 159,

201, 232, 231, 192, 298]. In essence, these definitions capture some drivers of the

transition to microservices aimed at enhancing utility in the application’s software

architecture. The utility enhanced through the transition can render benefits that
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can cross-cut architectural design, testing, maintenance and service management

[90]. For example, microservice autonomy allows the architects to easily locate,

implement and test necessary service amendments [148]. Microservice replaceability

allows architects to confidently and independently add and/or manage new business

functionalities over the system lifetime [148].

The transition to microservices can help the application in better meeting its

quality of services (QoS) requirements; this may consequently result into improved

compliance with service level agreements for QoS. Better QoS provision can lead to

retaining end users for a longer time and/or entering new markets leading to potential

economics gains. Since business objectives of microservice adopters ultimately trans-

late into economic terms, obtaining economic gains through microservice adoption

can mean this exercise helps in alignment of business objectives with architectural

design decisions [148]. Because of their “micro” character, microservices can be mo-

bilised to the benefit of several service-oriented applications that can require “lighter

weight” processing (e.g., mobile services and Internet-of-Things (IoT)) [148].

Despite the industrial push towards microservices, there is no disciplined under-

standing of their transition nor consensus on the principles and activities underlying

the transition [142]. A disciplined understanding of the transition is of paramount im-

portance to inform and/or to justify its technical activities by aligning them with their

added value and cost. Currently however, the state-of-the-practice in microservice

adoption lacks appropriate methods and techniques that can justify value added of

technical design decisions. For example, the software architect can be equipped with

mechanisms and tools that can enhance replaceability by standardising the communi-

cation paradigms across microservices [239, 353]. Reasoning about the added value

and possible cost becomes essential to justify this technical design decision regarding

communication paradigms.

This chapter is an attempt for a better understanding of the transition to mi-

croservices. It contributes a systematic study to consolidate various views about

microservices; it then uses the study results to present a working definition describing

the transition and technical activities of the transition to microservice architectures. In
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this chapter we introduce microservitization — a term for the transition and technical

activities leading to microservice architectures.

This working definition has explicitly considered a fundamental problem of

microservitization: reasoning about the granularity of a microservice (i.e. whether

a microservice should be decomposed/merged further or not). A granularity level

determines "the service size and the scope of functionality a service exposes [194,

p.426]." Granularity adaptation entails merging or decomposing microservices thereby

moving to a finer or more coarse grained granularity level.

A systematic mapping study allows the evidence in a domain to be plotted at an

abstract level. "This allows for the identification of evidence clusters and evidence

deserts to direct the focus of future systematic reviews and to identify areas for

more primary studies to be conducted [181, p.5]." Directing the focus of future

systematic reviews aligns with our aforementioned objectives. Ultimately, our attempt

at defining the transition to microservices will pave the way for future development and

research related to microservice transition. Furthermore, understanding the problem of

reasoning about microservice granularity allows identifying areas for future primary

studies. Since the examined literature regarding microservices spanned a broad variety

of aspects, we found a systematic mapping study to be suitable given the amount of

reviewed literature [181].

In Section 2.2 we describe the steps we followed in the systematic mapping study.

In Section 2.3 we report and briefly analyse our mapping study results. In Section

2.4 we use this analysis to 1) present our working definition for the transition to

microservices (Section 2.4.1) and, 2) identify gaps in the state-of-the-art and -practice

related to reasoning about microservice granularity (Section 2.4.2). Determining the

granularity level too early in the software architecture’s lifetime can lead to losing

rather than introducing added value to the microservice architecture [174, 17]; this can

in turn materialise into economic losses for the microservice adopter. This problem is

of significance both in brownfield and greenfield development [93]. In both fields, a

suitable granularity level is paramount to inform choosing concrete services from a

plethora of off-the-shelf microservices. Overall, the identified gaps motivate the need

for:
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• Microservice-specific modelling support potentially using an architecture defi-

nition language (ADL) that "treats microservice boundaries as adaptable first-

class entities [150, p.2]" thereby facilitating runtime analysis of microservice

granularity in a systematic architecture-oriented manner [150].

• A dynamic architectural evaluation process that captures two dimensions under

uncertainty at runtime: added value to be introduced and cost to be incurred if

the granularity of microservice architectures is adapted.

• Effective, scalability-aware decision support that should systematically guide

the software architects towards suitable granularity adaptation strategies at

runtime or suggest re-visiting their expectations of the architecture’s runtime

environment.

In Section 2.6 we compare and contrast related literature reviews, studies and surveys

in the field of microservices against our systematic mapping study. In Section 2.5

we reflect on threats to the validity of our study. In Section 2.7 we summarise

contributions that are not directly linked to microservices but can be relevant to their

emergence and development. In Section 2.8 we conclude by summarising the results

of our systematic mapping study.

2.2 SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY PROCESS

The process we follow in our mapping study is inspired by guidelines from [181]. In

Section 2.2.1, we reify the objectives of our study into more concrete study research

questions. Subsequently, this section describes how we use them in each stage of the

mapping study we follow in this chapter.

2.2.1 Research Questions

Overall, this chapter conducts a systematic mapping study to address the following

objectives:

• Objective 1: providing a better understanding of the transition to microservices

— we consolidate various views (industrial, research/academic) of the principles,
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methods and techniques that are commonly adopted to assist the transition to

microservices. This consolidation allows us to reach a working definition for

the transition to microservices; we term this transition microservitization.

• Objective 2: understanding a fundamental problem of the transition to microser-

vices related to reasoning about their granularity — we review state-of-the-art

and -practice related to reasoning about microservice granularity. This review

allows us to understand the state-of-the-art and -practice in the modelling ap-

proaches, aspects considered, guidelines and processes used to reason about

microservice granularity.

Given these objectives, we reify them into the following study research questions.

Along with each question we outline the rationale behind it.

Objective 1: providing a better understanding of the transition to microservices

• SRQ1: What are the activities undertaken to adopt microservices? This question

helps understand the principles, methods and techniques of the transition to

microservices by digesting experiences of microservice adopters in industry

and in academic research.

Objective 2: understanding a fundamental problem of the transition to microservices

related to reasoning about their granularity

• SRQ2: What are the modelling approaches used to define the granularity of a

microservice? The aim of this question is to identify the support provided by

microservice-specific models for reasoning about granularity and to investigate

how systematic (i.e. standardised and methodological) these models are.

• SRQ3: Which quality attributes are considered when reasoning about microser-

vice granularity and how are they captured? The aim of this question is to

elicit the possible trade-offs which software architects need to balance when

reasoning about microservice granularity and/or how these trade-offs can be

captured objectively.

• SRQ4: How is reasoning about microservice granularity described? The aim

of this question is to explore the state of the art regarding triggers and steps
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of microservice granularity adaptation and their suitability to the dynamic

microservice environment.

2.2.2 Search Strategy

The terms used when searching for English publications were "microservice" and

"micro-service"; Google Scholar, ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect,

SpringerLink and Wiley InterScience were used during this search. Our scope of

publications includes journals, theses, books, conferences, workshops, blog articles,

presentations, and videos. For academic publications which surveyed further relevant

literature, snowballing was applied [263] to further extract relevant literature. Non-

academic publications were included since most industrial experiences regarding

microservices were published in these forms. We made our best effort however to

only include articles that either transcribe the view of adopters or ones where the

author is the opinion holder. We believe answering the research questions above

comprehensively requires examining both academic and non-academic experiences

with microservices. This broad scope also aligns with a property of systematic

mapping studies — aiming for broad coverage rather than narrow focus [181]. Our

search was restricted to publications between 2013 and 2018, since the microservice

trend had not emerged prior to that; non-academic literature started to appear in 2013

[337] while peer-reviewed publications started to appear in 2014 [134]. Meta-data of

the search results was maintained using a tool called "Publish or Perish" [259].

2.2.3 Selection of Primary Studies

Initially, the search results were examined for relevance according to inclusion and

exclusion criteria below. Each study research question elicited in Section 2.2.1 has

corresponding inclusion/exclusion criteria (their structure is inspired by [262]). Along

with each criterion is the rationale justifying it italicised.

What activities are undertaken to adopt microservices?

Inclusion Criteria:
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• Publications generically presenting the challenges of adopting microservices since

they can be used to infer the activities comprising the transition to microservices.

• Case studies of adopting microservices are used to complement and verify the

activities in generic publications.

• Publications comparing specific development tools in the microservice industry

because they can be used to infer activities comprising the transition.

Exclusion Criteria:

• Publications without any reference to microservices. Including such publications

would confuse rather than clarify understanding the transition to microservices.

This is against Objective 1 of our study.

• Publications that refer to servitization in the business not the software context since

we are only concerned about the activities of shifting a software system from another

architectural style to microservices.

What modelling approaches are used to define the granularity of a microservice?

Inclusion Criteria:

• Publications defining formal notations/diagrams for modelling microservices. Such

publications can be used to assess how systematic the state-of-the-art is for mod-

elling microservice granularity.

• Proposals of modelling concepts for microservices. Even when unverified, a pro-

posed modelling concept can provide an insight for the building units of reasoning

about microservice granularity.

• Publications presenting industrial case studies for modelling microservices. Such

publications would verify and illustrate the expressiveness of proposed modelling

concepts to microservice granularity.

Exclusion Criteria:
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• chapters which provide binding and re-configuration solutions for SOAs/web-

services/mobile services only are excluded since they do not capture the prop-

erties specific to microservices, hence they are not suited for reasoning about

microservice-specific decision problems (in this case microservice granularity).

• chapters which provide modelling approaches for SOAs/web-services/mobile ser-

vices are excluded since they do not capture properties specific to microservices,

hence they are not suited for reasoning about microservice-specific decision prob-

lems (in this case microservice granularity).

Which quality attributes are considered when reasoning about microservice granular-

ity and how are they captured?

Inclusion Criteria:

• Publications presenting metrics used when reasoning about microservice granular-

ity. Such publications would help assess how objectively the trade-offs affecting

microservice granularity are captured in academia and/or industry.

• Case studies involving the quality drivers considered when reasoning about gran-

ularity. Such publications would realistically capture the significance of specific

trade-offs when reasoning about granularity adaptation.

• Publications focused on vendor-specific comparisons between platforms supporting

reasoning about microservice granularity. This can help derive the quality attributes

and metrics considered when reasoning about granularity.

Exclusion Criteria:

• Case studies that do not explicitly relate a challenge to its impact on microservice

granularity. Since case studies report concrete challenges and trade-offs impacting

them, it is unreasonable to claim an impact of a reported trade-off on granularity if

that is not reported explicitly in a case study.
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How is reasoning about microservice granularity described?

Inclusion Criteria:

• Publications including guidelines for reasoning about microservice granularity. This

helps to identify the state-of-the-art regarding triggers and/or steps for granularity

adaptation.

• Publications showing a sequence of when and how granularity is reasoned about in

the application’s lifecycle. These publications help assess how much the state-of-

the-practice considers dynamicity in microservice environments when reasoning

about granularity adaptation.

Exclusion Criteria:

• Publications that provide generic best practices for the granularity of applications

with no reference to microservices (e.g. related to web services, SOA, mobile

services). Such best practices are not targeted specifically at microservices, so it

would not be reasonable to use them in the context of microservice granularity.

2.2.4 Keywords and Classification

"The purpose of this stage is to classify chapters with sufficient detail to answer the

broad research questions and identify chapters for later reviews without being a time

consuming task [181, p.44]." In Appendix A we classify the included publications

according to two classification frameworks. The first framework classifies our publi-

cations according to their research approach, where the categories are elicited from

[360]. The second framework classifies our publications according to whether or not

they include keywords related to our mapping study objectives; we elicit and refine

these keywords from a microservice-specific mapping study [17].

2.2.5 Data Synthesis

RSS feeds and manual search were used to obtain publications complying with the

strategy defined in Section 2.2.2. The results were then manually examined for
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inclusion and categorised according to the criteria and frameworks described above

(Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 respectively).

2.3 RESULT REPORTING AND ANALYSIS

In this section we present graphs summarising distributions of the included publica-

tions along the categories described in Table A.1. For each graph, we discuss how it

helps serve the objectives outlined in Section 2.1.

2.3.1 Publication Distribution Overview

A total of 608 publications met the inclusion criteria in Section 2.2.3. Table 2.1 lists

representative examples of the included publications categorised according to Table

A.1. Figure 2.1 shows the overall distribution of the publications according to the

publication type.

Fig. 2.1 Publications between 2013 and 2018 as per the search strategy defined in
Section 2.2.2 included as per criteria from Section 2.2.3 classified according to their
publication type; the red bars are the publications we consider as academic and the
blue bars are those we consider non-academic

As justified in Section 2.2, we widened the scope of our study to include both

academic and industrial publications. Broadly, we consider a publication type to

be academic if it has gone through editing or peer-revision (the red bars in Figure

2.1); about 62% of the included publications. On the other hand, non-academic

publications account for about 38% of the total. Although the majority of publications
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are academic, non-academic literature still comprises a significant percentage. Had we

excluded these publications, attempting a definition for microservitization (Objective

1 in Section 2.1) would have been biased. The exclusion of non-academic sources

would lead to missing relevant keywords related to each category and the coverage

of industrial opinions and experiences related to microservice adoption would be

narrower.

Study Research Question Category Representative Examples

What activities are undertaken to

adopt microservices?

Architectural design [229, 191, 153, 154, 216, 363, 249, 238, 291,

285, 114, 3]

Organisation [372, 180, 254, 35, 277, 240, 364, 101, 361,

25]

Operation [47, 118, 113, 59, 293, 86, 336, 245, 74, 121,

347, 35]

Deployment [179, 220, 370, 53, 115, 72, 362, 279, 335,

368]

Development [264, 244, 311, 272, 222, 332, 111, 144, 322,

21, 24]

Monitoring [160, 307, 141, 122, 57]

Logging [299]

What modelling approaches are

used to define the granularity of a

microservice?

Structural [112, 168, 319, 339, 270, 234, 128, 173,

125]

Behavioural [276, 131, 142, 38]

Which quality attributes are

considered when reasoning about

microservice granularity and how

are they captured?

Performance [235, 164, 193, 56, 315]

Reliability [95, 271, 54]

Scalability [176, 202, 152, 184, 14]

Maintainability [243, 4]

Complexity [223, 340, 83, 183]

How is reasoning about

microservice granularity described?

Guidelines [58, 348, 273, 317, 275, 302, 200, 46, 327]

Processes [126, 125, 278, 256, 265, 266, 316, 162]

Table 2.1 Representative examples of publications included in the systematic mapping
study

We further classify peer-reviewed publications according to a highly-cited chapter

classification framework [360] which targets IEEE publications. This framework

classifies publications according to their research approach; a brief description of each

approach is presented in Section 2.2. This framework has been applied before in the
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Fig. 2.2 Academic (i.e. peer-reviewed) included publications between 2013 and 2018
as per the search strategy defined in Section 2.2.2 classified according to their research
approach; the classification criteria are derived from [360];

context of microservices [17], so we consider it a neat fit for our study. To match

the target context of the framework, we only apply it to peer-reviewed publications

(Figure 2.2).

Solution proposals by far comprise the largest number of peer-reviewed publica-

tions. Solution proposals present novel, significant techniques without a full-blown

validation. A proof-of-concept may be offered in solution proposals by means of

a small example, a sound argument, or by some other means [360]. Therefore, the

microservices trend is a thriving field for novelty but it is still lacking maturity. Vali-

dation research publications — which thoroughly investigate solution proposals [360]

— only amounted to 43 publications, which further proves the lack of maturity in the

field. The large difference between the solutions proposals and validation research

publications proves the need for disciplining the transition to microservices. The

following subsections further discuss this need then focus on one of the fundamental

problems of the transition — reasoning about microservice granularity.
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2.3.2 Objective 1: Providing a Better Understanding of the Transition

to Microservices

Figure 2.3 classifies the publications which include keywords related to: What are

the activities undertaken to adopt microservices? Architectural design and managing

deployment are the most popular activities undertaken when adopting microservices.

Therefore, we infer they are crucial activities in the transition to microservices. Never-

theless, there is a significant number of publications in the other categories of Figure

2.3. The variation in number of publications across categories of Figure 2.3 implies

there is no consensus in describing the transition to microservices. This leaves room

for us to introduce the microservitization term which attempts to provide a better

understanding of the transition to microservices. Even though it is common and

acceptable in academic research for publication to focus only on activities of interest

related to microservice adoption, we argue that such publications should still show

appreciation of all the activities relevant to the exercise. However, we did not find this

appreciation and awareness in the publication summarised in Figure 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 Included publications between 2013 and 2018 as per the search strategy
defined in Section 2.2.2 that have keywords related to SRQ1
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2.3.3 Objective 2: Understanding the Microservice Granularity Prob-

lem

One of the fundamental problems of the transition to microservices is finalising their

level of granularity [334, 123, 154, 216, 238, 93]. Architecture definition language

(ADL) classification frameworks [213] indicate that structural (or "topological [213,

p.26]") as well behavioural aspects of an architecture need to be modelled. Figure

2.4 helps to clearly identify the state-of-the-practice in modelling microservices;

to answer what are the modelling approaches used to define the granularity of a

microservice? The structural modelling approaches proposed for microservices are

almost double the behavioural approaches. Structural approaches capture the topology

and/or dependencies across building units of the microservice architecture. On the

other hand, behavioural approaches capture the actions of these units in several

runtime scenarios in which the modelled microservice operates.

Fig. 2.4 Included publications between 2013 and 2018 as per the search strategy
defined in Section 2.2.2 which have keywords related to SQR2

Therefore, a systematic, architecture-oriented modelling approach for microser-

vice architectures which facilitates reasoning about granularity needs to capture the

architecture’s structural and behavioural aspects. The difference in numbers between

structural- and behavioural-oriented publications in Figure 2.4 indicates that there is a

lack in modelling approaches that capture both aspects of a microservice architecture.
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Fig. 2.5 Included publications between 2013 and 2018 as per the search strategy
defined in Section 2.2.2 that have keywords related to SQR3

Fig. 2.6 Included publications between 2013 and 2018 as per the search strategy
defined in Section 2.2.2 that have keywords related to SQR4

Figure 2.5 classifies publications according to the quality attributes they aim to

optimise when reasoning about microservice granularity; to answer which quality

attributes are considered when reasoning about microservice granularity and how

are they captured? In other words, they can be the most common means to introduce

utility through cost-effective microservitization. Scalability is the most common

quality considered in the examined literature. This is reasonable given the dynamic,

large-scale environment in which microservices operate [145, 353, 159, 63, 273, 142,

55, 306, 82, 324]. Therefore, we infer that scalability can be among the attributes of

highest concern when it comes to introducing added value to microservice architec-
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tures. Relatively few publications have considered complexity/cost when reasoning

about microservice granularity. Therefore, there is room for contributing to dynamic

decision support which objectively considers both the potential value and cost of deci-

sions related to microservice granularity (i.e. adapting granularity by decomposing or

merging microservices).

Figure 2.6 classifies proposed approaches for reasoning about microservice gran-

ularity according to how they are described; this answers how is reasoning about

microservice granularity described? Most of the proposed approaches are ad-hoc

guidelines that could be applied differently at various points of the microservice

application’s lifecycle. However, effective decision support for microservice granu-

larity should comprise a clear sequence of distinct steps to be triggered under clear

conditions. We have not found such effective support even in the 30 publications

proposing a process to reason about microservice granularity. Therefore, we infer

that there is a lack in effective decision support for reasoning about microservice

granularity in terms of clear adaptation steps and triggers.

2.4 ADDRESSING SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY OBJECTIVES

In Section 2.4.1 we present a working definition for the transition to microservices; we

call this transition microservitization. In Section 2.4.2, we identify the gaps in state-

of-the-art and -practice related to reasoning about microservice granularity (inferred

from Section 2.3) and discuss how they can be addressed.

2.4.1 Objective 1: Providing a Better Understanding of the Transition

to Microservices

We have not found in the surveyed publications an empirically grounded definition
which characterises the transition to microservices, but rather several conflicting,
informal attempts coming from industry and academia. Table 2.2 analyses these
attempts in terms of whether or not they explicitly include the activities derived from
the microservice-specific systematic mapping study [17] and described in Section
2.2.4. It is worth noting that the attempts analysed in this table are just a fraction
of the publications summarised in Figure 2.3. In Table 2.2 we focus on the explicit
attempts to define the transition to microservices, while Figure 2.3 includes both
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explicit attempts to define the transition and case studies of microservice adoption
which do not explicitly attempt to define the transition.

Microservice Adoption Activity

Publication Architectural

design

Organisation Operation Deployment Development Monitoring Logging

[334] X X X

[201] X

[269] X X X

[366] X X X

[123] X X X X X

[187] X

[102] X

[298] X X X

[228] X X X

[34] X X X X X X

[156] X

[134] X X X

[174] X X

[171] X X X

[16] X X

[327] X

Table 2.2 Analysing publications that attempt to define the transition to microservices
included in the systematic mapping study; a check means the publication includes the
activity in the corresponding column

Observing Table 2.2, we introduce a definition for the transition to microservices

(adapted from the activities included in [17]) which we call microservitization to cover

all the relevant activities of the transition to microservices. This definition is adapted

from activities included in [17] and inspired by a trending concept in business and

manufacturing domains [219] — servitization.

In the manufacturing and business domains, servitization is seen as a paradigm

shift entailing “manufacturers growing their revenues and profits through services

[309]" rather than tangible functional products. A service in this context is any feature

that helps the business to 1) “really make money" and, 2) deliver new outcomes

to customers. Examples of services in servitization include software applications,

customer support, and self-service capabilities [346].
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Servitization “embraces business model innovation, organisational change, and

new technology adoption. Services exist in various forms, and represent differing

values to both the customer and provider [309]". To benefit from these values, serviti-

zation involves developing new relationships with customers, innovating customer

value propositions, forming new value chain relationships, and adapting business

models [309, 318, 33, 89]. The key to successful servitization is “choosing the

right technology, picking the appropriate moment to invest, and ensuring successful

implementation [32]" which aligns with the business objectives [346].

We liken the transition to microservices to servitization because of the following

resemblances:

• Servitization is driven by delivering new outcomes to customers which can

translate into revenues and profits. Similarly, the transition to microservices

is driven by improving QoS provision to end users and translating that into an

economic gain.

• Servitization entails embracing innovation in the manufacturing activities (e.g.,

building business models and defining customer value propositions) are car-

ried out. Similarly, the transition to microservices entails a dramatic change

(motivated by value creation) to the way technical activities manifested in the

software architecture are carried out.

Therefore, we define microservitization as a form of servitization where "ser-

vices/components are transformed into microservices — a more fine-grained and

autonomic form of services [150, p.1]" — to introduce added value to the architecture

[148]. "Microservitization is also an example of a paradigm shift [150, p.1]" since it

involves dramatically changing how the following technical activities are carried out

to align them with a microservice adopter’s business objectives:

• Architectural design: Microservitization introduces the following critical archi-

tectural design activities:

– Choosing light-weight communication mechanisms: Microservitization

can increase the distribution of functionalities across the architecture
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thereby introducing extra communication calls between microservices

[142]. Therefore, rather than relying on enterprise service buses (which

are the state-of-the-practice in SOA architectures), more light-weight

mechanisms such as pipes and filters, event-based queues, and correlation

identifiers are critical to avoid very high communication costs in microser-

vice architectures. The large number of microservices can lead to a large

volume of message exchange and hence high communication costs.

– Reasoning about microservice granularity levels: A suitable granularity

level is paramount to inform buying commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)

concrete services or developing them in-house [148]. Choosing these

services correctly is critical to introducing added value to the microservice

architecture.

– Adopting fault tolerance design patterns: Although striving for fault

tolerance is a best practice in any architecture, investing in fault tolerance

design patterns is all the more critical to microservitization. The criticality

is due to the scale of industries adopting microservices (e.g., retail [333],

entertainment [336, 145]) where microservices span different continents

with a wide variety of end users. Microservice-specific fault tolerance

design patterns include circuit breakers and bulkheads.

– Incorporating microservice registration and discovery mechanisms: Mi-

croservices are typically developed, deployed and replaced at a very quick

rate [142]. Therefore, it is critical to incorporate robust registry and dis-

covery mechanisms in microservice architectures to ensure an up to date

record of the currently “alive" microservices.

• Managing the organisational hierarchy: Microservitization has a direct impact

on the organisational hierarchy [230]. In particular, the autonomy and inde-

pendent deployability enhanced in the architecture through microservitization

facilitate decentralised governance by breaking “silos" (based around strict

separation of job roles) in the organisation.
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• Operation: Microservitization aligns operation management with breaking

organisational “silos". DevOps and NoOps are among the state-of-the-practice

operation management approaches in microservitization; they involve "a set

of practices intended to reduce the time between committing a change to a

system and the change being placed into normal production, while ensuring

high quality [40]". Decentralised operation management can reduce the risk

of bottlenecks that can materialise into economic losses to the microservice

adopter. Reducing this risk is conditional upon development operation teams

adhering to service level agreements between them.

• Deployment: Microservitization introduces a critical challenge of determining

the hosts on which a deployment pipeline is implemented [230]. This is critical

to balancing between the added value of microservitization and cost that can be

introduced by a deployment pipeline implementation choice (e.g., physical link

installation, server rental and maintenance costs). Virtualisation and container-

isation are among the common deployment pipeline implementation choices.

They can enable swift auto-scaling the microservice architecture in response to

changes in its runtime environment; this can materialise into economic gains

for competitive microservice adopters.

• Development: Unlike other software development paradigms, microservitiza-

tion enables freedom in choosing development tools which can in turn introduce

more added value to the architecture [17]. This freedom is a bi-product of the

decentralised governance enabled by microservitization. It is worth noting

that communication and knowledge sharing across teams using different devel-

opment tools needs to be carefully managed to ensure this freedom actually

introduces added value.

• Monitoring: microservitization requires much more robust, decentralised and

customisable monitoring than that of classical SOAs due to the heterogeneity

of tools used to develop microservices and scale at which they typically operate

[142]. These requirements are critical to cater for the heterogeneity, scale and

dynamism of microservice architectures.
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• Logging: Maintaining logs of the monitoring data needs to be more customis-

able and distributable than logging classical SOAs due to the heterogeneity

of tools used to develop microservices and scale at which they typically oper-

ate [142]. This requirements are aligned with the aforementioned monitoring

challenges introduced by microservitization.

2.4.2 Objective 2: Understanding the Microservice Granularity Prob-

lem

Based on our definition above, microservitization introduces the challenge of reason-

ing about the suitable granularity level of a microservice.

To formalise the microservice granularity problem, the gap we identified from

Figure 2.4 is the lack of an architecture-oriented modelling approach that captures

a microservice’s granularity behaviour, thereby supporting runtime analysis of this

behaviour. The approach should treat microservice boundaries as the primitives for

formulating the microservice granularity decision problem and actuators of microser-

vice granularity adaptation decisions. These decisions include merging multiple

microservices into a single boundary and decomposing a microservice into multiple

ones encapsulated by multiple boundaries. In other words, this approach should

treat microservice boundaries as adaptable first-class entities to ensure that both the

structural and behavioural aspects of the microservice architecture are captured; we

contribute to this approach in Chapter 3. While conducting our study, we have seen

architecture-oriented modelling approaches that treat the notion of boundaries stati-

cally (e.g., [325]), or provide support for adaptability but without explicitly capturing

the notion of adaptable boundaries (e.g., [185]). Because the role of microservices is

to encapsulate functionality, it is intuitive to use boundaries as adaptable first-class en-

tities in the modelling approach. By contrast, if the decision problem was to determine

the optimal physical infrastructure to host the microservice for example, the adaptable

first-class entity would be different (e.g., microservice configuration variables).

To reason about microservice granularity objectively and dynamically, the gap we

identified is the lack for an architectural evaluation process that captures two aspects

explicitly: benefit to be introduced and cost to be incurred by pursuing granularity
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adaptation (or not). Explicit objective reasoning about benefit and cost about this

exercise is essential since we view pursuing granularity adaptation as a strategic

architectural design decision which can have significant economic gains and/or losses

on the architecture. In essence, such objective reasoning can be seen as a means of

assessing the risks related to pursuing granularity adaptation (or not).

To effectively support reasoning about granularity adaptation, the gap we identified

is the need for a decision support tool for reasoning about this problem at runtime.

It is seen as a runtime problem since the suitable granularity level highly depends

on the current scenario in which the microservice architecture is operating [148,

351]. For example, if a certain functionality in a microservice-based application

is continuously receiving a large volume of requests at runtime, it makes sense to

decompose this functionality in a separate microservice to manage its load separately.

On the other hand, if two microservices are continuously communicating across a

network at runtime causing latency, then merging these microservices is sensible to

help reduce such latency. Overall, uncertainties related to the expected environment

and behaviour [301, 75] of the microservice architecture can not be fully captured

at design time. Therefore, a runtime decision support tool is necessary to track

and analyse this uncertainty. The tool should systematically guide the software

architects towards suitable granularity adaptation strategies at runtime or suggest re-

visiting their expectations of the microservice runtime environment. Each candidate

granularity adaptation strategy must be systematically described as a sequence of

merging/decomposition steps accompanied by triggers on them. Moreover, the tool’s

suggestions need to be justified objectively while leaving the final decision to the

architects for adopting the suggested strategies; approaches such as [147] can inspire

the design of this tool.

2.5 THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this subsection we acknowledge the threats to validity in the process we use in our

systematic mapping study as well as the application of each stage. Threats to validity
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are "influences that may limit our ability to interpret or draw conclusions from the

study’s data [261, p.351]".

When defining our search strategy in Section 2.2.2, we considered blog articles,

presentations, and videos as the means of reporting first-hand industrial experiences

with microservice adoption. We acknowledge that an alternative means could be

interviews with microservice adopters in the industry. However, published blog

articles, presentations and videos are arguably more trusted since they present a more

responsible and objective view than interviews. Though they can enrich the study with

diverse opinions, interviews tend to suffer from bias, subjectivity and irresponsible

answers [182]. Moreover, our search strategy yields publications that explicitly

mention microservices. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that there are publications

prior without direct mention of microservices that could be relevant to their emergence

and thereby to our research (e.g., web service composition and agile development).

We attempt to address this threat briefly in Section 2.7.

We acknowledge that the inclusion and exclusion criteria might have led to missing

contributions that can inspire the microservices field. However, since our study was

motivated by studying the state-of-the-art and -practice in the microservices trend

we based the criteria on publications which already have a link to microservices.

Nevertheless, we briefly outline the research areas that can inspire the microservice

trend in Section 2.7. On a more technical level, we excluded publications that could

not be translated to English which might have affected the study results.

We iteratively built Table A.1 to include all the relevant keywords and made

our best effort to justify them (Section 2.2). However, we acknowledge that some

keywords might have been missed related to each study research question.

When extracting videos and presentation for inclusion in the study results, we

made our best effort to include videos whose content contained keywords from each

category. The keywords are either mentioned by the speaker in the video or in the

slides presented in the presentation. We acknowledge however that this might have

biased the study results and that in the future transcription of the videos/presentations

would be a more accurate means of determining their relevance.
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When categorising publications according to Table A.1, we made our best effort to

considers synonyms of the keywords in each category. However, since we categorised

the publications by manual examination, we acknowledge that their distributions

might have been skewed. In particular, we acknowledge that subjective interpretation

of keywords might need to be complemented with more systematic approaches of

categorising the yielded publications. For example, the context in which a keyword or

a fragment is mentioned needs to be considered before putting each publication under

a certain category. A more systematic categorisation of the publications can ensure

the reproducibility of our results.

We acknowledge that skewed distributions might lead to biassed inferences re-

garding gaps in the literature related to each objective of our study. For example, the

variation in numbers of publications across categories in Figure 2.3 might be due to

the inadequacies in keywords under each category. It might also indicate interest in

architectural design across practitioners (i.e. in non-academic publications); this might

not be as accurate for academic publications. Nevertheless, we argue that our mapping

study results give a strong insight into the microservice trend and opens directions for

more detailed research down each direction. For example, a systematic mapping study

can be conducted which focusses specifically on microservice architectural design

and/or development — the most dense categories in Figure 2.3.

2.6 RELATED STUDIES

Motivated by disciplining the understanding of microservices, several studies have

been conducted to examine the existing literature in this young yet trending field.

They analyse existing literature with a variety of focuses. In this section, we compare

and contrast the examined studies against the systematic study we conducted.

The closest to our study are [17, 249] since they both adopt a systematic mapping

study process when examining the literature. However, the motivations in these

studies are different from ours. In [17] for example, the study research questions

motivating the study are related to challenges, modelling approaches and quality

attributes considered when adopting microservices. These questions do overlap
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partially with both objectives of our study but they do not focus on reasoning about

microservice granularity as we do in our study. In [140], the activities comprising

the transition to microservices are inferred through a literature review (aligned to

Objective 1 of our study). However, it does not focus on microservice granularity so

our study is significant to understanding this microservitization challenge.

Several systematic literature reviews and surveys focus on defining the fundamen-

tal properties of microservices and the challenges of adopting them. They range in their

rigour: Some follow a rigorous search protocol [72, 71, 372, 156, 352, 174, 134, 320]

while others are less formal [100]. These studies overlap partially with Objective 1 of

our study; they present activities related to microservices thereby contributing to a

better understanding of the transition. However, they do not define on the transition

to microservices nor can they be used to understand the microservice granularity

problem. In [228], the transition to microservices is partially described in terms of

design patterns that can be applied to microservices. However, the scope of activities

comprising the transition is not clearly defined.

Some studies mainly focus on modelling microservices [18, 70]. Their focus

partially overlaps with our following research question: What are the modelling

approaches used to define the granularity of a microservice?

On the other hand, [198] aims to "construct knowledge of quality attributes in

architecture through a Systematic Literature Review (SLR), (an) exploratory case

study and (an) explanatory survey [198, p.1]." In essence, this study can be used

to partially address our question: What are the quality attributes considered when

reasoning about microservice granularity and how are they captured? Nevertheless,

the other study research questions were not answered in this study.

Overall, the examined studies can complement this chapter to discipline the under-

standing of the transition to microservices. In this chapter, our study research questions

are formulated with focus on a specific problem of this transition — reasoning about

microservice granularity.
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2.7 RELEVANT RESEARCH FIELDS

Although we focus on publications that have direct links to microservices in our study,

we acknowledge that there are publications prior to the time period considered in this

mapping study that could be relevant to the emergence of microservices and thereby

to our research. Such publications do not fit our search strategy because they do

not make direct reference to microservices. Nevertheless, in this section we briefly

summarise the examined literature in these areas indicating how they can be relevant

to our systematic mapping study objectives.

2.7.1 Research Fields Relevant to

Understanding the Microservice Transition

Even among microservice adopters, there are still debates over distinguishing service-

oriented architectures (SOA) from microservice architectures [228, 16, 67, 328, 130,

291, 326, 238]. Therefore, we infer that contributions defining the properties and chal-

lenges of adopting SOA architectures can be relevant to understanding the transition

to microservices.

Seminal work defines SOA as an architectural style which can guide business

process definition [110, 109, 206, 288, 260, 374] and support "rapid, low-cost compo-

sition of distributed applications [252, 251, 253, p.1]." The SOA style was introduced

to address architectural complexity, redundant programming and inconsistent inter-

faces [73, 48]. In SOAs a service is a self-describing unit that "consists of a contract,

one or more interfaces and an implementation [189, p.57]." SOAs in turn comprise an

application frontend, services, a service repository and enterprise service bus.

Despite the resemblance between microservices and SOAs, there is a subtle

distinction we infer from our microservitization definition. The distinction comes from

[148]: 1) the potential of microservices as autonomous fine-grained computational

units with lightweight communication mechanisms rather than service buses and, 2)

the operational and organisational flexibility enhanced by microservitization. Further

elaboration of these points is presented in [274]. Microservices are a more fine-

grained and autonomic form of services [148]; the difference between service-oriented
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and microservice architectures is still an open research area. At a high level, the

microservices architectural style has its core aligning an industry’s business objectives

with technical ones thereby introducing added value to the architecture. Underlying

this alignment is promoting more service autonomy and decentralised governance in

the architecture than that called for in service-oriented architectures.

2.7.2 Research Fields Relevant to

Understanding the Microservice Granularity Problem

Modelling microservice granularity can be inspired by architectural modelling ap-

proaches — a wide research field, where contributions capture different notions of

the architecture at varying levels of abstraction [31]. Domain-driven modelling is the

most relevant to the modelling approach we describe in Section 2.4.2 because it strives

for logical isolation of business functionalities [112, 233]. However, domain-driven

modelling is more concerned about the relationships between functional boundaries

rather than their scope. In essence, domain-driven modelling can inform the structural

rather than behavioural aspect of modelling microservices.

The Zachman framework [367] provides a comprehensive guide to the different

dimensions and perspectives for architectural modelling. Two dimensions in this

framework are aligned with the modelling approach we call in Section 2.4.2: What the

model units are and where these units are located relative to each other. We call for a

modelling approach that explicitly captures what each microservice is concerned about

and helps define where the business functionalities encapsulated by the microservice

are located relative to each other.

A more dynamic architectural modelling approach is feature modelling [359],

where an architecture is defined as a set of variability points, the candidates for

each variability point and the rules constricting the dependencies across variability

points. We appreciate this modelling technique is useful for formulating architectural

decision-making problems. However, we would need to leverage such concept to

focus on microservice boundaries being the variability point. While dependency rules

in a feature model can give an insight about microservice granularity, they do not

explicitly model it. EUREMA [349] provides a yet more powerful dynamic modelling
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technique. Here an adaptation engine contains a runtime model which represents the

evolution of the system as well as adaptation activities to be executed on that model.

The link between the adaptation activities and the runtime model is expressed using

runtime mega-models. Similar to feature modelling, EUREMA needs to capture the

notion of microservice boundaries more explicitly.

Boundaries are modelled more explicitly in design structure matrices (DSMs) [87].

Modularity metrics [217] can be used to assess the degree of interdependence across

these boundaries. We have not seen a dynamic application of DSMs that captures the

changes in these dependencies across a time unit (e.g., release cycles).

Since we call for objective reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation,

design metrics can inspire this requirement since they provide an objective way to

capturing attributes of a design decision. Effort-based metrics [314] evaluate software

development and maintenance efforts when a transition is made from centralised

to distributed system architectures [287]. By analogy, an objective way is needed

to evaluate development and maintenance costs when microservice granularity is

adapted. Metrics related to cohesion, coupling and visibility of system components

are presented and visualised in [287, 52], which can be used to assess the impact of

granularity adaptation on the microservice architecture’s modularity.

Since reasoning about microservice granularity is in essence a dynamic architec-

tural design decision problem, several software engineering fields can be relevant to it.

Architectural analysis methods, architectural design patterns, service composition and

orchestration approaches, runtime architectural adaptation, architectural refactoring

and feedback control loops are only some of the relevant fields. In the following

subsections we categorise contributions in these fields according to their level of

autonomy:

• Manual contributions with full reliance on the software architect and/or stake-

holders (e.g., architectural design patterns and/or anti-patterns)

• Partially autonomous contributions where there is an autonomous agent but the

software architect still makes the final decision regarding the optimal architec-

ture (e.g., interactive service orchestration and/or composition)
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• Fully autonomous contributions where the decision-making process and exe-

cuting the decision are fully handled by an autonomous agent (e.g., feedback

control loops, online architectural refactoring)

2.7.2.1 Manual Contributions

Out of the approaches in this subsection, the most cost- and value-aware approaches

we examined are [248, 329, 330]. Refactoring the architecture according to patterns

[248] or to introduce modularity [330] are regarded as value-bearing investments

[329]. However, these approaches are only applied statically at design time. In this

chapter, we call for a similar view for reasoning about microservice granularity.

In [28], a cost benefit analysis method (CBAM) is proposed as a generic architec-

ture evaluation method which utilises techniques in decision analysis, optimisation,

and statistics to evaluate architectural design decisions. However, CBAM does not dy-

namically track and update the added value of architectural decisions. These dynamic

updates are critical to the nature of the microservice granularity problem.

In [280], the net benefit of a software is calculated by deducting its total costs

from the total benefit. These are manually elicited and monetised from software

architects through a series of questions (e.g., “what is the status of the environment

without the system?”). To our knowledge, this approach however does not consider

the uncertainty in the answers to these questions nor does it update them at runtime.

In [61] the predictive analysis of design captures the value-driven impact of archi-

tectural decisions as multi-dimensional normalised, weighted cost and value vectors.

Therefore, it can only provide static objective decision support for reasoning about

microservice granularity.

The techniques in [98] present different architectural evaluation methods and

their motivations. Software Architecture Analysis for Evolution and Reusability

(SAAMER), Scenario-Based Architecture Re-engineering (SBAR) and Architecture

Level Prediction of Software Maintenance (ALPSM) in particular take an objective

approach to architectural evaluation.

SBAR captures the runtime nature of decision-making by providing different

quality attribute evaluation techniques depending on whether the quality attribute is
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concerned with the “development” of the system (i.e. design time, such as reusability,

which is handled by scenario-based evaluation) or the “operation” of the system (i.e.

runtime, such as performance, which is handled by simulation-based evaluation).

SAAMER on the other hand partially addresses granularity problem by analysing the

level of interaction between different scenarios of the system as a means of assessing

the level of functionality isolation in the system. Nevertheless, both methods have not

been explicitly applied in a dynamic environment to our knowledge.

ALPSM takes a more value-driven approach to the evaluation, similar to the

Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) [28], which makes them more systematic

architectural evaluation approaches than SAAMER and SBAR above. Furthermore,

ALPSM uses probabilities to capture the likelihood of the impact of scenarios and

CBAM captures the uncertainty the architectural analysis. ALPSM and CBAM

therefore partially capture uncertainty, although they do not operate at runtime and

thereby they suffer from the limitation of design-time analysis.

Classical design patterns presented in [137] extensively study creational (con-

cerned with object instantiation), structural (concerned with relationships between

objects) and behavioural patterns (concerned with coordination between objects).

These patterns are further categorised according to their static or runtime nature.

In that context, reasoning about microservice granularity can benefit from runtime

creational design patterns. However, the design patterns of that category in [137]

do not capture the scope — boundary — where a pattern can be enforced. Service

workflow patterns have been presented in a seminal work [341] which implicitly

discussed the issue of granularity is SOAs. However, we envision that the distinction

between microservices and SOAs calls for explicitly addressing granularity adaptation

decisions in the context of microservice constraints.

2.7.2.2 Partially Autonomous Contributions

In [68, 300], pattern-based engines are proposed to synthesize a composition of atomic

and composite services. However, we envision that reasoning about microservice

granularity needs to be grounded on objective rather than pattern-based evaluation. In

[224, 225], a microservice-specific approach for addressing the microservice granular-
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ity problem is proposed which relies on microservice web application log mining to

extract the usage pattern and then making adaptive decisions regarding microservice

granularity to ensure an economically sustainable architecture. We acknowledge this

work is very closely related to the decision support called for in this chapter. Never-

theless, it does not explicitly analyse the value-driven implications of such adaptive

decisions as we call for in Section 2.4.2.

2.7.2.3 Fully Autonomous Contributions

The closest fully autonomous contribution to the effective decision support we call for

in Section 2.4.2 is the ASTRO-CAptEvo orchestration framework [178]. It is a run-

time framework that allows partial definition of business processes for service-based

systems at design-time. Subsequently, the framework orchestrates "automatically

composing the currently available services, provided by other actors and systems,

according to the execution context and the goal of the process to be refined" using

state transition systems. This framework takes a runtime approach to decision-making.

However, the decision problem targeted by ASTRO-CAptEvo is service composition

rather than microservice granularity. Moreover, ASTRO-CAptEvo does not consider

objectively reason about composing the available services.

The Self-Serv framework presented in [42] facilitates composite web service

execution through peer-to-peer message exchange between coordination agents, which

manage the service composition according to a static state chart. This framework

can be utilised to address microservice granularity adaptation, but the knowledge that

drives the service composition is static, meaning the runtime nature of the granularity

problem is not captured in this framework.

Reputation-based dynamic service configuration techniques such as [209] use a

policy language to capture service consumers’ and providers’ profiles and then utilise

these profiles to dynamically configure an optimal concrete service architecture. The

work in [354] leverages on the concept of reputation by capturing trust in the feedback

given regarding the services. In particular, a model is proposed to aggregate feedback

from several consumers of a service to reduce the effect of biased feedback. In both
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cases, a subjective user profile is used to drive the composition rather than an objective

value- and cost-driven approach.

Case-based reasoning about concrete service composition is presented in [199]

where a solution space of composite services is formalised using recursive tuples

of services. An agent then synthesises the optimal service decomposition given a

request for services from the user which are then bound at runtime to concrete services

fetched from a registry. A distinction is therefore made here between concrete service

selection and the higher level composition of services; this can be utilised to address

the granularity problem. However, this solution does not capture the dynamic nature

of the microservice granularity problem.

Service composition techniques based on model checking [117, 65, 64] dynami-

cally adapt probabilistic models of the system according to runtime changes in the

scenarios surrounding the system or runtime changes in the requirements of the system.

In [64] Bayesian learning improves service composition synthesis process through

runtime knowledge updates about the system’s behaviour over its lifetime. In [65] an

abstract service composition is mapped to a concrete service composition at runtime.

The field of model-checking therefore is an attractive one for runtime decision-making.

Such contributions however need to be leveraged for the specific problem we are

concerned with (i.e. the granularity of microservices).

Similar to the field of model checking is runtime architecture modelling. Several

contributions in this field manifest runtime changes to the architecture [45, 50, 369,

26, 246, 39, 172, 349, 119, 221]. Other contributions are catered for systems which

exhibit a similar level of dynamism to microservices [120, 218, 155]. However, these

contributions would need to be leveraged with objective reasoning that considers both

the added value and cost of granularity adaptation.

Another approach of an autonomous solution is dynamic service formation rather

than dynamic service composition. Frameworks such as [342, 195] provide means to

dynamically produce web service specifications conforming to a service composition.

These approaches can be utilised to complement the decision support we call for in

this chapter.
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The runtime, uncertain context of microservice granularity adaptation calls for

support similar to that provided by engineering self-adaptivity [148, 75] into an

architecture. The role of a self-adaptive solution is to refine and update at runtime

the architects’ design-time expectations about the architecture’s behaviour. There

are several mechanisms which can be adopted in this solution [43, 76, 138, 161, 92].

Underlying most of them is the concept of feedback control loops [99, 60] which can

be used "to monitor, analyse, plan and execute adaptations [81, p.16]" in a system

regarding trade-offs of concern; the knowledge learnt about the system needs to be

maintained in a knowledge base (MAPE-K loop [138]).

Control loops can be composed in a centralized, hierarchical, master-slave, or

fully decentralized pattern [92]. Each pattern varies in which components of the

architecture carry out which phase(s) of the control loop. The centralized pattern is

more suitable for monolithic architectures. In a hierarchical pattern, the full MAPE

loop is effected at individual services, with higher level services having a more general

view of the architecture. The individual service MAPE loops pass information to

the higher level loops at short time intervals. Although this pattern is well-suited

to addressing the trade-offs of concern here, its only shortcoming is deciding what

the higher level component with the global view of the architecture should comprise

and the possibility of this service creating a bottleneck. A variant of the hierarchical

pattern is the master-slave pattern where the individual services only monitor and

execute while a higher level service comprises the analysis and planning phases.

Although more lightweight than the hierarchical pattern, the master/slave pattern

suffers from the same shortcomings as the hierarchical pattern. The decentralized

pattern [143, 208, 350, 358] on the other hand takes away the need for a service with

a global view of the control loop. The MAPE loop is implemented in each service

and information is passed across the services for decentralized management. The

major challenge of this pattern is guaranteeing a consistent view of the system and its

environment across all the control loops [92]. However, this pattern is the most aligned

with the autonomy of microservice architectures and the scale at which microservices

operate.
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Runtime architectural adaptation approaches have been proposed before in the

Rainbow framework [138] which is the most aligned with the concept of feedback

loops. The Rainbow framework provides a reusable solution to induce self-adaptivity

into a system in a cost-aware manner. However, it is debatable whether dynamically

adapting the level of granularity of a microservice can be captured using the Rainbow

framework. This is because the solution space here varies regarding the number

of services used and the interaction patterns between them. To our knowledge, the

Rainbow framework has not been applied to such a setting before. Another prominent

approach is the architectural refactoring approach [96] where a set of anti-patterns

is proposed which can be detected dynamically and used to trigger refactoring an

architecture. This approach has as its main motive enhancing the modularity of the

architecture rather than reasoning about modularity in a objective manner.

Realising microservice granularity adaptation involves changes to a deployed

architecture. These activities are similar to those underlying the field of online

architectural refactoring. Several contributions in this field pave the way to automated

online architectural refactoring [373, 203, 323, 308, 167, 371, 247] and modelling

transformations [87, 166]. These contributions are driven by meeting a specific

architectural design pattern, but they do not objectively reason about granularity

adaptation.

In the field of AI planning, an ontology-based approach to architectural adaptation

is proposed [211]. A shared ontology of generic “procedures” (or templates) is

produced which the stakeholder can choose from at run-time. An agent then executes

this procedure customizing it depending on the scenario in which the system will

operate. It is appreciated that the use of ontologies promotes sharing knowledge across

across architects. However, we envision that the decision support we are calling for in

this chapter can promote knowledge sharing and profiling to inform reasoning about

microservice granularity.
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2.8 CONCLUSION

In this chapter we contribute a systematic mapping study to consolidate various views,

principles, methods and techniques that are commonly adopted to assist the transition

to microservices. We systematically describe the study’s process and report its results.

We use this contribution to introduce a working definition capturing the fundamentals

of the transition; we term it as microservitization. Microservitization is a form of

servitization [309, 32] where services/components are transformed into microservices

— a more fine-grained and autonomic form of services — to introduce added value

to the architecture [148]. Microservitization is also an example of a paradigm shift

since it involves a dramatic change to the way technical activities are carried out and

aligned with a microservice adopter’s business objectives. We then shed light on a

fundamental problem of microservitization: microservice granularity and reasoning

about its adaptation as first-class entities. This study has reviewed and identified

gaps in the state-of-the-art and -practice that relate to the modelling approaches,

aspects considered, guidelines and processes used to reason about microservice

granularity. The identified gaps pave the way to opportunities for future research

and development related to reasoning about microservice granularity. In particular,

we identify there is room for: 1) systematic architecture-oriented modelling support

for microservices that treats their boundaries as adaptable first-class entities, 2) a

dynamic architectural evaluation process to reason about the cost and added value of

granularity adaptation and, 3) effective, scalability-aware decision support to inform

reasoning about microservice granularity at runtime.



Chapter 3

Microservice Ambients: An

Architectural Meta-modelling

Approach for Microservice

Granularity

In Chapter 2, we define microservitization as the paradigm shift towards microservices

and determining the optimal microservice boundaries (i.e. microservice granularity) as

one of the key microservitization design decision problems. In this chapter, we provide

an architecture-centric approach to model this problem, thereby addressing Research

Question 2. We build on ambients — a modelling approach that can explicitly

capture functional boundaries and their adaptation. We extend the aspect-oriented

architectural meta-modelling approach of ambients — AMBIENT-PRISMA — with

microservice ambients. A microservice ambient is a modelling concept that treats

microservice boundaries as an adaptable first-class entity.We use Filmflix to capture a

granularity adaptation strategy using our aspect-oriented modelling approach. This

shows the ability of microservice ambients to express the functional boundary of a

microservice, the concerns of each boundary, the relationships across boundaries and

the adaptations of these boundaries. Additionally, we evaluate the expressiveness and

effectiveness of microservice ambients using criteria from Architecture Description
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Language (ADL) classification frameworks since microservice ambients essentially

support architecture description for microservices. The evaluation focuses on the

fundamental modelling constructs of microservice ambients and how they support

microservitization properties such as utility-driven design, tool heterogeneity and

decentralised governance. The evaluation highlights how microservice ambients

support analysis, evolution and mobility/location awareness which are significant to

quality-driven microservice granularity adaptation. The evaluation is general and

irrespective of the particular application domain and the business competencies in that

domain. In other words, this evaluation shows how microservice ambients provides

the support required to flexibly and expressively model different runtime granularity

adaptation strategies (thereby addressing Research Question 2).

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we address the inadequacy of an architecture-centric modelling concept

that captures microservice boundaries as adaptable first class entities and facilitate

reasoning about the microservice granularity adaptation problem by allowing mod-

elling different strategies for microservice granularity adaptation (related to Research

Question 2 — how can microservices be modelled using flexible, expressive support

that aids defining different strategies for runtime microservice granularity adapta-

tion?). We address it by contributing to a systematic, flexible and expressive architec-

tural modelling and analysis support for representing microservices and managing

their granularities to model this decision problem. A systematic architecture-centric

approach for modelling microservice granularity provides the appropriate level of

abstraction for managing this runtime decision problem. In particular, this approach

has the promise to scale the analysis of this problem. Reasoning about microser-

vice granularity at the architectural rather than code level can facilitate analysis of

systems that exhibit heterogeneity and decentralised governance — as is the case

with microservice applications. The heterogeneity of tools supporting microservice

architectures calls for flexibility in modelling the granularity decision problem in a

technology independent way. Architectural modelling of microservices in particular
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is a pressing issue due to the inadequacy of standardisation for this young research

field [17]. Although intuitively the main trigger for microservitization is “people

finding they have a monolith that’s too big to modify and deploy [133]”, we have

not encountered any architectural modelling support in the literature to manage the

adaptation from the “too big” or “too small” services to the “good enough” level of

granularity.

The novel contribution of this chapter is an architecture-centric modelling con-

cept for microservices which extends ambients [66, 13] — microservice ambients.

Microservice ambients provide the primitives for modelling microservices and treat

microservice boundaries as adaptable first-class entities; henceforth microservice

ambients address Research Question 2. Microservice ambients use “aspects” to define

the adaptation behaviour needed to support changes in granularity at runtime. Aspects

flexibly separate cross-cutting concerns (and thereby scope) of each boundary. We

introduce the granularity adaptation aspect to help define the runtime triggers for

granularity adaptation to be used as the mciroservice(s) are monitored at runtime.

When any of these triggers is invoked, the graphical notation of microservice am-

bients provides architectural modelling support to express the candidate solution

for granularity adaptation. The transition (by merging or decomposing a microser-

vice ambient(s)) from an initial architecture to a chosen candidate is captured in the

granularity adaptation aspect of the microservice ambient.

We use Filmflix to demonstrate the flexibility and expressiveness of the modelling

approach in capturing granularity adaptation strategies. We evaluate our modelling

approach using properties from ADL classification frameworks [213, 12, 286] since

microservice ambients essentially support architecture description for microservices.

The evaluation focuses on the fundamental modelling constructs of microservice ambi-

ents and how they support microservitization properties such as utility-driven design,

tool heterogeneity and decentralised governance. The evaluation also highlights how

microservice ambients support runtime analysis, mobility and location awareness; all

of which are significant to quality-driven microservice granularity adaptation. The

evaluation is general and irrespective of the particular application domain and the

business competencies in that domain.
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In Section 3.3 we motivate the need for our contribution using a motivation sce-

nario from Filmflix. We then use this scenario to formulate the modelling requirements

suited to our problem in Section 3.4. In Section 3.2 we give a brief background to

ambients. In Section 3.5 we introduce our novel microservice ambients. In Section

3.6 we present our evaluation of microservice ambients. We summarise the chapter

contents in Section 3.7.

3.2 BACKGROUND: AMBIENTS

Ambient-PRISMA [13] extends traditional architectural elements with a new kind

of element called an ambient inspired from Ambient Calculus [66]. Ambients are

architectural elements that “coordinate a boundary, model the notion of location and

provide mobility support to other architectural elements [13].” Ambients locate other

architectural elements in their boundary and manage them. Therefore, ambients can

be utilised as runtime modelling analysis tools, where the parent ambient manages the

interaction between its children and exterior architectural elements. For example, in

Figure 3.7.a the MovieReview ambient is the parent of RevPolM and RevInfoReqM

microservice ambients, so any access to these children ambients from outside the

parent ambient is managed by it.

AMBIENT-PRISMA separates the behaviour of cross-cutting concerns through a

set of aspects. Aspects give a white-box view of each ambient’s boundary. Ambient-

PRISMA is supported by a specification language that allows an aspect-oriented

description of the software architecture. Crucially, this specification language pro-

vides just enough insight into the behaviour (i.e. concerns) of each ambient to model

an architecture expressively — capturing the behaviour within ambient and the rela-

tionships across ambients. The aspects communicate through weaving relationships.

Each aspect fulfils its concern by utilising interface services. Many aspects can utilise

the same interface service if need be. Ambients publish interface services through

ports. Attachments represent the communication channel between a port of an ambient

and any architectural element located inside or outside that ambient. The interface

services that we utilise for the granularity adaptation problem are [13, p8,p9]:
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• newAmbient creates a new ambient by providing the name of the ambient as a

parameter.

• addChild adds a new architectural element in the boundary of an ambient.

• removeChild removes an architectural element that is located in the boundary

of an ambient.

3.3 MOTIVATING SCENARIO

Consider that the architects utilise the same notation of Figure 1.1 for modelling

the initial architecture of Filmflix and a solution space of architectures with varying

granularity levels. We assume the intuition of the architects when constructing these

candidates is to utilise domain-driven design concepts, such that each bounded context

represents an independent area of the domain (inspired by [233, 112]). Independence

here implies that this domain has consistent rules “ in terms of team organization,

usage within specific parts of the application, and physical manifestations such as code

bases and database schemas [112]” and these rules only apply within that bounded

context. Each modular boundary represents a single microservice within a bounded

context. The intuition here is that a modular boundary encapsulates more concretely

the related functionalities that belong to the same bounded context.

Furthermore, consider that the architects define decomposition rules such as XOR

and OR to represent the interaction between respective modular boundaries if the

granularity of the initial architecture is adapted by adopting the respective candidate.

For example, consider that the granularity of Figure 1.1 is adapted by merging Re-

viewRegulation and ReviewUpload in the initial architecture into ReviewManagement,

thereby adopting the candidate presented in Figure 3.1a. The architects’ intuition

behind the OR rule in Figure 3.1a is that computing power can be alternated between

ReviewManagement and MovieReview. Adapting granularity by merging ReviewReg-

ulation and ReviewUpload aims to avoid unnecessary frequent inter-microservice

communication between them.

On the other hand, Figure 3.1b calls for adapting granularity by decomposing the

MovieReview user interface to separate functionalities related to capturing input and
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displaying reviews. This aims to give the architects flexibility in the development tool

choices for each set of functionalities. The XOR rule between ReviewCaptureInterface

and ReviewDisplayInterface in Figure 3.1b indicates that they are related so they can

not run independently if the initial architecture’s granularity is adapted by adopting

candidate Figure 3.1b.

This setting raises the following challenges (among others): 1) what is concise

the difference between a “modular boundary” and a “bounded context” and, 2) how

does the interaction between modular boundaries differ for XOR and OR rules? The

first challenge shows the significance of providing systematic architectural modelling

to express functional granularity in microservices. The second challenge shows

the significance of flexible and expressive analysis support to clearly capture how

granularity adaptation should be performed (e.g., does the OR rule mean newly

formed modular boundaries can be invoked in parallel and have simultaneous access

to end user information?).

(a) Candidate 1 — calls for merging
ReviewUpload and ReviewRegulation
into ReviewManagement; the OR rule
allows running ReviewManagement
and MovieReview in parallel

(b) Candidate 2 — calls for decomposing
MovieReview into ReviewCaptureInterface and
ReviewDisplayInterface; the XOR rule indi-
cates these 2 microservices can not be invoked
in parallel

Fig. 3.1 Impromptu candidate solution space with different microservice granularity
levels

3.4 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Reflecting on Section 3.3, we describe the requirements of a systematic architecture-

centric approach to model microservice granularity:
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• Requirement 1: The approach shall explicitly capture the primitives for

granularity adaptation — microservice boundaries — as first-class entities.

Boundaries are primitives for granularity adaptation because they are the effec-

tors/actuators of granularity adaptation design decisions.

• Requirement 2: The approach shall promote flexibility and expressiveness in

the modelling microservice granularity behaviour, thereby supporting runtime

analysis of this behaviour. Crucially this analysis needs to optimise for auton-

omy of computation and independent deployability of the microservices. The

objective of the analysis is to avoid aggressive decomposition of functionality.

The concept of ambients is particularly attractive for the requirements above.

We extend ambients by introducing a microservice ambient type. A microservice

ambient as an architectural element allows modelling the boundary of computation

of a microservice (Requirement 1). Aspects, weaving relationships, ports and attach-

ments model the impacts on the concerns and relationships when these boundaries are

adapted. We enrich the microservice ambient with a granularity adaptation aspect to

express granularity adaptation strategies as a set of distinct conditions and decom-

position/merging steps. This in turn facilitates runtime analysis for different quality

trade-offs for different granularity levels of a microservice ambient (Requirement

2)). Capturing granularity adaptation behaviour as a transactional set of decomposi-

tion/merging steps to facilitate runtime analysis is a novel contribution of this work.

Other ADLs we have examined in the literature either assume static modelling of the

architectural elements or provide little support for their evolution (e.g. by inheritance

or component replication); we discuss this further in Section 3.6.

3.5 MICROSERVICE AMBIENT DESCRIPTION

A microservice ambient uses meta-services (e.g., related to updating to updating the

ambient hierarchy when need be) to reflect on its behaviour and invoke meta-services

at runtime. These meta-properties and meta-services are defined in the meta-model

[13]. A microservice ambient can encapsulate further microservice ambients in

a hierarchical manner. As long as the autonomy of computation (and thereafter
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independent deployability) are enforced by the boundary, it is fair to assume each

microservice ambient in a hierarchy will be instantiated as a concrete microservice.

Nevertheless, each microservice will be of a different granularity level, depending on

the hierarchy position of the microservice ambient instantiated.

Fig. 3.2 White-box view of a microservice ambient; IC and EC are ports related to
the mobility aspect, IS and ES are ports related to the coordination aspect, IR is the
port related to the distribution aspect, InM and ExM are ports related to granularity
adaptation aspect

A microservice ambient can coordinate with its parent ambient (or microservice

ambient) to fulfil the behaviour defined by its aspects. Additionally, the microservice

ambient can act as an autonomic element that employs the phases of the MAPE-K

loop to model the runtime granularity adaptation [11]. The MAPE-K loop defines

the stages for an autonomous element to plan the adaptation of a running system:

monitoring the running system, analysing monitored data, planning the adaptation

actions, executing the plan on the running system, and finally updating the knowledge

base of the autonomous element for future planning optimisation. However, in this

chapter, we focus more on providing architectural modelling support for the decision

problem rather than stating a decision-making method for choosing a granularity

adaptation candidate.

A microservice ambient must have at least four aspects to support architectural

modelling for granularity: a granularity adaptation aspect (our novel contribution), a

mobility aspect (inherited from ambients [13]), a coordination aspect (inherited from
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ambients [13]) and a distribution aspect (inherited from ambients [13]). We elaborate

on the role of each aspect below. The overall white-box view of a microservice

ambient is shown in Figure 3.2.

• Granularity adaptation aspect: This aspect is responsible for describing the

behaviour of how a microservice ambient adapts its granularity. The aspect

utilises the newAmbient,addChild,removeChild,addAttachment and removeAt-

tachment interface services inherited from the definition of ambients (Section

3.2). At runtime, the granularity adaptation aspect monitors parameters (e.g.,

change rate, failure rate) indicating QoS. It then utilises the inherited interface

services to trigger granularity adaptations in response to changes in the runtime

parameters.

• Mobility aspect: In the context of supporting granularity adaptation, the mo-

bility aspect allows microservice ambients to enter or exit the boundaries of

a parent microservice ambient. There are two ports related to this aspect:

ExCapabilities port (EC) and InCapabilites (IC) port.

• Coordination aspect: At a high level, the coordination aspect redirects calls

from external architectural elements to internal architectural elements inside

an ambient. It also manages the redirection of calls from internal architectural

elements to external ones. There are two ports related to the coordination aspect:

InServices (IS) port and ExServices (ES) port.

• Distribution aspect: The role of the distribution aspect is to make an ambient

aware of its hierarchical position by storing the name of its parent ambient. The

predefined weaving relationship between the mobility and distribution aspect

ensures the distribution aspect manages this awareness when adaptations in the

hierarchy are triggered by the mobility aspect. There is a single port related to

this aspect: InRouting (IR) port.

Microservice ambients inherit all the invariants imposed on ambients [13]. The in-

troduction of the granularity adaptation aspect however introduces an extra invariant

specific to microservice ambients. All microservice ambients must implement a
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granularity adaptation aspect whose concern is granularity (invGranAdapt). In addi-

tion, the following weaving and port constraints are introduced for the microservice

ambient:

• The GranAdapt aspect definition implement an IMonitor interface to define

the runtime monitoring requirements of the granularity adaptation aspect. Pub-

lishing and requesting the services of this interface indicates the need for two

additional ports in a microservice ambient:

– An InMonitorPort (IM) is required to publish/request the runtime moni-

toring interface service to architectural elements inside the microservice

ambient.

– An ExMonitorPort (EM) is required to publish/request the monitoring

service to architectural elements outside the microservice ambient. The

ExMonitorPort of children microservice ambients is connected to the

InMonitorPort of its parent microservice ambients.

• The granularity adaptation aspect introduces a weaving relationships between

itself and the distribution aspect.

3.5.1 GranAdapt Aspect and Microservice Ambient

Templates

We have defined different templates that provide guidance for architects when defining

a microservice ambient and its granularity adaptation behaviour. Architects can then

instantiate these templates to capture specific granularity adaptation strategies. A

template of the granularity adaptation aspect is outlined in Figure 3.3, using the

Ambient-PRISMA Textual Language that is based on a variant of dynamic logic

[258]. The list of architectural elements which a microservice ambient is allowed to

monitor is stored in set called Sources and the size of the set is stored in SourceNum.

Each Source stores the architectural element located in an ambient, its name and

the corresponding Parameters monitored for it. A Parameter is characterised by its

name, ParameterKind and sequence of recorded values. The recordReading IMonitor

interface service receives parameters readings from an architectural element inside
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an ambient implementing this service. The getReading IMonitor interface service

publishes the latest reading recorded for a parameter of an architectural element.

External microservice ambients can request readings for architectural elements that

they can not directly communicate with. The italicised terms are variability points

in the template, which can be instantiated depending on the adopted granularity

adaptation strategy.

3.5.2 Architectural Configuration Specification

A template of the microservice ambient importing the granularity adaptation aspect is

outlined in Figure 3.4, also using the Ambient-PRISMA Textual Language. This tem-

plate includes all the invariants a microservice ambient needs to fulfil. The highlighted

lines refer to invGranAdapt invariant. Because it is a template, Figure 3.4 does not

specify the architectural elements within the microservice ambient or the attachments

between them [13]. Moreover, it is assumed that the attachments between a microser-

vice ambient and its children architectural elements is automatically managed by the

runtime environment of the microservice ambient [13].

Figure 3.5 illustrates a possible aspect type that uses the template in Figure 3.3. In-

tuitively, it is motivated by clustering simultaneously changing architectural elements

within the same microservice ambient. Here the number of attachments (AttNumber)

across children architectural elements of a microservice ambient (mem1 and mem2) is

the indicator of simultaneous change. The parent microservice ambient (self ) utilises

the getReading interface service for this monitoring. Where simultaneous change

occurs in the number of attachments within mem1 and mem2, this triggers merging

mem1 and mem2 into a single microservice ambient.

Figure 3.3 defines merging as a transaction, allowing the rollback of merging and

decomposition in case of error. These transactions utilise the interface services from

IMonitor and establish the changes in the ambient hierarchy required when a child

microservice ambient enters or leaves its parent ambient. Crucially, these changes

assume that only sibling microservice ambients are merged or decomposed. If a

transaction is invoked on non-sibling microservice ambients, the services utilised in the

transactions and the triggers in Figure 3.5 would have been different. The Valuations
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Fig. 3.3 GranAdapt aspect template specification
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Fig. 3.4 Our microservice ambient template specification; leveraging upon ambients
in [13]

part of Figure 3.5 updates the list of microservice architectural elements that self

would have to monitor after merging. This involves removing mem1 and mem2 from

the Sources of self and replacing them with the newly formed microservice ambient

cluster. Once we have the types of our architecture, we create different configurations

by instantiating the elements including ambients and defining the ambient hierarchies.

Figure 3.7.a illustrates a possible instantiation — architectural configuration — of

the microservice ambient template. A textual reflection of this graphical architectural

configuration is shown in Figure 3.6. MovieReviews is an instance of the microservice

ambient ReviewFR.

Referring to Figure 3.7.a, MovieReview is the highest level microservice ambi-

ent therefore its constructor does not take any parameters. In reality however, this
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Fig. 3.5 Granularity adaptation aspect for clustering changes

microservice ambient might reside within a larger ambient but for the purpose of

illustration we focus on this scope of the architectural configuration. InfoReqDef1 and

RevPolDef1 are instances of the functional elements residing in RevInfoReqM and

RevPolM respectively. Because the runtime environment maintains the attachments

between the microservice ambient and its children architectural elements, only attach-

ments between the children architectural elements need to be explicitly configured.

Therefore, only the attachment between RevInfoReqM and RevPolM is explicitly

defined. Moreover, this automatic runtime management of attachment ensures that

granularity adaptation is invoked reliably —- the attachments are maintained correctly

after the adaptation is invoked.

Both the template and configuration specifications are defined at design time

according to a granularity adaptation strategy intuition (in this case clustering simulta-

neous changes together). At runtime, the transactions and valuations of the instantiated
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aspects and the invariants of the instantiated ambients are executed and managed. The

power of the triggers in the granularity adaptation aspect can be extended such that

it controls runtime switching across different instances of the granularity adaptation

aspect, thereby changing the theme of microservitization at runtime.

Fig. 3.6 Possible architectural configuration using microservice ambient instances

3.6 EVALUATION

In this section we apply our microservice ambients to model a granularity adaptation

strategy using Filmflix as an example. In Appendix B we present a number of

sample strategies that can be formulated using granularity adaptation aspects. We then

evaluate our modelling approach for flexibility, expressiveness and support for runtime

analysis using properties from [213, 12, 286]. Evaluation along these dimensions help

show the extent to which our contribution provides the support required to flexibly

and expressively model different runtime granularity adaptation strategies (as aimed

for in Research Question 2).

3.6.1 Clustering for Localising Change

Rationale: Change clustering has been applied in industry in the context of microser-

vices; it was however motivated merely by enhancing modularity [130]. In other
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(a) Problem Context

(b) Solution

Fig. 3.7 Merging for Change Clustering; InfoReqDef1 and RevPolDef1 are instances
of the functional elements residing in RevInfoReqM and RevPolM respectively

words, different rates of code churn implied a different structure of the microservice

architecture rather than a different level of granularity. We leverage on change cluster-

ing but in the context of adapting granularity. Problem Context: There are cases where

sets of functional elements change simultaneously over time. Figure 3.7a exemplifies

such a scenario. The change events in the RevInfoReqM (managing the user input

requirements when uploading a review) and RevPolM (managing the regulations

on the contents of the uploaded reviews) are monitored by the parent MovieReview
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ambient. The attachment between the ExM (ExMonitor) ports of the sub-ambients

and the InM (InMonitor) port of the parent ambient enforces this monitoring.

Problem: Localising change and reducing its ripple effects through granularity

adaptation.

Main driving forces:

• Reducing logical dependencies across microservice boundaries, thereby en-

hancing the autonomy of each individual microservice and the maintainabil-

ity/evolvability of the overall architecture.

• Enhancing the productivity and independence of the team responsible for a

microservice.

Invoking granularity adaptation: In Figure 3.7b, the related functional elements are

now encapsulated by a single microservice ambient after the granularity adaptation

is applied. The GranAdapt aspect definition of this strategy is shown in Figure 3.5.

Reflecting on the number of attachments, there is a total of 9 attachments in Figure

3.7a (represented by lines between the ports). After invoking the granularity adap-

tation aspect, there is a total of 8 attachments within the MovieReview microservice

ambient in Figure 3.7b. This reduction in the number of attachments is an indicator

of a slight reduction in the logical dependencies when this adaptation is invoked.

Although reducing one attachment can seem insignificant at the modelling level, it

can translate to a significant reduction in deployment costs at the underlying code

level and subsequent reduction in maintenance and testing efforts over time.

Further analysis can help elaborate the merging decision further. Such analysis

can optimise for balancing between the reduction in logical dependencies and the

accompanied increase in overheads. Examples of overheads include the cost of

merging/decomposing the underlying code, additional network link costs (in the case

of decomposition), and additional data format translation (in the case of merging).

Logical dependency reduction can enhance the productivity of the team managing

the microservice. It particular, the reduction easier for identifying the right expertise

that can best deal with the design, development and utility-driven evolution of the

microservice, as these concerns to big extent are realised in the “glues” between the
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microservices — the logical dependencies. Allocating the right expertise potentially

reduces long-term social and technical debt in large-scale, distributed systems. This is

the case for many microservice applications.

3.6.2 Qualitative Evaluation

3.6.2.1 Effectiveness and Expressiveness of Modelling

We use properties from the ADL classification framework in [213] to evaluate the

expressiveness and effectiveness of microservice ambients in providing systematic ar-

chitectural support for modelling microservice boundaries (Requirement 1). ADLs are

deemed crucial to architecture-centric modelling. We evaluate the expressiveness and

effectiveness of microservice ambients using properties from an ADL classification

framework as microservice ambients can essentially support an ADL that realises the

concerns of microservices. We evaluate microservice ambients irrespective of the par-

ticular application domain and the business competencies in that domain, therefore we

use this framework as opposed to the more recent framework presented in [212] which

comprises the domain and business aspects of modelling architectures. We elicited

the classification framework properties which are relevant to microservitization to

make the evaluation more focussed.

According to [213], the essential elements that an ADL must explicitly model are

components, connections, and their architectural configurations. Components (mi-

croservice ambients in our case) are the unit of computation in an ADL. Connections

in turn model the relationships across these components. Architectural configura-

tions represent the overview of the architecture comprising both components and

connections [213]. Architectural configurations therefore depict the impact of design

decisions regarding granularity on the overall microservice architecture.

3.6.2.1.1 Component modelling

• Component Interface: The interface of a component defines computational com-

mitments a component can make and constraints on its usage [213]. Microservice

ambients have commitments regarding the scope of runtime monitoring for each
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granularity adaptation strategy. A microservice ambient also has commitments

on which architectural elements it can control when triggering granularity adapta-

tion. The monitoring commitments are captured by the Sources parameter of the

granularity adaptation aspect. In Figure 3.5, the Sources parameters only include

the children of the microservice ambient importing those aspect instances. For

example, the instantiation of the Sources parameter in the granularity adaptation

aspect of the MovieReview microservice ambient in Figure 3.7.a would include

only RevInfoReqM and RevPolM. On the other hand, the commitments of control

are captured by the input to the MERGE and DECOMPOSE transactions of the

granularity adaptation aspect. For example, the input to the MERGE transaction

in Figure 3.5 would be RevInfoReqM and RevPolM referring to Figure 3.7.a. Most

existing ADLs (e.g., Aesop [139], SADL [282], and Wright [15]) support mod-

elling component interfaces despite under different names (e.g., component ports,

players, or provides/requires interfaces). Our specialised MERGE/DECOMPOSE

transactions make microservice ambients more suitable for the target problem of

this thesis that counterpart ADLs which do not explicitly capture the commitments

related to granularity adaptation.

• Component Evolution: We introduce the granularity adaptation aspect to support

boundary evolution of a microservice ambient. Figure 3.7 demonstrates how the

granularity adaptation aspect can enforce evolution of the architecture to optimise

for multiple quality drivers. This is a novelty compared to absent or limited support

for component evolution in other examined ADLs. MetaH [7] and UniCon [313]

for example do not support component evolution thereby they can’t be used to

reason about dynamic problems such as microservice granularity. Other ADLs

such as ACME [69], Rapide [204] and C2 [214] support component evolution by

sub-typing, which is a less suitable counterpart to decomposition/merging which

we support using transactions in the granularity adaptation aspect.

• Component non-functional properties: Localising change addresses the change-

ability and replaceability non-functional properties of the architecture. Since both

properties can be encoded in the granularity adaptation aspect, our contribution sup-
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ports modelling distinct quality trade-offs related to different levels of microservice

granularity. Since microservitization is ultimately a utility-driven exercise [148],

modelling non-functional properties is particularly significant to microservitization

since it allows reasoning about the impact of granularity adaptation strategies on util-

ity. Other ADLs do provide support for modelling non-functional properties as well

(e.g., MetaH [6] and UniCon [312]) despite specifically related to schedulability

analysis.

3.6.2.1.2 Connection modelling

• Connection types: Microservice ambients make explicit use of two types of con-

nection: attachments and weavings. Attachments model the relationship across

microservice ambients (and other architectural elements). Therefore, attachments

are central to analysing the impact of adapting a microservice boundary. Weavings

on the other hand enforce reliable granularity adaptation. The weaving relationship

we introduce between the granularity adaptation aspect and the distribution aspect

ensures that a granularity adaptation triggered by the granularity adaptation aspect

is reflected in the hierarchy of ambients managed by the distribution aspect. ADLs

such as ACME [69], AESOP [139], and C2 [214] support modelling different con-

nection types based on protocols. We argue however that due to the heterogeneity of

microservice architectures limiting the connection types to a certain set of protocols

would reduce the practicality of these ADLs in the context of microservices.

3.6.2.1.3 Architectural Configuration Modelling

• Configuration Understandability: The graphical support for microservice am-

bients enables visualising the overall configuration. In particular, the graphical

support is detailed enough to express granularity adaptation strategies in action.

However, it is still abstract enough to hide implementation details of this adaptation.

On the other hand, the textual support for modelling the configuration (Figure 3.6)

complements the graphical support and sharpens the overall understandability of

the modelling approach. ADLs such as ACME [69], MetaH [6], and C2 [214] all

provide textual explicit support for configuration understandability. However, ambi-
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ents and microservice ambients complement this with graphical support yielding

them a more user-friendly modelling approach.

• Configuration compositionality and scalability: A compositional ADL supports

describing architectural configurations at different levels of detail [213]. The ambi-

ent approach in general allows hierarchical composition of architectural elements; it

supports compositionality. Support for compositionality facilitates iterative analysis

of granularity adaptation strategies. For example, the internals of the ReviewRegula-

tion ambient in Figure 3.7.b can be further analysed to invoke granularity adaptation

within this microservice ambient. ADLs such as Rapide and SADL support config-

uration compositionability through mappings from the architecture to the interface.

Although we do acknowledge this is suitable for our context, Rapide [204] and

SADL [282] do lack required support along other criteria in our framework. There-

fore, we argue they are not comprehensive solutions for our problem in this chapter.

• Configuration refinement and traceability: An ADL must enable consistent

mapping between its graphical notation and an executable system [213]. An aspect

specification can be automatically mapped to a runnable modelling construct using

AMBIENT-PRISMANET middleware [13] rendering an implementable runtime

model of the solution space of this decision problem. ADLs such as Rapide

[204] and SADL [282] use refinement maps enable comparative simulations of

architectures at different levels. We argue however that these maps would not be

scalable enough to accommodate large-scale microservice architectures.

• Configuration heterogeneity: It is essential for ADLs to facilitate modelling ar-

chitectures that employ varying technological choices (e.g., different programming

languages) [213]. The aspect-oriented nature of microservice ambients supports

such heterogeneous modelling. Crucially, the granularity adaptation aspect cap-

tures granularity adaptation behaviour independent of the technologies used within

the architectural elements involved in Sthis behaviour. Support for modelling

heterogeneous configurations aligns with the decentralised governance enforced

by microservitization [148]. Existing ADLs in the literature vary in the scope

of languages they support (e.g., Aesop supports C [139], and C2 supports C++,
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Java and Ada [214]). However, ambients abstract away from support for specific

programming languages.

• Configuration evolvability and dynamism: ADLs need to support incremental

addition, removal, replacement, and reconnection of components and connections

in a configuration [213]. The MERGE and DECOMPOSE transactions of the

granularity adaptation aspect provide reliable support for this dynamism — a

novelty in our work. ADLs such as Darwin [207] and [204] support reconnection,

addition and removal of components and connectors. However, the reliability of

these changes are not ensured.

• Configuration constraints: An ADL needs to model configuration-wide depen-

dencies in addition to component constraints [213]. Configuration constraints are

supported by attachments, since they depict the dependencies across microservice

ambients. Support for defining configuration constraints is essential to capturing the

impact of different microservitization drivers (e.g., enhancing team productivity and

architecture changeability) on the overall architecture. In ADLs such Aesop [139]

and Wright [15], constraints are captured by attaching ports to specific roles. We

acknowledge that such support is suitable for our context as well. However, these

ADLs lack support for other essential features related to modelling microservice

architectures.

• Configuration non-functional properties: Analogous to component non-functional

properties, an ADL needs to support representing configuration-wide non-functional

properties [213]. We support this by providing a template of the microservice ambi-

ent. Each architectural configuration in turn instantiates this template according to

the required non-functional properties.

3.6.2.2 Facilitating Design Time and Runtime Analysis

We use properties from [12, 286] to evaluate the support that microservice ambients

provide for runtime analysis of granularity (Requirement 2). In this section we

illustrate the significance of each feature in relation to runtime reasoning about

microservice granularity and how it is supported in the microservice ambient approach.
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• Location: Location refers to space where an architectural element is allowed to

move. This is significant to defining the scope of the solution space in the granularity

adaptation problem. Location is enforced by the Sources parameter of the granularity

adaptation aspect. The architectural elements that a microservice ambient monitors

determines the ambient’s scope of knowledge about its runtime environment. This

knowledge in turn confines the space in which the children of a microservice

ambient can be decomposed or merged. This support for location is novel to

microservice ambients. Although most ADLs examined (e.g. [69], [214], and

[207]) support logical location by allowing hierarchical compositions of components

and connectors, they do not capture explicitly space in the hierarchy where these

components are allowed to move, which is significant to the microservice granularity

adaptation problem.

• Location-awareness: Awareness of location is supported by the distribution as-

pect imported by the microservice ambient. In addition, the weaving relation

between the granularity adaptation aspect and the distribution aspect ensures that

location awareness is maintained after granularity adaptation decisions are executed.

Location-awareness is a co-requisite for supporting location; only if a microservice

ambient is aware of its position can it reason about the candidate solution space for

granularity adaptation. Upon examining ADLs such as [282] and [204], we did not

find support for location awareness within components of the architecture despite

existing support for location modelling.

• Unit of Mobility: This is the most central feature to the granularity adaptation

problem. Microservice ambients by definition facilitate runtime reasoning about

the unit of mobility in a microservice architecture. The unit of mobility refers

to the “smallest entity of a model that is allowed to move [12, p.2].” Support

for component evolution and configuration dynamism in the previous subsection

are both pre-requisites for reasoning about the unit of mobility. In turn, it is the

granularity adaptation aspect which defines the unit of mobility when decomposing

or merging a microservice ambient. This explicit support for unit of mobility is

a novelty in this work compared to ADLs such as ACME [69]. In these ADLs,
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invoking a modification to an architectural configuration involves re-defining both

components and connectors. In microservice ambients, it is the runtime environment

which implicitly handles the implications of granularity adaptation, allowing the unit

of mobility to be captured clearly as inputs to the decompose and merge transactions

(Figure 3.5).

3.7 CONCLUSION

In this chapter we provide an architecture-centric approach to model microservice

granularity. In particular, we extend the aspect-oriented meta-modelling approach

of ambients with microservice ambients — a modelling concept that is unique in

treating boundaries as an adaptable first-class entity of microservices. We demonstrate

the use and significance of our approach by using it to capture a possible granularity

adaptation strategy in Filmflix. This presentation shows that microservice ambients

can expressively capture granularity adaptation strategies enhancing distinct utilities

of microservitization. We further outline other examples of granularity adaptation

strategies inspired by microservice adopter practices that can be captured using granu-

larity adaptation aspects. Additionally, we evaluate the microservice ambients using

properties from ADL classification frameworks. The evaluation shows the potential

of microservice ambients as an ADL for microservices. The evaluation highlights

how microservice ambients support analysis, evolution and mobility/location aware-

ness. Given that microservice ambients can be used to model candidate granularity

adaptation strategies, in the next chapter we present our contribution to answer a

critical question regarding granularity adaptation: Is it worth pursuing microservice

granularity adaptation in the first place?



Chapter 4

Dynamic Evaluation of

Microservice Granularity

Adaptation

In Chapter 3, we contribute to the primitives for modelling microservices and defining

granularity adaptation strategies to be adopted if it is worth adapting microservice

granularity. However, there is no existing work investigating how to reason about the

added value of granularity adaptation under uncertainty at runtime [27, 334]. This

gives rise to Research Question 3: Can the trade-off between predicted benefit and

cost of pursuing microservice granularity adaptation (or not) be objectively reasoned

about and tracked under uncertainty? To address this question, we provide a novel

formulation of the decision problem to pursue granularity adaptation as a real options

problem. Architects have the right without a symmetric obligation to reap benefits

of these options. We propose a novel evaluation process for dynamically evaluating

the granularity adaptation design decisions under uncertainty. Our process is based

on a novel combination of real options and the concept of Bayesian surprises. Our

evaluation process dynamically determines at runtime if it would be worth adapting

granularity from the perspective of introducing added value. We show the benefits of

our evaluation process by comparing it to four representative industrial microservice

runtime monitoring tools — Amazon Web Service (AWS) Cloudwatch, X-Pack, IBM
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Bluemix and Riemann. In the state-of-the-practice, these tools can be used to reason

retrospectively about granularity adaptation decisions. Therefore, our comparison

shows how using our process can be used to dynamically evaluate the added value

of granularity adaptation at runtime. We implement a microservice application —

Filmflix — using Amazon Web Service (AWS) Lambda and use this implementation

as a case study to show how our process can go beyond traditional application of real

options analysis in revealing dynamic added value trends of granularity adaptation in

response to runtime evidence. We further show the feasibility of our process to assist

microservice adopters in industry by presenting a Java implementation of it.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Microservitization is highly motivated by introducing added value to the software

architecture. This added value can be introduced as a result of the microservice

architecture’s ability to cope with operation, maintenance and evolution uncertainties.

Ultimately, this can also relate to improved maintenance costs and cost-effective

quality of service (QoS) provision to end users.

One of the critical challenges related to the transition from a microservice ar-

chitecture design to another is reasoning about the suitable granularity level of a

microservice. A granularity level determines "the service size and the scope of func-

tionality a service exposes [194, p.426]." Granularity adaptation entails merging or

decomposing microservices thereby moving to a finer or more coarse grained granu-

larity level. This problem is critical because splitting microservices too soon can lead

to negative consequences on the architecture. It will likely happen that the software ar-

chitect will learn about the suitable granularity levels along the architecture’s lifetime

rather than at the beginning of transiting to microservices [93]. Although the dis-

tinction between service-oriented architectures and microservices is subject to active

research, there is a critical distinction between both styles which makes the granularity

problem even more so critical for microservices: "SOA was primarily a vendor led

phenomenon, microservices is by contrast largely being driven from the bottom up
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[242]." Therefore, microservice granularity decisions have a very significant impact

on higher level decisions related to the microservice architecture.

In this chapter, we address the inadequacy of existing evaluation processes in

dynamically evaluating microservices granularity adaptation decisions under uncer-

tainty. The common practice in industry is to reason about microservice granularity

adaptation through retrospective analysis, using metrics and operations logs recorded

at runtime by microservice monitoring tools (e.g., Amazon Web Service (AWS)

Cloudwatch [353], X-Pack [107], IBM Bluemix [161] and Riemann). For example,

the architects retrospectively analyse the network latency and fault rate obtained over

a period of time by fault monitoring and diagnostic tools. Microservice architects

then analyse these logs retrospectively for problems that can be resolved by adapting

microservice granularity levels. As an example, if the logs indicate latency across the

microservices, the architects might reason that this latency can limit the architecture’s

ability to scale and/or to meet its performance requirements. They can then decide to

adapt the granularity (i.e. an exercise that may lead to re-structuring the functionalities

of considered microservices by decomposing or merging them) to enable better scaling

of the system.

On the academic front, there are approaches which aid reasoning about microser-

vice granularity adaptation. However, these approaches either do not quantify the

added value of granularity adaptation decisions (e.g., [126, 197]) and/or they do not

consider the uncertainty related to the suitability of these decisions (e.g., [185]). Both

shortcomings of the existing approaches can lead to cases where by the time the

decision to adapt granularity is made, the architecture has potentially already suffered

the negative consequences from an unsuitable granularity level. This can lead to

reducing rather than introducing the added value of the microservice architecture.

There is a general lack of evaluation processes which quantify the added value of

granularity adaptation and the fluctuation of that added value over time, so that adap-

tation decisions can be made as soon as the added value of the current granularity

level becomes inadequate.

In particular, we identify the following problem: inadequacy of processes which

evaluate the added value of granularity adaptation decisions under uncertainty.
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Although microservice monitoring tools have been used for retrospective analysis,

logs from these tools can be used as useful input for evaluating the added value

of granularity adaptation decisions. Such data can help as it provides a realistic

account of the microservice architecture’s behaviour under different runtime scenarios.

Consider a fictional running microservice-based application with a functionality and

scale similar to Netflix — called NetWatch. It receives around one billion streaming

requests everyday [159]. Further consider that NetWatch’s performance is being

monitored at runtime using AWS Cloudwatch; it indicates a deterioration in NetWatch

performance. One possible route in this scenario is to pursue granularity adaptation.

The architect would assume that this improves NetWatch performance. However, it

might be the case that keeping the current granularity level would be of more added

value to NetWatch than the value of immediate performance improvement resulting

from pursuing granularity adaptation. Nevertheless, this added value is uncertain

because architects can be uncertain at design time about the likelihood of needing

to integrate off-the-shelf products with NetWatch in the future for example. This

uncertainty needs to be considered when calculating predictions of the added value

related to pursuing granularity adaptation (or not). Other sources of include but are

not limited to: fluctuations in the number of end users, in the message exchange across

microservices, and/or in the availability of off-the-shelf products to integrate them.

Granularity adaptation by merging or decomposing microservices can be seen an

exercise that can introduce an added value under uncertainty. Examples of added value

include better balancing the load and preventing bottlenecks on microservices that may

experience high loads. A counter argument may make a case for keeping the current

granularity level unchanged if it proves to have more added value compared to the

value which can be introduced by granularity adaptation. Central to answering these

questions is to evaluate the added value of granularity adaptation under uncertainty.

The added value which can be enabled by granularity adaptation is dynamic; it

varies depending on usage scenarios and context, fluctuations in workload, and level

of QoS provision. Henceforth, the added value of granularity adaptation is a moving

target and can be best tracked and analysed at runtime. Microservices are essentially

designed for environments that are dynamic, scalable and exhibit changes in QoS
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demands. As a result, it is difficult for software architects to predict such value at

design time. Therefore, it is essential for the prediction to be updated at real time

based on the observed runtime dynamic behaviour of the architecture.

This chapter aims at answering the following question: “how can the added value

of granularity adaptation be evaluated dynamically at runtime to determine when is

it worth pursuing adaptation?” The central theme of this chapter is that granularity

adaptation is only worthwhile if it will introduce added value to the architecture. The

argument is that it is only worth adapting granularity of a microservice architecture if

it may introduce added value to the architecture which enables it to better cope with

the dynamism and uncertainties in microservice environments.

The novel contribution of this chapter is two-fold. First, we provide a novel

formulation of the decision problem to pursue granularity adaptation as a real op-

tions problem. Second, we contribute to a novel evaluation process for dynamically

evaluating the granularity adaptation design decisions under uncertainty at runtime.

Our process is way to evaluate added value through a novel hybrid combination of

binomial real options theory [338] and the concept of Bayesian surprises [44]; it

is customised for the context of microservice granularity adaptation. Our process

dynamically determines at runtime if it would be worth adapting granularity from the

perspective of introducing added value [51].

Unlike classical design time usage of binomial options analysis in software ar-

chitectures [330, 248, 329], we apply the analysis at runtime and we extend the

formulation to cater for runtime changes in the added value. Bayesian surprises quan-

tify the divergence between uncertain beliefs (claims [44]) about a system’s runtime

behaviour prior and posterior to observing runtime evidence [44]. Our evaluation

process uses Bayesian surprises [44] to enable binomial real options analysis to do

real time updates of added value in response to runtime evidence variable values (e.g.

workload variations).

We compare the usage of our novel evaluation process to the usage of AWS

Cloudwatch to reason about granularity adaptation decisions retrospectively. This

shows the unique benefit of our process: linking microservice granularity adaptation to

its added value under uncertainty. On the methodological level, we demonstrate using
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our AWS Lambda implementation of an online movie review microservice application

— Filmflix — how our evaluation process goes beyond traditional application of

real options by revealing dynamic trends related to the added value of granularity

adaptation at runtime in response to variations in workload. Finally, we discuss the

ability of our process to accommodate increases in the input provided to it.

In Section 4.2 we use a microservice application — Filmflix — to set the context

for this chapter’s contribution using the modelling primitives we contributed in Chapter

3. Section 4.3 presents our novel formulation of the granularity adaptation decision

problem as a real options problem. In Section 4.4, we explain our usage of traditional

binomial real options analysis [338] and Bayesian surprises [44]. We then describe

our proposed evaluation process, highlighting how our novel combination of these

concepts helps determine, at runtime, if it would be worth adapting the current

microservice granularity level from an added value perspective. In Section 4.5 we

present our evaluation of the contributed process using Filmflix. We further show the

feasibility of our process to assist microservice adopters in industry by presenting a

Java implementation of it in Section 4.5.4. In Section 4.6 we conclude by summarising

the content of this chapter.

4.2 MOTIVATING SCENARIO

Consider that the architect of Filmflix defined alternative granularity adaptation

strategies at design time using microservice ambients and granularity adaptation

aspects from Chapter 3. We use this context to motivate the contribution of this

chapter.

The initial architecture of Filmflix contains three microservices: ReviewRegula-

tion — implementing the regulation of movie review, ReviewUpload — managing

the user input requirements when uploading a review, and MovieReview — capturing

input from the user through an interface. We consider that the microservitization in

this application is driven by enhancing the performance of Filmflix where the expected

runtime workload (i.e. number of reviews sent to Filmflix) is high.
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The utility of concern is Filmflix performance in response to workload fluctuation.

Therefore, the invocation duration of a microservice (i.e. time elapsed from when

the microservice code starts executing as a result of an invocation to when it stops

executing [353]) and the number of reviews received by Filmflix are useful variables

to observe at runtime and use them to inform the evaluation of granularity adaptation

decisions. The expected high workload calls for a strict threshold on invocation

duration to ensure performance provision and avoid losing users to competing appli-

cations. Furthermore, the potential cost of adapting the granularity level of Filmflix

microservices is estimated using a microservice-specific cost model called CostHat

[196] (which we explain in Section 4.4 and use in our evaluation).

At runtime, each microservice’s invocation duration is monitored using AWS

Cloudwatch. Consider a situation where MovieReview’s invocation duration dete-

riorates beyond the pre-defined threshold. Filmflix architects then are faced with a

choice between adapting the granularity level of MovieReview to get the invocation

duration within the pre-defined threshold or not adapting to avoid the adaptation cost.

To decide between pursuing granularity adaptation or not, the potential added

value of adapting granularity needs to be compared against the adaptation cost. How-

ever, the current state-of-the-practice (i.e. using tools such as AWS Cloudwatch) do

not provide ready means and built-in mechanisms to calculate the potential added

value of adapting granularity.

Due to dynamism of the runtime environment in which Filmflix is operating,

potential added value calculations need to account for this dynamism. For example, the

added value of adapting granularity depends on the likelihood of Filmflix experiencing

a large volume of reviews. Intuitively, Filmflix architects strive for maintaining

acceptable end user experience during peak times. Therefore, if there is a high

likelihood that Filmflix will be used by a large number of end users then there is high

potential added value for adapting granularity to improve MovieReview performance.

Moreover, this likelihood itself can fluctuate at runtime when the number of end

users is observed rather than predicted. Consequently, the potential added value

calculations needed to updated at runtime to reflect these likelihood fluctuations. For
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example, if the observed number of end users is as high as expected, then there is

higher likelihood that there is a high potential added value for granularity adaptation.

4.3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We can infer the following characteristics of the problem context which the contribu-

tion in this chapter is addressing. These characteristics justify formulating the decision

problem when it is worth pursuing granularity adaptation in a value-driven manner:

• Granularity adaptation can introduce an opportunity to enhance a microservi-

tization utility (e.g., MovieReview performance). Architects have the right

without a symmetric obligation to reap benefits of opportunities enabled by

granularity adaptation.

• The value of the architectural potentials enabled by granularity adaptation is

uncertain due to fluctuations in the microservice runtime environment (e.g., in

workload volumes).

• Uncertainty regarding the value of architectural potentials can be updated

given runtime observations of the microservice architecture and its runtime

environment.

Given these characteristics, we infer the problem formulation of the core decision

problem in this chapter. In particular, answering the question of when it is worth

pursuing granularity adaptation entails answering the following questions:

• What is the potential added value of pursuing granularity adaptation (related to

the first point above)?

• How can uncertainty regarding this potential added value be captured (related

to the second point above)?

• How can this uncertainty be updated in the face of runtime observation of the

microservice architecture and its running environment (related to the third point

above)?
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We formulate the problem of evaluating the worth of pursuing granularity adaptation

as a real options problem. A real option is the right but not the obligation to take an

investment decision under uncertainty [227]. In the context of software architecture

different types of real options have been utilised including the option to switch, defer,

expand or stage investments [248, 329].

Among the examples of real options is that studied by Baldwin and Clark’s theory

[36]; it studies the real options embedded with a modular software architecture design.

The theory defines a model for reasoning about the value added to a base system by

modularising it. The theory originated from studying the impact of modularised design

on structure of a computing industry. In particular, the study revealed that "modularity

in computer designs caused the industry to evolve from its initial concentrated structure

to a highly dispersed structure. Modularity allows design tasks to be divided among

groups that can work independently, and do not have to be parts of the same firm."

Consequently, this theory aims to study how modularity can be attained in software

architectures, how this can enable modular design evolution (i.e. create real options)

and how economic incentives in each module can be exercised autonomously (i.e.

exercising the real options). A particularly relevant type of real options to our case is

a call option — it is related to buying a stock, bond, commodity or other instrument at

an exercise price at any point within a specific time period before the option expires

(according to the American view of options). In particular, Baldwin and Clark’s

theory aims to map and quantify the option value of modular software architecture

designs. This theory has been applied in multiple complex system contexts (e.g.,

[305, 365, 321, 303, 210])

In the context of Baldwin and Clark’s theory, modularising a design entails

using operators (described in Table 4.1) to change the design of an architecture

into modules according to a formal plan and embed real options in the architecture

through the exercise. Granularity adaptation has been specifically used in the context

of microservices to mean merging or splitting functionalities into microservices

according to a systematic granularity adaptation strategy [156]. Granularity adaptation

can therefore be seen as a generalisation of the modularisation exercise. In other
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words, a module can be seen as equivalent to a fine-grained microservice resulting

from a decomposition exercise.
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Baldwin and Clark theory regarding modulari-

sation

Pursuing granularity adaptation

Concept Name Concept Comparison

Exercise Operations Modularisation operations include:

• Splitting: serves to modularize proto-

modular designs.

• Augmentation: adds a module to a

system,

• Substitution: replaces a module,

• Exclusion: removes a module,

• Inversion: standardizes a common de-

sign element,

• Porting: transports a module for use

in another system.

The initial execution of merging microservices

is analogous to augmentation, substitution and

exclusion of modules. In particular, merging

microservices can be seen as an aggregate se-

quence of the aforementioned operators. De-

composing microservices on the other hand is

analogous to splitting microservices.

Exercise Problem Con-

text

Some of the modules are "hidden", meaning

that design decisions in those modules do not

affect decisions in other modules; some of the

modules are "visible," meaning that they em-

body "design rules" that hidden-module de-

signers must obey if the modules are to work

together.

Some microservices do not have any logical

dependencies (i.e. they do not depend on each

other in an execution flow) on the remaining

architecture while others have strong depen-

dencies on other microservices in the architec-

ture.

Real Options Benefits Modular designs offer alternatives (i.e. real op-

tions) that non-modular ("interdependent") de-

signs do not provide. Specifically, in the hid-

den modules, designers may replace early, in-

ferior solutions with later, superior solutions.

Such alternatives can be modelled as "real op-

tions".

A suitable granularity level enables opportu-

nities to enhance a microservitization utility.

These opportunities can be reaped later in the

architectures’ life. We envision that these op-

portunities can be modelled as real options.
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Types of Real Options Types of real options that can be introduced by

modularisation include [338, 97]:

• Defer decisions to invest until optimal

to do so

• Default on a project that is structured

in phases or abandon a project for its

salvage value

• Expand or contract production if

favorable or unfavorable conditions

emerge

• Switch materials used in a product,

or switch to producing another prod-

uct as supply and demand conditions

change

• Invest in a market should it become

lucrative to do so (growth options)

• Options on options (used to model

phased investments)

Types of real options that can be introduced by

granularity adaptation include:

• Defer decisions to invest in a new mi-

croservice product until it is optimal

to do so

• Discard a microservice(s) when they

are deemed of no value to the archi-

tecture

• Scale the architecture when necessary

at runtime

• Replace a currently used off-the-shelf

product with a superior one when it

becomes available

• Expand the architecture to enter a

newly emerging market or enhance

the QoS provision for a particularly at-

tractive market

• Exercising an option can create fur-

ther options along any of the types

above.

Calculating Real Op-

tions

The value of a real option is calculated using 1)

its "technical potential" (which in itself is un-

certain), 2) the cost of mounting independent

design experiments and, 3) the "visibility" of

the module in question.

The value of a real option can be calculated

using a dynamic evaluation process which is

based on a novel hybrid combination of bino-

mial real options analysis and Bayesian sur-

prises. This process tracks and updates fluc-

tuations in the predicted added value given

runtime observations of the dynamic microser-

vice environments. Our process also accounts

for the cost of pursuing granularity adaptation.

The same procedure of our process is followed

to dynamically evaluate the potential added

value of keeping the currently granularity level

unchanged.
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Exercise Justification A positive real option value in the calculation

above justifies investment in a new modular ar-

chitecture.

If the real option value of pursuing granularity

adaptation is higher than that of keeping the

granularity level unchanged even after track-

ing and updating runtime fluctuations in these

values then the investment in pursuing granu-

larity adaptation is justified.

Table 4.1 Mapping between Baldwin and Clark’s view of modularisation and our view
of microservice granularity adaptation

Though both exercises exhibit resemblance, in our work we view the fundamental

differences between them to be: 1) the relatively more dynamic environment in which

granularity adaptation takes place compared to modularisation and 2) modularisation

is driven solely by enhancing modularity while granularity adaptation can be driven by

enhancing other microservitization utilities (e.g., autonomy, replaceability and/or QoS

provision). However, they both agree on the notion of encapsulating functionalities

within boundaries according to a particular driver.

Henceforth, we use inspiration from the theory of Baldwin and Clark in our

context. The inspiration is along two dimensions: 1) we formulate the granularity

adaptation decision problem as a real option problem and, 2) we evaluate the added

value of real options related to pursuing granularity adaptation. However, our approach

to evaluation is different from Baldwin and Clark. Firstly, our work is the first to

transit binomial real options analysis to runtime (addressing question 3 above) as

opposed to static design-time traditional usage of this theory. Bayesian surprises [44]

enable binomial real options analysis to update added value predictions at runtime in

response to runtime evidence variable values (e.g. workload variations). Secondly,

granularity adaptation can be evaluated relative to the drivers of the exercise and

to the added value of the architectural utility; the traditional usage of Baldwin and

Clark’s theory focusses on modularity as the architectural utility of concern. Table 4.1

maps the principles and describes the analogy of Baldwin and Clark’s theory to our

granularity adaptation problem.
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4.4 DYNAMIC EVALUATION OF MICROSERVICE GRANULARITY

ADAPTATION

Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 explain our utilisation of traditional binomial real options

analysis [338] and Bayesian surprises [44]. Section 4.4.3 then describes our proposed

evaluation process which is a novel combination of the aforementioned theories

customised for the context of microservice granularity adaptation. Our process

dynamically evaluates at runtime the added value of pursuing granularity adaptation

versus keeping the current granularity level unchanged. Our process is iterative; it

evaluates the added values then suggests pursuing granularity adaptation or not at the

end of each iteration.

4.4.1 Utilising Traditional Binomial Real Options Analysis

There are several models for evaluating real options (e.g., Black and Scholes [77],

Monte-Carlo methods [136], and finite difference methods [310]). In our work, we use

binomial real option analysis evaluation. Our choice of binomial real options analysis

is due to the flexibility it provides in using the architects’ estimates for potential rises or

falls in the value of the architectural utility over time given a certain granularity level.

Additionally, this analysis accounts for the probabilities of these rises/falls. Binomial

trees are effective in visualising the value in scenarios where architects’ prediction

can serve as a sensible input to the evaluation. However, the estimates can suffer from

under- or over-estimation due to the dynamic behaviour of architecture and/or the

architects’ imperfect knowledge of the highly dynamic microservice environment.

Traditional use of binomial real options in software engineering (e.g. [248]) relies on

the architects’ expectations or publicly available cross-company data to inform real

option evaluation. These sources can provide insights regarding potential improvement

of architectural utilities due to an investment in the architecture. We capture these

insights in the form of utility trees.

Suppose that the architect is interested in valuing the real options which can be

embedded by adapting or retained by not adapting granularity. In our work, this is

done using two binomial trees. One binomial tree is used to evaluate the potential
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added value which can be embedded by adapting granularity in terms of real options

(e.g., to scale the architecture). Similarly, another binomial tree is used to evaluate the

potential added value retained by not adapting granularity in terms of real options. In

both cases, added value quantifies the difference between potential benefit (regarding

microservitization utilities of concern) and cost of pursuing granularity adaptation (or

not).

For example, the bottom parts of the cells (ROVs) in Figure 4.2 show the real option

values at different timestamps. They represent the value of embedded opportunity

alone while the top parts of the cells represent the overall architectural value if the

granularity is adapted or not in the corresponding timestamp. The top parts of each cell

in the binomial tree (Figure 4.2) show the overall architectural value (AV) at different

points in time. Each AV quantifies the potential value of the overall architecture

including the utility in the corresponding utility tree cell. Figure 4.1 shows the likely

improvement to the overall architecture’s utility upon investing in a design decision

(either adapting or not adapting granularity) that delivers on performance improvement

by minimising invocation duration.

The output of a binomial real options analysis tree is the bottom part of cell A in

Figure 4.2. ROV0 represents the present real option value if it were to be exercised

once at timestamp Ft captured in the tree. This output is produced at the end of two

stages in Figure 4.2: 1) the forward pass, which involves calculating the AVs starting

from cell A then, 2) the backward pass, which involves calculating ROVs starting from

cells B and C then moving backward.

We interchangeably refer to the timestamp in which an option is exercised as the

last timestamp of a binomial tree (Ft) or the option exercising timestamp (et).

In the following paragraphs, we explain each component of the binomial trees in

more detail.

Architectural value (AV): Traditionally architectural value is likened to a finan-

cial stock’s value. Architectural value quantifies the potential value of the overall

architecture when an improvement in architectural utility (e.g., QoS provision) [248]

would be obtained by granularity adaptation or retained by keeping the current level

of granularity. Each architectural value (AVt) in each timestamp t is calculated using
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Eq. (4.1) in the first stage — the forward pass in Figure 4.2 — of constructing the

tree.

AVt =Value0 +VTree (4.1)

where Value0 is the initial architectural value once the initial microservice architecture

is deployed. VTree is the value V of the cell in utility tree Tree corresponding to

binomial tree cell for which AVt is calculated. In our work, we use the same definition

and formula for architectural value as that used traditionally in software engineering.

Real option value rise rate (RROV) or fall rate (FROV): This refers to the expected

rate of real option value rise or fall at timestamp t with respect to timestamp t-1

[20, 248]. It corresponds to the improvement/deterioration in the architectural value

at timestamp t with respect to timestamp t-1, calculated as follows:

RROV = AVraisedt/AVt−1 (4.2)

FROV = AVreducedt/AVt−1 (4.3)

where AVraisedt is the raised architectural value AV for current timestamp t. AVt-1 is the

architectural value at the previous timestamp t-1. AVreducedt is the reduced architectural

value AV for current timestamp t. In our work, we use the same definition and formulas

for real option value rise/fall rates.

Probability of real option value rise P(RiseROV) / P(FallROV): This is a risk-

neutral probability of real option value rise/fall, calculated based on Eq. (4.4) and

Eq. (4.5) respectively. The calculation includes a pre-defined risk-free interest rate IR

representing the expected fluctuations in demand for the system [248].

P(RiseROV ) =
(1+ IR)

(RROV −FROV )∗ (100−FROV )
(4.4)

P(FallROV ) = 1−P(RiseROV ) (4.5)

Real option value (ROV): The real option value quantifies the potential added

value if the option is exercised. The real option values in a single binomial analysis

tree are calculated using the equations below in the second stage — backward pass
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in Figure 4.2 — of constructing the tree. The real option value (ROVet) in the final

timestamp/option exercising timestamp et of a tree is calculated using Eq. 4.6. All

ROVt where t ̸=et are calculated using Eq. (4.7).

ROVet = MAX(0,AVFt −MC) (4.6)

ROVt =
ROVraisedt+1 ∗P(RiseROVt )

100
+

ROVreducedt+1 ∗P(FallROVt )

100
∗ (1+ IR)

100
(4.7)

where AVFt is the architectural value at Ft and MC is the estimated maintenance cost of

the architecture. ROVraisedt+1 is the raised and ROVreducedt+1 is the reduced real option

value at the following option exercising timestamp t+1 of the backward pass.

Fig. 4.1 Example utility tree related to an architecture; cells A,B and C have the
utility value (VTree) (e.g., the utility resulting from improving the invocation duration
of an architecture by merging microservices together) used to calculate AVs of the
respective cells A,B and C in Figure 4.2

It is worth noting that we regard maintenance cost to include the activities required

for the health of a running architecture (be that the adapted or un-adapted one)

rather than those required for adapting its granularity [61, 248]. These include but

are not limited to development, configuration, securing communication links and

implementing data translation layers. Our process is flexible, making it possible

to integrate coarse-grained cost models (e.g. CostHat [196]) or finer-grained ones

if historical data is available (e.g., expert judgements,cross-company data, what-if

analysis using a simulated ambient environment).

The maintenance cost estimation is assumed to be fixed unless whenever further

data becomes available which can refine the accuracy of the estimation. In this case
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Fig. 4.2 Example traditional binomial real options analysis tree calculating the archi-
tectural values (AVs) (e.g., the overall value of a microservice architecture where the
granularity is adapted by merging microservices together to improve the application’s
invocation duration) and real option values (ROVs) for a single real option embedded
in the architecture (e.g., a real option to scale the merged architecture not available) it
is exercised at timestamp 1. The ROV rises at rate RROV with probability P(RiseROV0)
or falls at rate FROV with probability P(FallROV0)

we assume manual updates of maintenance cost; the dynamism of the microservice

operating environment has much higher impact on real option values than on the

maintenance costs [196].

At the end of the backward pass, the bottom part of the base cell in the tree (cell

A in Figure 4.2) shows the present real option value if the option were to be exercised

only at the last timestamp Ft captured in the tree. However, as the potential value

of exercising an option is time sensitive, we have assumed the American view of

options in our process. This means the option can be exercised at any point before it

expires [20]. We assume that exercising an option can enable further options given

the dynamism of microservice environments. So, it is desirable to consider the real

options to be compound (i.e. exercising one option can further enable a package of

distinct options [163]). For that, the total real option value ROVtotal is calculated based

on Eq. (4.8):

ROVtotal = (
i=Ft

∑
i=0

ROVt=0i)−RC (4.8)
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where i is a counter for the intermediate binomial trees, ranging from 0 to the final

timestamp Ft and RC is the re-structuring cost — the cost of pursuing granularity

adaptation. This cost includes but is not limited to taking the microservices of concern

offline, then encoding and enforcing a chosen granularity adaptation strategy and

finally re-deploying the adapted architecture. The value of RC is zero in the case

of not adapting. Eq. (4.8) adds the real option value in the base cells (ROVt=0i) of

multiple binomial trees (each capturing a different range of timestamps) then deducts

the re-structuring cost. It is worth noting that our process is flexible allowing using

any cost model to estimate the re-structuring cost (e.g., expert judgement and/or

cross-company-data).

The upper bound of the maximum range covered by intermediate trees (i.e. Ft

in Eq. 4.8) corresponds to the real option’s expiry date, after which the real option

(e.g. scaling the architecture by replication across rented application servers) becomes

unavailable to exercise (due to the application server’s lease end for example). ROVt=0i

is the real option value in the base cell t=0 of the ith intermediate binomial tree.

In order to make a decision on whether or not it is worth adapting the granularity

(i.e. analogous to buying a call option), the architect can compare ROVtotal of the real

options in the adapted and un-adapted architectures at runtime. If adapting has larger

ROVtotal, it is worth adapting the granularity. Section 4.4.3 shows how to combine real

options analysis with Bayesian surprises, so that ROVtotal can be adapted at real time

in response to runtime evidence.

4.4.2 Utilising Bayesian Surprises

Fluctuations in QoS provision at runtime tend to affect the utility of the system which

can impact added value. Therefore, estimates of rise/fall probabilities in real option

values based on expert judgements or cross-company data for example can suffer

from under- or over-estimation due to the dynamic behaviour of architecture and/or

the architects’ imperfect knowledge of the highly dynamic microservice environment.

Therefore, instead of taking a fixed estimation for the probability of rise/fall in real

option values, we continuously update these probabilities at runtime making use of

runtime observations of QoS provision and fluctuations of workload.
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Bayesian surprises quantify the divergence between beliefs (claims [44]) about

the system’s behaviour prior and posterior to observing runtime evidence [44]. No

divergence means the belief is verified leading to zero Bayesian surprise. The larger

the magnitude of the surprise the more evidence there is regarding the belief violation.

We use Bayesian surprises to quantify the significance of runtime evidence in updating

beliefs about the system’s likely runtime behaviour. We then use Bayesian surprises

to update the probabilities of rise/fall in real option values. Our work is the first to

combine Bayesian surprises with real options analysis and the first to apply Bayesian

surprises in the context of microservice granularity adaptation.

In this work, we consider a claim that articulates uncertain beliefs in the context

of end user workloads. Assume the scenario where Netflix receives around one

billion streaming requests everyday [159]. In this context the end users are Netflix

subscribers, the workload is the amount of streaming requests and the claim articulates

the architects’ belief about how much the QoS provision of the overall architecture

is affected by fluctuations in the streaming workload. A claim capturing this can be

articulated as follows:

• If end user workloads are greater than a pre-defined workload threshold then

the QoS provision always becomes worse than a QoS threshold and,

• If QoS provision is worse than a QoS threshold, this is always caused by the

end user workload exceeding the pre-defined workload threshold.

Other claims can also be articulated assessing the impact of other contexts (e.g.

organisational changes) on QoS provision levels.

When the binomial trees are initially constructed in our process, they are con-

structed assuming a claim holds true. However, this claim can be assessed at runtime;

if it is violated this calls for updating the trees at runtime since behaviour of the

architecture is not as initially expected. Thereby the values which can be enabled

by adapting granularity or not (which are captured in the binomial trees) are not as

initially believed. We acknowledge that this route could be supplemented in future

research with updating the claim thresholds to reflect the runtime evidence on the
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architects’ beliefs. In the following paragraphs, we explain several concepts necessary

to understand how Bayesian surprises work.

Runtime evidence variables (REV): These are variables monitored at runtime;

their values indicate violation or verification of claims. Considering the example

claim above, the runtime evidence variables are pairs of each end user workload and

corresponding QoS attribute value recorded at runtime. These pairs are chosen to

observe whether the architecture meets the pre-defined thresholds articulated in the

claim or not at runtime.

Claim prior probability P(Claim): This is the probability of a claim to hold true

before observing runtime evidence variables [44]. For example, there is no means of

ensuring at design time whether QoS provision will indeed be within the pre-defined

threshold and the workload will be as articulated in the claim. Therefore before

a microservice architecture is deployed, the claim prior probability holding true is

assumed to be 0.5. Since there is no runtime evidence observed, there is an equal

likelihood of the claim holding true or being violated at runtime. Thereafter, the

prior probability of the claim is carried over at runtime before observing new runtime

evidence variable values.

Claim posterior probability P(Claim | REV): This is the probability of the claim to

hold true assessed in the light of observing relevant evidence (REV). In our process, the

claim posterior probability is only different from the prior probability if the runtime

evidence violates the claim. Our process is flexible regarding the method used to

estimate the posterior probability. Crucially though, this method has to capture the

dependence between runtime end user workload and QoS recorded values (e.g. by

using Bayesian networks [290]) rather than assuming independence between them

(e.g. Naives Bayes [290]). In context of the example claim above, QoS provision

depends on the workload, and the claim holding true in turn depends on both.

Bayesian surprise (Sclaim): This is the divergence between the claim prior and

posterior probabilities, calculated using Eq. 4.9 [44]:

Sclaim = P(Claim|REV )∗ log
P(Claim|REV )

P(Claim)
(4.9)
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Bayesian surprises only measure the magnitude of the divergence given runtime

evidence variable values (REV in Eq. 4.9) regardless of the direction (good or

nasty surprise). The larger the magnitude of Sclaim, the larger the update regarding

beliefs (articulated in the form of claims) about the system behaviour. Sclaim can take

continuous values starting from zero.

In this chapter, we elicit this direction by comparing the trends of QoS attribute

values against end user workload values. A good surprise occurs if the QoS attribute

values improve over time even though the end user workload is above the pre-defined

workload threshold. A good surprise promotes keeping the current microservice

granularity level. For example, if the QoS provision is within the QoS threshold

articulated in the claim when the workload is beyond the respective threshold in the

same claim, this is a good surprise. In other words, the microservice(s) is behaving

better than expected, calling for not adapting. Therefore if Sclaim is good, it is used to

update the binomial tree of not adapting by increasing the probability of ROV rise in

that tree by a certain fraction explained later in this section. All the probabilities of

ROV rise across a binomial tree are updated by the same fraction.

A nasty surprise occurs if the QoS attribute values deteriorate over time even

though the end user workload is below the pre-defined workload threshold. Intuitively,

a nasty surprise promotes granularity adaptation. For example, if the QoS provision is

beyond the QoS threshold articulated in the claim when the workload is within the

respective threshold of the same claim, this is a nasty surprise. In other words, the

microservice(s) is behaving worse than expected, calling for granularity adaptation.

Therefore if Sclaim is nasty, it is used to update the binomial tree of adapting by

increasing the probability of ROV rise in that tree by a certain fraction explained later

in this section. All the probabilities of ROV rise across a binomial tree are updated by

the same fraction.

Bayesian surprise tolerance threshold — in percentage (TS), in corresponding

exact value (Texact
s ): In[149], a surprise tolerance threshold is pre-defined for every

claim to indicate the criticality of the QoS attributes captured in it to the software

architects. Only if the Bayesian surprise triggered on the claim exceeds this threshold

will action be taken. In our context, this action is updating the probability of option
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rise for granularity adaptation or for keeping the current architecture at runtime. For

every claim, this tolerance threshold is defined at design-time as a percentage by the

software architect (TS in Eq. (4.10)). The higher this percentage the less critical the

QoS attribute is to the software architects. The exact value (Texact
s in Eq. (4.10)) to

which this percentage corresponds is calculated during every runtime iteration of our

process given a record of the Bayesian surprises triggered in the previous runtime

iterations using Eq. 4.10.

T exact
S = TS ∗ (Sclaimmax −Sclaimmin) (4.10)

where Sclaimmax is the maximum triggered Bayesian surprise on the claim so far and

Sclaimmin is the minimum triggered Bayesian surprise on the claim so far. TSexact always

gets tighter as more runtime evidence is acquired. The larger the range of triggered

surprises, the larger the difference between one Texact
s and the next.

4.4.3 Proposed Dynamic Evaluation Process

Our novel process determines whether or not it is worth pursuing adaptation at

each runtime iteration of our process. We contribute to a novel evaluation process

for dynamically evaluating the worth of pursuing granularity adaptation. It uses

the runtime evidence to update at real time the potential added value of pursuing

granularity adaptation. It extends traditional real options analysis, thereby being the

first contribution which enables using real options analysis at runtime. Bayesian

surprises are used to update the probabilities of real option rise or fall in traditional

binomial trees. This enriches traditional binomial real option analysis with the

impact of runtime evidence on the real option values. In our process, the added

value calculation continuously calibrates evidence variables observed over runtime

iterations.

4.4.3.1 Inputs

We formulate the inputs of our process benefiting from the concepts described in

Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. Our inputs capture the potential likely cost and benefit as
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well as runtime dynamics related to adapting and not adapting granularity. In addition

to the inputs below, the running microservices to be reasoned about are also inputs to

our process. Our process is flexible regarding the scope of microservices input to it;

the input could be a single microservice or multiple interdependent microservices. It

is worth noting that this scope determines the targets of the inputs below. For example,

maintenance and re-structuring costs are estimated for the overall pre-defined scope

of concern. The same reasoning applies to the inputs related to calculating Bayesian

surprises. The pre-defined scope is monitored at runtime for QoSs of concern. Where

the scope entails multiple microservices the overall QoS is monitored at runtime rather

than the individual microservices.

Inputs for binomial tree construction (see Section 4.4.1):

1. Re-structuring cost.

2. Maintenance costs for the adapted and un-adapted architectures.

3. Initial architectural value of the adapted and un-adapted architecture.

4. Utility trees for adapting and not adapting.

5. Option expiry date: the predicted number of binomial tree timestamps (in unit

days, months or years) corresponding to the option expiry date. The same numeric

value is used for the un-adapted and adapted architectures for fair comparison of

the total real option values.

Inputs for claim articulation (see Section 4.4.2):

1. Runtime evidence variables: The QoS attribute indicated by the architects to

be monitored at runtime to assess the validity of the claim. Without loss of

generality, we assume that larger values indicate worse QoS. We consider the end

user workload to be the other runtime evidence variable to be recorded at runtime

along with the indicated QoS attribute. End user workload will measure the runtime

end user interest in the QoS attribute indicated by the software architect.

2. QoS attribute threshold (this could be any attribute of concern to a given microser-

vice architecture),
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3. End user workload threshold.

Inputs for Bayesian surprise calculation (see Section 4.4.2):

1. Claim prior probability,

2. Bayesian surprise tolerance threshold.

The architects provide the inputs required to carry out only the first iteration of our

process. As long as granularity adaptation is not pursued across iterations, the input

of the previous iteration is carried over as input to the next one. Otherwise, new input

is needed to conduct our process on the newly deployed microservice(s).

4.4.3.2 Process

We contribute to a novel evaluation process for dynamically evaluating the worth of

pursuing granularity adaptation. In every runtime iteration of our process, it solicits

and monitors runtime evidence then feeds it into calculating and updating added value.

Pseudocode — AddedValueUpdate — presents our proposed evaluation process and

Table 4.2 defines the acronyms used in the pseudocode. Initially, AddedValueUpdate

Acronym Term

RC Re-structuring cost of granularity adaptation
MCs Maintenance costs for the adapted and un-adapted architec-

tures
Value0 Initial architectural value
Trees Utility trees for adapting and not adapting
Ft Final timestamp of a single tree (or overall option expiry

date)
Qri name QoS attribute name at runtime iteration ri
Tw Workload threshold
Tq QoS attribute threshold
Pclaim Claim prior probability
Ts Bayesian surprise tolerance threshold
t Binomial tree timestamp counter
ri Runtime iteration counter
Qri The value of Qri name

Wri End user workload value at runtime iteration ri
ROVtotal

adapting The total real option value for adapting
ROVtotal

not adapting The total real option value for not adapting
Suggestionri Final verdict of the pseudocode for pursuing granularity

adaptation in ri

Table 4.2 AddedValueUpdate acronym definitions

assumes the software architects formulate their belief about the system’s runtime

behaviour in the form of a claim articulated as Line 3. A claim is articulated using
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Algorithm 1 The pseudocode presenting our proposed process leveraging upon [248]
and [44]; Table 4.2 defines the acronyms used in the pseudocode

1: procedure ADDEDVALUEUPDATE
2: Input: RC, MCs Value0,Trees,Ft, Qri name, Tw, Tq, Pclaim, Ts
3: Claim: [Wri > Tw ↔ Qri > Tq]
4: for each ri do
5: if ri=0 then
6: Construct Binomial Real Options Trees for Adapting and Not Adapting using

Value0, Trees, Ft, MCs
7: else
8: Carry Binomial Real Options Trees for Adapting and Not Adapting from ri-1
9: end if

10: Solicit and Monitor Qri and Wri
11: Calculate Sclaim and Ts exact
12: if Sclaim=0 OR (Sclaim < Ts exact) then
13: Go to next iteration
14: else if (Qri > Qri-1) AND W < Tw) then ◃ nasty surprise
15: P(RiseROV

adapting) * Sclaim/Texact
s

16: else if (Qri < Qri-1) AND W > Tw) then ◃ good surprise
17: P(RiseROV

not adapting) * Sclaim/Texact
s

18: end if
19: Re-calculate ROVtotal

adapting and ROVtotal
not adapting

20: if ROVtotal
adapting > ROVtotal

not adapting then
21: Suggestionri=Yes
22: else
23: Suggestionri=No
24: end if
25: Output: ROVadapting

total , ROVnotadapting
total , Suggestionri

26: end for
27: end procedure

an input end user workload threshold (Tq) and a corresponding input QoS attribute

threshold (Tq). For example, consider the following claim: “workload > 100 requests

↔ Invocation duration > 1 millisecond". This claim is read in two ways:

• If a microservice(s) receives more than 100 parallel requests, then the invocation

duration will always be more than 1 millisecond and,

• If the invocation duration of the microservice(s) is more than 1 millisecond,

this is always due to the number of parallel requests exceeding 100.

The claim is assessed and subsequent analysis is carried out in each runtime iteration

(Line 4). The length of time between runtime iterations determines the rate of soliciting

runtime evidence, the rate of updating added values, when adaptation is pursued. This

length depends on the criticality of the application and/or runtime scenario. For
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example, when Filmflix is operating during holiday seasons under high workloads

then even a short time with poor QoS could lead to serious consequences.

Therefore, the rate at which this QoS needs to be monitored is high and thereby

the length of time between runtime iterations needs to be in the order of milliseconds.

It is worth noting that the length between runtime iterations is different from the

option exercising timestamp. The option exercising timestamp is a point in time (not

duration) when the option is exercised. For example, consider a real option to add

new functionality in Filmflix. The point in time when this new functionality is added

(i.e. the real option is exercised) is the option exercising timestamp.

In each runtime iteration, binomial real options analysis trees are first constructed

to calculate the total potential real option value which can be enabled adapting and

retained by not adapting granularity using the inputs and equations explained in

Section 4.4.1. For the first iteration, the calculation is done using traditional binomial

real options analysis (Line 6). For each following iterations, no manual construction is

required. Instead, the most-up-to-date binomial trees are carried over from the end of

previous iteration (Line 8). Then the quality Qri and workload Wri values are recorded

(Line 10) and analysed to update probabilities of option rise in the binomial trees if

need be (Lines 14 to 18).

The analysis is done by calculating Bayesian surprise Sclaim regarding the claim

and the exact Bayesian surprise tolerance threshold Texact
s (Line 11). No probability

update is required if the Bayesian surprise is zero (the claim is verified) or below

Texact
s (Line 12). Otherwise, option value rise probability updates will be performed.

Using the same claim example above, if the invocation duration is 1.05 milliseconds

when there are 101 parallel requests, the claim is violated. Therefore, Sclaim is greater

than zero in this iteration. However, if Texact
s is greater than Sclaim, then this violation

of the claim is not significant enough to have an impact on the adaptation decision.

Intuitively, a nasty surprise promotes granularity adaptation. For example, if

the invocation duration is 2.5 milliseconds when there are only 75 parallel requests,

this is a nasty surprise. In other words, the microservice(s) is behaving worse than

expected, calling for granularity adaptation. Therefore, the probability of option

rise in adapting granularity is increased if a nasty surprise is encountered (Line 15).
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The factor by which the probability is increased depends on the significance of the

Bayesian surprise. A more significant Bayesian surprise is further away from the

surprise tolerance threshold than a less significant surprise. For example, if the

invocation duration is 10 milliseconds for 50 parallel requests, this is a more major

claim violation than if the invocation duration is 1.75 milliseconds for 95 parallel

requests. We reflect this significance as a fraction of the calculated Bayesian surprise

over the exact surprise tolerance threshold (Sclaim / Texact
s ).

Conversely, good surprise promotes keeping the current microservice granularity

level. For example, if the invocation duration is 0.8 milliseconds when there are 110

requests, this is a good surprise. In other words, the microservice(s) is behaving better

than expected, calling for not adapting. Therefore, the probability of option rise in

not adapting granularity is increased by the (Sclaim / Texact
s ) factor if a good surprise is

encountered. Once the probabilities of option rise and fall are updated according to the

direction of the Bayesian surprise, the updated total real option values are calculated

which correspond to adapting and not adapting (Line 19).

4.4.3.3 Outputs

At the end of each runtime iteration, the pseudocode suggests adapting granularity

(Line 21) or keeping the current architecture (Line 23). The output is presented as

a final verdict regarding pursuing granularity adaptation (Suggestionri) and the total

real option values used to arrive at this verdict (Line 25). Following the process’s

suggestion in this case is a cautious approach to avoid unjustified adaptation that

will not introduce added value to the architecture but rather incur unnecessary re-

structuring and maintenance costs. In this case, all the inputs to the current runtime

iteration are carried over to the next one.

On the other hand, if the total real option values corresponding to adapting are

greater than not adapting (Line 20), the pseudocode outputs a suggestion to pursue

adaptation in runtime iteration ri (Line 21) along with the total real option values

used to arrive at this verdict (Line 25). Following the process’s suggestion to pursue

adaptation in this case is a cautious approach to introduce the added value in the real
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options rather than taking a reactive route which could result in missing opportunities

for economic gains.

It is worth discussing the scalability of our evaluation process with respect to

increases in inputs to it. In particular, it is worth discussing the extent to which our

evaluation process can accommodate an increase in the number of assessed claims

(i.e. in the number of QoS attribute and runtime evidence variable pairs). For a

microservice with q QoS attributes of concern and r runtime evidence variables of

concern, there are q*r claims to violate or verify at runtime using q*r iterations

of AddedValueUpdate. However, goal-oriented processes can accurately map high-

level goals (i.e. QoSs) to their measurable metrics (i.e. runtime evidence variables)

[343, 88, 22, 23, 175]. Therefore, it is seldom the case that q QoS attributes and r

runtime evidence variables actually require q*r claims to reason about at runtime.

Therefore to answer EQ3, we can envision that the ability of our process to withstand

an increase in the number of runtime evidence variables can at least be partially

guaranteed if there is an accurate mapping from QoS attributes to runtime evidence

variables. Agile design and development in our context calls for small, iterative

changes to the architecture allowing for learning from experience. Therefore, only

few QoS attributes are of concern in each runtime iteration of AddedValueUpdate.

We acknowledge that this discussion regarding scalability can be further strengthened

in future work using empirical a systematic scalability analysis process.

4.5 EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the extent to which our contribution addresses the problems

of concern (listed in Section 4.1). In particular we aim to answer the following

evaluation questions:

• EQ1: What unique benefit does our evaluation process provide when evaluating

the potential added value of granularity adaptation decisions under uncertainty?

• EQ2: How explicitly does our process capture runtime dynamics of microservice

architectures and reflect them on the potential added value of granularity adaptation?
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• EQ3: To what extent is output of the economic analyser sensitive to changes in the

input provided to it?

We facilitate investigating EQ1 and EQ2 by setting up a controlled experiment on a

Filmflix case study. Using case studies can provide empirical and practical evidence

regarding the appropriateness of software engineering processes to a particular appli-

cation domain [205]. We consider controlled experiment on Filmflix to be the most

appropriate evaluation means for investigating EQ1 and EQ2; it provides significant

scale for answering them. In particular, looking at microservice-related literature

(e.g., [146, 177, 8, 215, 304, 226, 121, 176, 135, 94]), we observed that microservice-

specific proposed architectural design support processes can be evaluated on case

studies of comparable scale and scope of functionality to Filmflix.

We implement the initial Filmflix architecture using AWS Lambda. AWS Lambda

“is a computing service that lets you run code (which fits different templates — includ-

ing a microservice template) without provisioning or managing servers [30]." AWS

Lambda wraps the source code as a Lambda function. We inject three different trends

of end user workload (stepwise, single spike and multiple spikes) into the Lambda

function at runtime. This variation in trends allows us to show clearly how the process

reflects runtime dynamics on the calculation of added value of granularity adaptation

(helping to answer EQ2 above). We thereafter record the QoS attribute values using

AWS CloudWatch [19] for each workload trend and use the records for our evaluation.

In Section 4.5.1 we describe a controlled experiment setting in which we apply our

process and traditional binomial analysis to the AWS Lambda Filmflix implementation

when injected with each workload trend described above.

In Section 4.5.2 we compare our process’s output against representative state-of-

the-art microservice runtime monitoring tools in this controlled experiment setting.

The comparison shows tangible evidence of our process’s benefits in linking the

technical decision of granularity adaptation to its potential added value (thereby

answering EQ1 above).

In Section 4.5.3, we use the setting from Section 4.5.1 to compare our evaluation

process with traditional binomial real options analysis. Our comparison shows that
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our process goes beyond traditional real options analysis by successfully performing

real time updates of added value in response to runtime evidence variable values (e.g.

workload variations). Successfully reflecting runtime dynamics means our process

can track and update at runtime the potential added value of microservice granularity

adaptation (thereby answering EQ2 above).

In Section 4.5.4, we report on a Java implementation of our approach to show its

feasibility as a tool support to microservice adopters in industry.

In Section 4.5.5 further discuss the stability of our process’s output in response to

incremental changes in the inputs provided to the process (Section 4.5.5.2) using a

controlled experiment (Section 4.5.5.1). We consider stability as an assessment of how

sensitive the output of a process is to changes in input to it. This allows pinpointing

the potential sensitivity points in our contribution more accurately. Assessing stability

is significant to achieve two goals: 1) perfecting estimations of the most critical input

parameters and, 2) providing at least a partial guarantee that the fluctuations in total

real option values are due to runtime evidence variable fluctuations rather than the

manual estimation updates of the input parameters. Both goals feed into addressing

EQ3 above.

4.5.1 Experimental Setup

The initial architecture of Filmflix contains three microservices: ReviewRegulation —

implementing the regulation of movie reviews, ReviewUpload — managing the user

input requirements when uploading a review, and MovieReview — capturing input

from the user through an interface. We consider that the microservitization in this

application is driven by enhancing the performance of Filmflix where the expected

runtime workload (i.e. number of reviews sent to Filmflix) is high.

The utility of concern is Filmflix performance in response to workload fluctuation.

Therefore, the invocation duration of a microservice (i.e. time elapsed from when

the microservice code starts executing as a result of an invocation to when it stops

executing [353]) and the length of each review received by Filmflix are useful variables

to observe at runtime and use them to inform the evaluation of granularity adaptation

decisions.
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We consider the following setting of parameters for a controlled experiment that

applies our process’s calculations on the initial architecture. Since we are applying

our process in a controlled experiment setting, we consider tighter than typical values

for the claim thresholds on invocation duration and review string lengths provided to

our process as input. These tight values give an insight into how our process operates

on both significant and non-significant Bayesian surprises given different workload

trends. These insights therefore can also be transferable to cases where the claim

thresholds are typical rather than tight.

• Microservice: Since MovieReview encapsulates other microservices in the initial

architecture, we choose to monitor MovieReview at runtime to get a comprehensive

view of the system’s behaviour given different workload trends. However, we do

acknowledge that monitoring larger or smaller parts of the architecture can serve

other rationales (e.g., pinpointing the cause of a malfunctioning system).

• QoS attribute: We assume microservitization is driven by enhancing high per-

formance provision. We measure performance using the invocation duration of

MovieReview, monitored at every runtime iteration of our evaluation process.

• Workload: Each review string corresponds to a separate call to the MovieReview

AWS Lambda function. Since MovieReview encapsulates 2 other microservices,

each review string corresponds to two internal invocations to ReviewUpload and

ReviewRegulation. To show how our process reflects the workload fluctuations

on the calculation of added value at runtime, we consider workload as the written

review string submitted by the end user. Furthermore, we control this workload at

runtime by varying each review string length. We separately inject three different

trends of review string lengths (step-wise increase in lengths, single spike, multiple

spikes with complying and non-complying review strings); the values we inject in

each trend are listed in Table 4.5. In the real world, the workload will be monitored

rather than controlled. However, controlling one of the runtime evidence variables

by injecting different trends of end user workload allows evaluating the effectiveness

of our process in capturing different cases of runtime dynamics and reflecting them

on the added value calculations.
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• QoS attribute threshold: To ensure that significant Bayesian surprises are triggered

at runtime, we assume a tight invocation duration threshold of 1 millisecond when

articulating the claim to be assessed at runtime.

• Workload threshold: To ensure that a range of significant and un-significant

Bayesian surprises are triggered at runtime, we use 100 sentences as the work-

load threshold when articulating the claim. We infer this threshold by testing our

implementation of the initial architecture. The testing shows that for reviews more

than 100 sentences long, MovieReview calls for extra regulatory reviews from

ReviewRegulation.

• Claim: Given the thresholds above, we consider the claim to be assessed at runtime

as a claim using if and only if (↔): “review string length > 100 sentences ↔

Invocation Duration > 1 millisecond". We acknowledge that these claims can be set

in the future as alarms within in AWS CloudWatch to alert our evaluation process

whenever a claim is violated. In that case, our evaluation process would be more

event-based rather than iterative.

• Surprise tolerance threshold: To stress test our process, we assume that improving

performance is critical to the software architects, calling for a tight Bayesian surprise

tolerance threshold (15%).

• Runtime iteration duration: Assuming that improving the performance is critical

to software architects and given that the QoS attribute threshold is in the order of

milliseconds, the length of each runtime iteration of our process needs to be in

the order of milliseconds as well. Therefore, we assume the runtime iteration is 5

milliseconds long. We inject a single review string in each runtime iteration.

• Option expiry date: The option expiry date dictates the number and depth of

constructed binomial trees. Therefore, we consider three timestamps as the option

expiry date to avoid prohibitive computational costs in each iteration of our process.

In other words, an option enabled by adapting or retained by not adapting will be

available for three runtime iterations after pursuing adaptation.
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• Maintenance cost of the adapted architecture: We use CostHat [196] (explained in

Section 4.4.1) to estimate the maintenance cost if granularity is adapted. We define

the service call graph for a sample adapted architecture — where MovieReview

and ReviewRegulation are merged into a single microservice — and calculate the

maintenance cost for this sample. In particular, there would be calls cascaded from

MovieReview to and from ReviewUpload for each request from the end user to the

application. Cascading calls in each direction cost an average of £150 when all four

parameters of CostHat are considered. Therefore, the overall maintenance cost of

the adapted architecture would be £300. We acknowledge that this value can be

further elaborated if the specific manner of adapting granularity is known and/or

other more fine-grained cost models are used.

• Maintenance cost of the un-adapted architecture: we use CostHat to estimate the

maintenance cost of keeping the initial architecture. In our evaluation, we assume

the architects use the microservice-specific CostHat model [196]. It can be used

for any Lamda-backed or instance-backed microservice application. This model

elicits the average maintenance cost over the lifetime of an application based on a

service call graph which captures how a request to the microservice application’s

front-end cascades to other business logic microservices. CostHat is a parametric

cost model which considers four parameters of maintenance cost: "1) compute

costs (payment for the CPU time necessary to process service requests), 2) costs

of API calls (per-request payment for each API call), 3) costs of I/O operations

(payment for, for instance, database or file system writes) and, 4) costs of additional

options (e.g., payment for elastic IP addresses) [196, p.3]." For our case, this is the

maintenance cost given that the MovieReview microservice cascades calls to both

the ReviewUpload and ReviewRegulation microservices in the initial architecture

and then ReviewUpload cascades a call back to MovieReview. Each cascaded

call costs on average £170 using CostHat, totalling to an average of £500. We

acknowledge other cost models can be used to estimate this cost.

• Re-structuring cost: We assume architect judgement is used to estimate re-structuring

cost in our evaluation. There are three microservices in the initial architecture: Re-
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viewUpload, ReviewRegulations and MovieReview. Amending each microservice

can require an average £500, totalling to £1500 for re-structuring the initial ar-

chitecture. This cost can alternatively be elicited more accurately from publicly

available cross-company data. However, this experiment is more concerned about

illustrating the impact of runtime dynamics in our evaluation rather than soundness

of the underlying cost estimations.

This setting covers situations where we expect to see nasty surprises, good surprises

and the claim being verified.

4.5.2 Results: Capturing Added Value Under Uncertainty

In this section we highlight the unique benefit of our evaluation process thereby

answering EQ1. Figure 4.3 shows the invocation durations of MovieReview when

monitored using AWS CloudWatch for 14 runtime iterations in the case of stepwise

workload increase. In Figure 4.3 every two increments on the x-axis corresponds to

increasing the length of the review string by 30 sentences. After 20:00:00.25, the

invocation duration decreases despite continuing to increase the workload stepwise.

It is worth noting that the output of AWS CloudWatch is produced in milliseconds

rather than in monetary terms (as is the case in our process). AWS Cloudwatch does

not show the ramification on added value when answering the question of when to

adapt microservice granularity (or not) at runtime.

Figure 4.4 presents the output of utilising our process; it shows the total potential

real option values which can be enabled by adapting and by not adapting the granular-

ity in the same runtime iterations given the invocation durations in Figure 4.3. Figure

4.4 provides a value-driven basis to reasoning about granularity adaptation decisions.

For example, runtime iteration 5 shows the total potential real option value which

would be enabled by adapting to be higher than the value retained by not adapting.

The ability to take added value into account is a unique benefit of our approach.

Comparing Figures 4.3 and 4.4, only the latter provides value-driven justification

for pursuing adaptation by presenting its ramifications related to added value. If Figure

4.3 is used alone to answer the question of whether to pursue adaptation or not in
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iteration 13, intuitively the architects would decide to pursue granularity adaptation to

reduce the invocation duration which had increased over the previous 2 iterations. On

the other hand, Figure 4.4 suggests keeping the current granularity level in iteration 13

despite the increase in invocation duration. Therefore, relying on AWS Cloudwatch

alone gives less informative insight compared to our contribution’s insights regarding

the ramifications of granularity adaptation decisions.

Fig. 4.3 AWS CloudWatch output for stepwise workload increase (i.e. increasing the
review string by 30 sentences) injected to Filmflix in Section 4.5.1

In Figure 4.3 there is no spike in invocation duration at 20:00:00.40. However, the

corresponding iteration 8 in Figure 4.4 promotes adapting since the maintenance cost

of the un-adapted architecture is higher in this runtime iteration upon examining them

using CostHat. If only AWS Cloudwatch is used to answer the question of whether

to adapt or not in iteration 8, the intuitive answer would be not to adapt since there

is no apparent technical benefit. The technical decision ignores the potential option

value, that if factored in, would change the adaptation decision. Factoring cost factors

in value-driven assessment means our contribution provides a more effective means to

reason about granularity adaptation leading to a different decision altogether.

Looking at other industrial runtime monitoring tools, the X-Pack plugin provides

the most flexibility for monitoring the health of microservice applications at runtime

[107] to our knowledge. In particular, this plugin is compatible with cloud container

providers (e.g. Elastic Search, Docker), logging tools (e.g. Logstash) and visualisation
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Fig. 4.4 Corresponding output of our process over same time period as in Figure 4.3;
1 runtime iteration = 5 milliseconds; the blue line refers to the real option values of
adapting granularity while the orange line refers to the real option values of keeping
the granularity level unchanged

tools (e.g. Kibana) popular among microservice adopters. Depending on the logging

and visualisation settings, different forms of data analytics can be carried on recorded

values of these metrics (e.g. aggregation). However, it does not explicitly perform any

value-driven analysis on the recorded raw data like we do in our process. Riemann

[281] and IBM Bluemix [161] take an event-driven approach to monitoring by setting

alerts on specific events or diagnosing event streams. However, they lack the ability

to perform value-driven analysis. Nevertheless, these tools are complementary rather

than alternative to our process. They are all very suitable candidates to flexibly record

a plethora of runtime evidence variables which can be used in our process. Other

state-of-the-practice microservice orchestration platforms which can benefit from our

value-driven analysis include Kubernetes [124] and Istio [29].

4.5.3 Results: Capturing Microservice Runtime Dynamics

To check the effectiveness of our approach in capturing runtime dynamics, we compare

it against traditional binomial real options analysis by investigating a number of

questions (which are a breakdown of EQ2):
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• When is a surprise triggered in our approach? In particular, we aim to evaluate

whether our contribution behaves as the following expectations:

– We expect the stepwise increase in workload to trigger a nasty surprise if

the invocation duration is greater than 1 millisecond for strings less than 100

sentences long.

– We expect a good surprise if the invocation duration is less than 1 millisecond

for strings larger than 100 sentences long.

– In the single spike workload, we expect to see the claim verified (i.e. invocation

duration greater than 1 millisecond) when the review string is exceptionally

long. Following that claim verification, we expect a good surprise to be

triggered as the QoS improves (i.e. becomes less than 1 millisecond) after that

spike. We expect to see a similar trend of claim verification followed by good

surprises in the multiple spikes workload.

• Does triggering surprises lead to a more informed verdict than that of traditional

binomial analysis?

We calculate the total real option values which can be enabled by adapting and or

retained by not adapting over 14 runtime iterations for each workload trend. We

assume that the cost estimations are constant across the runtime iterations except for

2 cases where we manually update them.

We use Bayesian networks [290] to calculate the claim posterior in each iteration.

Bayesian networks allow us to capture the dependency between review string length,

invocation duration and the truth of the claim.

The posterior probability of the claim holding true (P(Claim | REV) in Eq. (4.11))

is derived from frequency tables. Each record in the table has a combination of

invocation duration and review string length (the REV) ranges and the corresponding

number of times the claim held true (tStringLength,InvocationDuration
claim ) and was violated

( f StringLength,InvocationDuration
claim ) within that range. The posterior probability is derived
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from the correct record of the frequency table as:

P(Claim|REV )=
tStringLength,InvocationDuration
claim

tStringLength,InvocationDuration
claim + f StringLength,InvocationDuration

claim

(4.11)

Fig. 4.5 Red cells = a nasty surprise is triggered; green cells = a good surprise; yellow
cells = a surprise below the Bayesian surprise tolerance threshold T_s; grey cells =
claim held true

Fig. 4.6 Comparing real option values to be enabled by adapting and retained by
not adapting granularity in the scenario with stepwise workload increase using our
process against traditional analysis

Figure 4.5 shows the data used to generate our contribution’s outputs (Figures 4.6,

4.7 and 4.8). In Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, our process reports fluctuation in the total

real option values due to the real time calibration of the value enabled by adapting

(or not). In contrast, traditional binomial analysis reports constant results for the total

real option values.
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Fig. 4.7 Comparing real option values to be enabled by adapting and retained by not
adapting granularity in the scenario with single spike workload using our process
against traditional analysis

Fig. 4.8 Comparing real option values to be enabled by adapting and retained by
not adapting granularity in the scenario with multiple outliers in workload using our
process against traditional analysis

In Figure 4.6, runtime iteration 5 corresponds to a nasty surprise (0.246 in Figure

4.5). The claim is violated since the invocation duration was greater than 1 millisecond

for a review string less than 100 sentences long. It indicates that the system is behaving

worse than initially believed. The triggered Bayesian surprise is nasty as per our first
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expectation regarding our contribution’s behaviour. Therefore it increases the total real

option value to be enabled by adapting, triggering a suggestion to adapt in this runtime

iteration. It is at up to the architect to take or to leave this suggestion. Our contribution

provides the suggestion along with the objective justification for it in terms of potential

added value. Therefore, our contribution provides a more informative suggestion

regarding granularity adaptation compared to traditional binomial real options analysis.

From iteration 9 to iteration 13, the stepwise increase in workload does not trigger a

significant surprise since the shifts in the observed invocation duration are insignificant

given the shifts in review string lengths.

In Figure 4.7, between iterations 9 and 10, the invocation duration has fluctuated

even though the review string length has not changed. This combination gives sig-

nificant information about the system’s runtime behaviour triggering a nasty surprise

above the tolerance threshold in runtime iteration 10. In iteration 11, a string 1000

sentences long is injected and the invocation duration is greater than 1 millisecond.

Therefore, the claim was verified in iteration 11 leading to zero Bayesian surprise,

so the total real option values in our process and the traditional analysis were the

same. The claim is then violated in iteration 12 triggering a good surprise (0.195)

since the invocation duration was less than 1 millisecond for a review string longer

than 100 sentences. This aligns with our second expectation regarding our evaluation

process’s behaviour. The Bayesian surprise in runtime iteration 12 therefore indicates

that the situation in iteration 11 was a single spike and thereby our process calls for

not adapting at iteration 12. This trend of claim verification followed by ag good

surprise aligns with our third expectation regarding our contribution’s behaviour. Even

though the traditional binomial real options analysis leads to the same verdict for that

iteration, the total real option value corresponding to not adapting is higher in our

process. This shows our process can more confidently argue for the verdict in terms

of a higher total real option value corresponding to not adapting due to the runtime

evidence records for iterations 11 and 12.

In Figure 4.8, between iterations 11 and 12 in the multiple spikes workload, the

fluctuation of invocation duration triggered a good surprise at iteration 12. Runtime

iterations 9 and 14 show good surprises (0.66 and 0.19 respectively). In iterations 9
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and 14 the claim is violated since the invocation duration is less than 1 millisecond

after exceptionally long strings are injected in iteration 8 and 13 respectively. Similar

to Figure 4.7 and as per our expectation, there claim verification is followed by a good

surprise in the multiple spikes workload as well.

However, the total real option value corresponding to not adapting in runtime

iteration 14 is less than in iteration 9. This indicates that the smaller surprise in

iteration 14 is due to less confidence about the behaviour of the system when long

strings ("spikes") are injected frequently. This shows that our process can explicitly

capture changes in the confidence as runtime evidence accumulates. The software

architect can find this accumulated information useful in possible updates of the

claim threshold. This can be done by calculating the mean review string length and

invocation durations observed after a window of runtime iterations and then mapping

that to more relaxed claim thresholds.

Iteration 8 in Figure 4.6 and iteration 6 in Figure 4.8 show the impact of manual

cost updates on the output of our process. Here we increase the maintenance cost

of the un-adapted architecture when performing calculations using our process. The

maintenance cost is kept constant when performing calculations using traditional

binomial analysis. Despite the good surprises (0.66 in iteration 8 for stepwise workload

increase and 0.799 for multiple spikes workload), our process promotes adapting for

these iterations due to the high maintenance costs for the un-adapted architecture. This

shows that our process can capture the runtime dynamics of cost as well. Traditional

real options analysis might be able to only capture runtime dynamics if it is applied

every time the costs are manually updated.

4.5.4 Results: Proving Feasibility for Tool Support

We implement the AddedValueUpdate pseudocode into a Java tool1 to prove the

feasibility of providing an interactive runtime decision support for microservice

granularity adaptation grounded on our novel evaluation process. This implementation

can also accelerate the adoption of our contributions in industry (source code submitted

1The source code of this tool is available at https://github.com/ssh195/AddedValueUpdate.
git.

https://github.com/ssh195/AddedValueUpdate.git
https://github.com/ssh195/AddedValueUpdate.git
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separately). The tool first takes the inputs related to calculating Bayesian surprises

(Figure 4.9), including location of the files where the runtime evidence variables values

will be streamed. The tool then takes the inputs related to construct the binomial trees

for adapting (Figure 4.10) and not adapting the architecture (Figure 4.11) for the first

runtime iteration. At the end of each iteration, the tool outputs a suggestion to adapt

or not along with the real option value on which the suggestion is grounded (Figure

4.12). Even such a primitive implementation of our approach illustrates its feasibility

as a tool support to microservice adopters in industry. Moreover, when we tested this

tool support with the experiment from Section 4.5.1, we observed that its performance

was acceptable in the context of an interactive tool where no re-structuring is done to

the architecture on-the-fly.

Fig. 4.9 Capturing inputs for calculating Bayesian surprises for the first iteration of
our evaluation process used in the experiment in Section 4.5.3

Fig. 4.10 Capturing the utility tree of adapting for the first iteration of our evaluation
process used in the experiment in Section 4.5.3
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Fig. 4.11 Capturing the utility tree of not adapting for the first iteration of our evalua-
tion process used in the experiment in Section 4.5.3

Fig. 4.12 Suggesting keeping the current architecture after the first iteration of our
evaluation process

4.5.5 Proposed Process Stability Evaluation

4.5.5.1 Experimental Setup

To address EQ3 above, we assess the stability of our process’s output in response to

changes in the inputs it utilises. In other words, we investigate whether it is sensitive

to changes in the estimated inputs, listed in the first column of Table 4.3.

For each input parameter, we increment/decrement it iteratively by a pre-defined

factor starting from the actual estimates of the initial architecture. We elicit this

factor from the sensitivity analysis approach in [106] which utilises seminal work

[37, 188, 295] to measure the quality of multi-parameter decision functions; the

economic analyser is the decision function in our case.

A decision function in [106] always outputs the candidate with maximum aggre-

gated value where the aggregated value is a function of weighted input parameter

values. In that context, the candidates are adapting and not adapting granularity. The

aggregated values are the total real option values for adapting and not adapting for a

runtime iteration of the planning engine. The input parameters used to calculate this

aggregated value are those listed in Table 4.3 (not weighted in our case). Ultimately,
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the economic analyser outputs the verdict (i.e. "candidate") with the maximum total

real option value (i.e. maximum aggregated value).Therefore, we consider the evalua-

tion setting in [106] a neat fit to inspire defining the increment/decrement factor. We

assess the stability of output when the input is incremented or decremented by ±5%,

±10%, ±15% and ±20% in our controlled experiment. Accurate determination of

this factor in terms of the input parameters and their respective weights is itself an

open research challenge [106] that can be addressed by specialised domain analysis.

Nevertheless, we fluctuate the parameters along a range of deviation bounds to stress

test our evaluation process.

We increment/decrement each input parameter over 10 iterations. For each itera-

tion, the increment/decrement is done on the previous iteration’s value. This avoids

unrealistically large deviations from the actual inputs used in our case study (e.g., a

cost estimation which is 200% above/below the value used in the experimental set up

from Section 4.5.1) while still stress testing stability of the economic analyser. For

each increment or decrement of an input parameter, we keep all the other inputs on

the list constant to pin point the source and extent the evaluation process’s stability

in a controlled experiment setting. Moreover, we expose the assessed architecture to

same workload trend for the same number of runtime iterations for each increment or

decrement of an input parameter.

Inspired by [106], we calculate the deviation bounds for each input parameter

from the starting point. As long as the parameter’s value is within these bounds, the

output suggestion of the economic analyser is not affected.

4.5.5.2 Results: Stability in Response to Input Changes

Using Table 4.3 and Figure 4.13 we can reflect upon the stability analysis goals

above. Across all the increment/decrement factors, the evaluation process is most

tolerant of inaccurate estimations in QoS thresholds of the claim representing the

architects’ expectations of the runtime system behaviour and the risk-free interest rate

representing possible market fluctuations. To guarantee that the process’s output is

impacted by runtime evidence variables, the architects’ estimations for each input
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Input parameter Increment/Decrement factor/±%
±5% ±10% ±15% ±20%

Deviation bound/±%
QoS threshold in articulated claim 107.763 112.253 117.865 120.110
Risk free interest rate 106.640 112.253 117.865 123.478
Claim prior probability 39.039 55.771 78.079 100.387
Not adapting utility tree 16.8 28 42 50.4
Maintenance cost of the adapted
architecture

10.1902 25.4755 38.21325 48.40345

Adapting utility tree 10.775 21.55 34.48 43.1
Maintenance cost of the un-
adapted architecture

10.775 21.55 32.325 45.255

Claim workload threshold 7.42 18.55 29.68 38.955
Surprise tolerance threshold 9.275 18.55 31.535 40.81
Re-structuring cost 9.275 18.55 29.68 38.955
Initial architectural value 5 10 16 23

Table 4.3 Result of stability analysis of the economic analyser for the initial architec-
ture

Fig. 4.13 The deviation bounds — from Table 4.3 — within which changes to each
input parameter do not impact the output suggestion of the evaluation process

parameter should vary only within the corresponding deviation bound. In this context,

the deviation bound is an indicator of the confidence level in the estimated value.

By comparing the deviation bounds for the factors in each parameter in Figure

4.13, we can determine whether the impact of the input parameter on the stability
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is almost linear or constant. For example, the deviation bounds for the claim QoS

threshold and risk-free interest rate only slightly deviate from each other across the

increment/decrement factors. This implies an almost constantly low impact of these

parameters on the process’s output. On the other hand, the deviation bounds of

parameters such as the re-structuring cost and the initial architectural value have an

almost linear relationship with the increment/decrement factors. For example, the

deviation bound for the ±5% factor in the re-structuring cost (9.275%)is almost half

the deviation bound for ±10% factor (18.55%).

4.6 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we provide a novel formulation of the decision problem to pursue

granularity adaptation as a real options problem inspired by the theory of Baldwin and

Clark [36]. We propose a novel dynamic evaluation process that combines binomial

real options analysis with Bayesian surprises to assess the added value of adapting

granularity (or not). Our evaluation process is a novel hybrid combination of binomial

real options theory [338] and the concept of Bayesian surprises [44]; it is a novel

process customised for the context of microservice granularity adaptation. Our work

is the first to:

• Dynamically evaluate the potential added value under uncertainty related to

pursuing microservice granularity adaptation.

• Enable runtime, dynamic application of binomial real options analysis as op-

posed to its traditional static design time usage.

• Apply the concept of Bayesian surprises in the context of binomial real options

analysis.

• Apply the concept of Bayesian surprises in the context of microservice granu-

larity adaptation.

We compare four representative industrial microservice runtime monitoring tools —

AWS Cloudwatch, IBM Bluemix, Riemann and X-Pack — against our evaluation

process. The results provide tangible evidence on the benefits of linking runtime
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granularity adaptation decisions to their added value under uncertainty. We also use

an AWS Lambda Filmflix implementation to compare our process against traditional

binomial real options analysis. The results show how our process goes beyond tra-

ditional application of real options by revealing the impact of runtime variations in

workload on the added value which can be enabled adapting (and not adapting) granu-

larity. We further show the feasibility of our approach to assist microservice adopters

in industry by reporting on a Java implementation of it. The Java implementation

captures the inputs needed for our evaluation process, processes them and produces an

value-driven output regarding whether to pursue granularity adaptation at a runtime

iteration or not. Additionally, we evaluate the sensitivity of output of our evaluation

process relative to changes in the input provided to it.

Our novel evaluation process opens up the path to answering another crucial

related question in the next chapter: Which granularity adaptation strategy (e.g.

decomposing a microservice with unrelated features) is suitable at a certain point at

runtime?



Chapter 5

A Value-driven Planning Engine

for Runtime Microservice

Granularity Adaptation

In Chapter 4, we contribute to a novel runtime, iterative, dynamic value-driven archi-

tecture evaluation process to assess the added value of adapting granularity (or not)

and thereby to determine if it worth pursuing adaptation. However, there is no existing

comprehensive decision support system for software architects regarding combines

the role of our evaluation process from Chapter 4 with suggesting suitable granularity

adaptation strategies where possible. This problem gives rise to Research Question

4: How can microservice granularity adaptation can be effectively engineered at

runtime, combining systematic modelling of granularity adaptation strategies with

objective reasoning about added value? In this chapter, we address this research

question by contributing to a runtime, interactive, iterative planning engine aiming to

provide this support by incorporating the evaluation process which we contribute in

Chapter 4. Our planning engine provides software architect(s) with recommendations

on suitable granularity adaptation strategies or on revisiting unrealistic strategies

defined at design time. These strategies are captured using the modelling approach

we contribute in Chapter 3. In other words, the planning engine combines systematic

modelling of granularity adaptation strategies (using Chapter 3’s contribution) with
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objective reasoning about the predicted cost and added value of the exercise (using

Chapter 4’s contribution). The planning engine thereby helps effectively engineer

runtime microservice granularity adaptation (addressing Research Question 4). We

use Filmflix to evaluate our planning engine in multiple controlled scenarios. We

then discuss the planning engine’s efficiency in providing decision support given

the dynamism of microservice environments. In particular, we discuss the planning

engine’s reaction to changes in the input provided to the planning engine.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we contribute to a systematic, effective decision support system which

suggests (where possible) granularity adaptation strategies that can enable added

value to the microservice architecture (thereby addressing Research Question 4). This

contribution addresses a gap characterised by the absence of a decision support system

for reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation at runtime. As explained in

Chapter 4, added value quantifies the difference between potential benefit (regarding

microservitization utilities of concern) and cost of pursuing granularity adaptation (or

not).

This chapter aims to orchestrate our contributions from chapters 3 and 4 into a

decision support system which answers the following questions related to runtime

granularity adaptation:

• Is it worth pursuing granularity adaptation in the first place?

• If it is worth adapting, which granularity adaptation strategy can enhance

microservitization utilities of interest?

Given the output of the planning engine, the architects can enforce granularity adapta-

tion at runtime. The candidate adaptation strategies are not incepted on-the-fly by the

planning engine. Therefore, we view runtime granularity adaptation is planned rather

than on-the-fly in our usage context.

The novel contribution of this chapter is an interactive, iterative, runtime planning

engine which orchestrates our dynamic evaluation process from Chapter 4, microser-

vice ambients and granularity adaptation aspects from chapter 3. The planning engine
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comprises three components: an economic analyser, an architectural configuration

chooser and a granularity adaptation aspect chooser. The input of the planning engine

are candidate granularity adaptation strategies that have been defined by the archi-

tect(s) at design time and reasoned about in a simulated environment. We utilise our

work in Chapter 3 on modelling microservices using ambients and aspects to define

these strategies. At runtime, the engine iteratively solicits runtime evidence variable

values regarding the deployed architecture. It then reasons about the solicited values

using our evaluation process. If it calls for pursuing adaptation within the current

iteration of the planning engine, the planning engine provide software architect(s) with

recommendations on suitable adaptation strategies or on revisiting unrealistic strate-

gies defined at design time. Given the output of the planning engine, the architects can

enforce granularity adaptation at runtime. The candidate adaptation strategies are not

incepted on-the-fly by the planning engine. Therefore, we view runtime granularity

adaptation is planned rather than on-the-fly in our usage context.

While our dynamic evaluation process proposed in chapter 4 is sufficient to deter-

mine if it is worth adapting a microservice granularity level or not in a value-driven

manner at runtime, it does not provide the architect with any insight regarding how

this adaptation should be pursued. On the other hand, microservice ambients and

granularity adaptation aspects are sufficient only to show how adaptation would be

pursued. Without our evaluation process choosing a strategy modelled using our

modelling approach would be triggered based purely on technical observations rather

value-driven justification. Therefore, our planning engine provides a comprehensive

value-driven decision support — to determine both if it worth pursuing granularity

adaptation and to suggest how it should be pursued. Though we present the plan-

ning engine as an interactive decision support system for granularity adaptation, our

contribution can be extended and applied in a self-adaptive usage context.

Regardless the context in which the planning engine is used, its output can benefit

microservice adopters in many ways. Consider that a fictional running microservice-

based application with a functionality and scale similar to Netflix — called NetWatch

— is using our planning engine. If it suggests keeping the current architecture without

adapting, this spares NetWatch an unjustified adaptation that will not unlock added
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value to the architecture but rather incur unnecessary re-structuring and maintenance

costs. On the other hand, if the engine suggests a single favourable granularity adapta-

tion strategy, it confirms the architects’ design time beliefs about the expected runtime

workload or system behaviour on which they grounded their inputs to the planning

engine. This confirmation can inform NetWatch architects regarding prioritisation of

specific microservitization utilities, exploitation of a competitive advantage they have

in the architecture (e.g., by entering new markets, supporting more user segments),

or releasing new media content at strategic times which can increase their economic

gains. If the planning engine suggests multiple suitable granularity adaptation strate-

gies, it provides the architects with value-driven proof that the suitable strategy is

within planning engine’s output. This is significant to large industries like NetWatch

where re-structuring the architecture can be a costly exercise. By having an objective

justification that incurring this cost will unlock added value to the architecture, soft-

ware architects can justify such re-structuring to business and/or financial personnel.

Finally, if the planning engine calls for re-visiting unrealistic strategies it exposes

the software architects to an emergent behaviour which they have not considered at

design time. This is a natural situation in the highly dynamic environment where

microservice(s) operate. Such exposure is critical to better understanding the market in

which industries such as NetWatch operate. Thereafter this can highly assist planning

future media content releases and/or marketing strategies.

We consider that realising a granularity adaptation strategy in our context involves

temporarily taking off-line the concerned microservices to encode and configure the

strategy. The adapted microservices are then deployed without changing the physical

infrastructure. For example, if NetWatch were to apply a granularity adaptation

strategy on its currently running microservice architecture, the architects would

temporarily shut down the microservices of concern, carry out activities that enforce

the strategy, then deploy the adapted microservices on the same physical infrastructure

supporting NetWatch. Activities required to enforce the strategy include but are not

limited to code refactoring, configuration, securing communications and implementing

data translation layers.
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We evaluate the planning engine by answering the following question: Does

our planning engine result in a granularity adaptation strategy which can introduce

more added value when compared to the initial architecture? We apply the planning

engine on a Filmflix implementation in several controlled scenarios to answer this

question. Analysing the planning engine output in these scenarios helps confirm that

it suggests strategies which indeed can introduce more added value compared to the

initial architecture.

Moreover, we assess how the planning engine provides efficient support for

dynamic microservice environments. More specifically, we discuss the following

question: How stable is the planning engine in response to the runtime changes in the

inputs to each component? To answer this question, we asses the sensitivity of the

planning engine’s output to variation in the inputs fed to its constituent components.

Our assessment shows that the architects’ level of confidence in the inputs influences

the planning engine’s stability.

In Section 5.2 we use Filmflix to set the context for this chapter’s contribution

using the modelling primitives we contribute in Chapter 3 and the dynamic evaluation

process we contribute in chapter 4. In Section 5.3 we present the problem formulation

of this chapter given the motiving scenario in Section 5.2. In Section 5.4 we present

the inputs, processing and output of our planning engine. Section 5.5 evaluates each

planning engine component using an implementation of Filmflix along the dimensions

mentioned above. In Section 5.6 we conclude by summarising the content of this

chapter.

5.2 MOTIVATING SCENARIO

Consider the same Filmflix motivating scenario from Chapter 4 where two Filmflix

architects defined at design time two alternative granularity adaptation strategies both

motivated by enhancing Filmflix performance in response to workload fluctuation

but each promoting this enhancement differently (i.e., by merging and decomposing).

The architects defined both strategies using microservice ambients and granularity

adaptation aspects from Chapter 3. They assumed the invocation duration and number
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of reviews received by Filmflix as the runtime evidence variables. They expect high

request volumes at runtime calling for a strict threshold on invocation duration in the

granularity adaptation aspects to ensure high performance provision and avoid losing

users to competing applications. We use this context to motivate the contribution of

this chapter.

Each architect decides to take a different approach to inform granularity adaptation

at runtime:

• Architect 1 decides to utilise our dynamic evaluation process from Chapter 4.

He uses his expectation about the runtime workload and Filmflix invocation

duration to articulate the following claim: “number of received reviews > 1000

reviews per second ↔ invocation Duration > 1 millisecond." He considers the

claim’s prior probability to be 0.5. Furthermore, he uses relevant cost models

and observations of the initial Filmflix architecture to estimate the input pa-

rameters needed by the evaluation process. In iterations where the evaluation

process suggests pursuing adaptation, he ad-hocly chooses a granularity adapta-

tion aspect without checking whether the trigger for it is met in the respective

runtime iteration.

• Architect 2 decides to pursue granularity adaptation whenever the following

condition is met: invocation duration > 1 millisecond. He relies solely on stress

testing the candidate granularity adaptation strategies under different workloads

in a simulated environment and decides to adopt the strategy which withstands

the most stress tests.

Our evaluation process gives architect 1 an objective, value-driven dynamic answer

to the following question: Is it worth pursuing granularity adaptation in the first

place? On the other hand, architect 2 uses a purely technical threshold on invocation

duration to answer the same question at runtime. However, our evaluation process

does not provide both architects with any insight regarding the following question:

Which granularity adaptation strategy has more added value compared to the initial

architecture? To answer this question, architect 1 ad-hocly chooses a granularity
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adaptation aspect without comparing the observed runtime variables against the

triggers of the granularity adaptation aspects defined at design time.

On the other hand, architect 2 analyses the alternative strategies in the simu-

lated environment to determine which granularity adaptation strategy can enhance

the microservitization utilities of interest. Microservice ambients and granularity

adaptation aspects allow architect 2 to stress test the candidate strategies in the simu-

lated environment supporting these modelling primitives. Stress testing gives some

insight regarding how granularity adaptation should be pursued. However, the range

of tests depends on the architects’ intuition regarding the expected runtime environ-

ment in which Filmflix will operate. The highly dynamic environment in which

microservice(s) operate means it is natural for architect 2 to miss some emergent

behaviour scenarios when setting these tests at design time. Therefore, stress testing

does not inform architect 2 regarding 1) whether or not design time beliefs about the

expected runtime workload or Filmflix behaviour are realistic and, 2) whether or not

the candidate strategies are realistic for the dynamic, runtime environment.

5.3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Both the approaches above have the following problems and rooms for extension:

• Problem 1 — inability to provide value-driven justification for pursuing granularity

adaptation: The modelling primitives we contribute in Chapter 3 do not capture

the added value which can be enabled pursuing runtime granularity adaptation.

Therefore, our dynamic evaluation process from Chapter 4 is needed to capture this

added value and hence justify pursuing granularity adaptation in accordance with a

chosen strategy captured using microservice ambients and granularity adaptation

aspects.

• Problem 2 — inability to assess which granularity adaptation strategies defined

at design time are realistic and/or suitable at runtime: Even if our modelling

primitives are enriched with our evaluation process, these enrichments will not re-

assess the thresholds in granularity adaptation aspects based on runtime observations

of a microservice environment and inform the simulated environment using these
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re-assessments. In our motivating scenario, granularity adaptation thresholds are

inferred at design-time based on high expectations of runtime workload. However,

if runtime workload observations are different, then these thresholds were biased

and need to be updated. If no re-visiting is required, then runtime observations can

be used to direct the architects towards favourable granularity adaptation strategies

from an input bank of candidate strategies defined by the architects at design time.

In this chapter, we contribute to an interactive planning engine which incorporates

the runtime updates of added value calculations using our dynamic evaluation process

from Chapter 4 (addressing Problem 1 above) and thereafter suggests suitable gran-

ularity adaptation strategies or revisiting the strategies if none of the candidates are

suitable (addressing Problem 2 above).

5.4 PLANNING ENGINE

The planning engine is an interactive decision support system that informs the archi-

tects’ granularity adaptation decisions given evidence for a single runtime iteration.

Before every runtime iteration of the planning engine, the architects decide the scope

of its target — the whole application, a single microservice, or a sub-system within the

application. Determining the scope is inferred from the architects’ judgement about

the dependencies across microservices. The effort and time invested to determine the

target scope can be highly influenced by operational/maintenance logs, time pressure

to troubleshoot for likely degradations in the architecture and cost/effort needed to

determine the target scope. Overall, the target scope should include only microservices

that are interdependent. Such a scope ensures that the planning engine captures all

the microservices where the added value of granularity adaptation will be manifested.

The target scope needs to be determined following every iteration where granularity

adaptation has been pursued.

The planning engine includes three components: an economic analyser, architec-

tural configuration chooser and a granularity adaptation aspect chooser. The economic

analyser uses our evaluation process from Chapter 4 to address Problem 1 in Section

5.2). If adaptation is to be pursued, the architectural configuration chooser is consulted
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Fig. 5.1 Inputs (green boxes), components (blue boxes) and outputs (red boxes) for
one runtime iteration of the planning engine; grey boxes are the actions required by
the architects given the outputs; blue arrows refer to the action flow from one box to
the next; red arrows refer to action flow leading to an output; green arrows refer to the
flow of an input to a the planning engine; we carry over evaluation of the economic
analyser from Chapter 4 and we evaluate the two choosers in this chapter

to suggest suitable candidate architectural configuration(s). If the architectural config-

uration chooser does not output any suitable configurations(s), the third component is

consulted to suggest suitable granularity adaptation aspect(s). These two components

address Problem 2 in Section 5.2. In this Section, we describe the input, process and

output of the economic analyser (Section 5.4.1), architectural configuration chooser

(Section 5.4.2), and the granularity adaptation aspect chooser (Section 5.4.3). The

different possible outputs of the planning engine are numbered 1-5 across Sections

5.4.1, 5.4.2, and 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Economic Analyser (Chapter 4 contribution)

5.4.1.1 Economic Analyser Inputs

The architects provide the inputs required to carry out only the first iteration of our

dynamic evaluation process (as listed in Section 4.4.3.1 of Chapter 4). As long as

the target remains unchanged across iterations (i.e. adaptation is not pursued), the

output of the previous AddedValueUpdate iteration is carried over as input to the next

one. Otherwise, new input is needed to conduct our dynamic evaluation process on

the newly deployed microservice(s).
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5.4.1.2 Economic Analyser Process

Our evaluation process is a novel runtime, dynamic combination of real options

and Bayesian surprises. It iteratively (in every planning engine runtime iteration)

solicits and monitors runtime evidence then feeds it into an added value prediction

process. Pseudocode 1 — AddedValueUpdate — in Chapter 4 presents the process of

our proposed evaluation process. The economic analyser uses it to suggest whether

adaptation should be pursued or not for a runtime iteration in the planning engine.

5.4.1.3 Economic Analyser Outputs

Output Case 1: At the end of each runtime iteration, if the economic analyser

suggests keeping the current architecture, the output is presented as a final verdict

regarding pursuing granularity adaptation and the total real option values used to

arrive at this verdict. In this case, all inputs to the current iteration are carried over to

the next one and the other planning engine components are not consulted.

On the other hand, if the economic analyser outputs a suggestion to pursue adap-

tation, the other planning engine components are consulted iteration. Following the

economic analyser’s suggestion to pursue adaptation is a cautious approach to unlock

the added value in the real options rather than taking a reactive route which could

result in missing opportunities for economic gains. Realising granularity adaptation

ultimately involves code refactoring, configuration, securing communications, and

implementing data translation layers among other activities on the same physical

infrastructure of the running architecture. Finally, the adapted microservices are

re-deployed without changing the physical infrastructure.

5.4.2 Architectural Configuration Chooser

If the suggestion is to pursue adaptation, the architectural configuration chooser is

triggered.
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5.4.2.1 Architectural Configuration Chooser Input

A bank of architectural configurations (C bank in Figure 5.1) which are defined at

design time is fed by the architects into the planning engine. Each architectural

configuration can be visualised using microservice ambients. Each architectural

configuration is annotated with meta-data which defines the range of workload values

which the architects expect the respective configuration to be suitable for. We assume

that the code required to enforce the chosen architectural configuration (if any) is

encoded by the architects after this planning engine component provides its output.

5.4.2.2 Architectural Configuration Chooser Process

Given the annotated C bank, the architectural configuration chooser compares the

observed workload value against the meta-data attached to the configurations in the C

bank. This comparison produces a configuration shortlist (C shortlist in Figure 5.1)

which includes a suitable architectural configuration in this iteration, if any.

5.4.2.3 Architectural Configuration Chooser Output

Output Case 2: If the C shortlist has one configuration, the planning engine’s output

is a visual representation of that configuration modelled using microservice ambients.

In this case, the planning engine confirms that the architects attached realistic meta-

data to the single configuration in the C shortlist. Thereafter the architects simply

decide whether to enforce the suggested configuration. During the deployment,

the granularity adaptation aspect used by this configuration is solicited from the G

bank from the granularity adaptation aspect chooser. After enforcing the suggested

configuration, its suitability in the environment described in meta-data can be observed

to inform future C bank formations. For example, consider that the architects observe

that the suggested configuration performs badly when deployed and the economic

analyser indicates further granularity adaptation should be pursued. This observation

can be used when forming the C bank by either: (1) attaching other meta-data to

configurations similar to the one that performed badly or (2) discard configurations

similar to the bad-performing one altogether. For the following iteration, the architects
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provide input for the economic analyser and a new C bank to the next iteration which

suits the newly deployed configuration.

5.4.3 Granularity Adaptation Aspect Chooser

If the C shortlist is empty, the granularity adaptation aspect chooser is triggered.

5.4.3.1 Granularity Adaptation Aspect Chooser Input

A bank of granularity adaptation aspects (G bank in Figure 5.1) pre-defined at design

time driven by different utilities to be enhanced and/or beliefs about the system’s

runtime behaviour is fed by the architects into the planning engine. We assume that the

code required to enforce each aspect is encoded in the initial architecture of Filmflix

after the output of this component is provided. The G bank should include multiple

aspects corresponding to the same utility (e.g., aspect A calling for decomposing a

microservice to enhance performance and aspect B calling for merging microservices

to enhance performance). This variety is required to capture the architects’ uncertainty

at design time regarding the suitable granularity adaptation strategy. We acknowledge

however that this bank would not be exhaustive since it could not encounter every

runtime scenario that can arise in dynamic microservice environments. Nevertheless,

we assume this bank would target what the architects perceive to be the most critical

microservices whose granularity adaptation can have the most impact on the added

value introduced to the microservice architecture.

Figure 5.2 shows an example of a granularity adaptation aspect which calls for

decomposing a microservice to isolating likely design vulnerabilities in the microser-

vice architecture. It considers the failure rate of a microservice ambient (“self")

as the variable indicating the presence of a design vulnerability in one its children

architectural elements (“mem1" and “mem2"). Figure 5.2 calls for monitoring the

failure rates of “mem1" and “mem2" using the getReading interface service imported

from the IMonitor interface. In cases where the failure rate of “mem1" is greater than

a pre-defined “FailureRateThreshold", the granularity adaptation aspect triggers the

DECOMPOSE(self) transaction to form a new microservice ambient (“vulnerable")

that encapsulates “mem1". The Valuation section of Figure 5.2 ensures the monitoring
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Fig. 5.2 An example granularity adaptation aspect that triggers decomposing “self"
by encapsulating the functionality of “mem1" into a new microservice ambient “vul-
nerable" if the monitoring the “FailureRate" of “mem1" indicates the failure rate is
geq “FailureRateThreshold"

hierarchy is updated after the new ambient is formed. All the configurations in the

C bank use granularity adaptation aspects from the G bank. However, not all the

aspects in the G bank are used by configurations in the C bank. All the architectural

configurations in the C bank fulfil the functional requirements of the target scope.

5.4.3.2 Granularity Adaptation Aspect Chooser Process

This component filters the G bank in two stages. First it short-lists the bank members

which are concerned with the same runtime evidence variables that the economic

analyser used for that iteration as runtime. Next, this short list is further narrowed

down to a shorter list (G shortlist in Figure 5.1) suitable granularity adaptation aspects

whose triggers are met; G shortlist could be empty.

5.4.3.3 Granularity Adaptation Aspect Chooser Output

Output Case 3: If the G shortlist has one aspect, the planning engine’s output is a

textual representation of that aspect. In this case, the runtime evidence variable values
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confirm that one of the pre-defined triggers are indicative of the runtime microser-

vice(s)’s behaviour to inform designing future G bank members. For example, if a

microservice’s response time never exceeds four milliseconds but occasionally exceed

two milliseconds, then future G bank members need not include a trigger threshold

of four milliseconds but should include a trigger threshold of two milliseconds. If

architects decide to use the suggested aspect, then they design and encode an archi-

tectural configuration that uses it. The economic analyser input and C bank of the

following iteration are re-defined according to the deployed configuration while the G

bank remains unchanged and the C bank is extended with the designed architectural

configuration.

Output Case 4: If the G shortlist has more than one aspect, the planning engine’s

output is their textual representations. The significance of the planning engine in

this case is objectively pruning the solution space of possible granularity adaptation

aspects by objectively comparing the runtime evidence variables against the triggers

in the G bank rather than relying on static design time judgements to produce the G

shortlist. Thereafter, the architect(s) explore the G shortlist (manually or in a simulated

environment) to choose one of its members. Ultimately, the architects enforce an

architectural configuration that uses the chosen member from the G shortlist. Pruning

reduces the manual work required by the architects since only a single architectural

configuration needs to be designed in this case. The economic analyser input and C

bank of the following iteration are re-defined according to the deployed configuration

while the G bank remains unchanged and the C bank is extended with the designed

architectural configuration.

Output Case 5: If the G shortlist is empty, the output is a tuple of the observed

workload value and corresponding runtime evidence variable(s) value(s). In this case

the planning engine exposes the architects to an instance of emergent behaviour which

they have not considered at design time. This is a natural implication of the highly

dynamic environment in which microservice(s) operate. Therefore, it is inevitable

that they can not accurately predict at design time the runtime behaviour of the target

microservice(s). Given the output tuple, the architects need to re-visit the C and G

banks. This includes: 1) defining a new granularity adaptation aspect with altered
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trigger thresholds and 2) designing an architectural configuration that uses this aspect

and 3) enforcing the newly incepted configuration. In this case, the G and C banks to

the following iteration are extended to include the newly defined aspect. Extending

rather than re-filling the G and C banks is a cautious approach to against aggressively

discarding aspects and configurations that can become useful in the future iterations.

The economic analyser input can re-defined for the next iteration as with output cases

2-4.

It is worth noting that it is not possible to directly conduct our evaluation process

on the C and G banks since this would require a prohibitively costly exercise of

designing architectural configurations utilising all the G bank members then running

and observing them in parallel along with all the members of C bank.

5.5 EVALUATION

We apply the planning engine to the AWS Lambda implementation of Filmflix from

Chapter 4 in different controlled scenarios and then use them to evaluate the architec-

tural configuration chooser (Section 5.5.2) and granularity adaptation aspect chooser

(Section 5.5.3). Since our dynamic evaluation process comprises the economic anal-

yser, we summarise results of the evaluation in Chapter 4 to show the economic

analyser’s benefits.

For the other two components, our evaluation shows that for each controlled

experiment, there is at least partial guarantee that the suggested configuration or

aspect(s) can introduce more added value than the initial architecture. We also discuss

the stability of each chooser in terms of its ability to withstand changes in C and G

banks. Assessing the stability in this white-box, pipelined manner — where each

component is examined separately — allows pinpointing the potential sensitivity

points in the planning engine more accurately.

Overall, our evaluation helps show the effectiveness of our planning engine in

providing decision support that can help realise microservice granularity adaptation

at runtime; effectiveness is the property we aimed for in Research Question 4 of

the thesis: How can microservice granularity adaptation be effectively engineered at
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runtime, combining systematic modelling of granularity adaptation strategies with

objective reasoning about added value?

5.5.1 Economic Analyser Evaluation

Since our dynamic evaluation process constitutes the economic analyser, evaluation

results from Chapter 4 (Section 4.5) provide tangible evidence that the economic

analyser 1) links runtime granularity adaptation decisions to their added value under

uncertainty (Section 4.5.2), 2) goes beyond traditional application of real options by

revealing the impact of runtime variations in workload on the added value which

can be enabled adapting (or retained by not adapting) granularity (Section 4.5.3), 3)

it is feasible to implement the economic analyser to assist microservice adopters in

industry (Section 4.5.4) and, 4) the evaluation process is most tolerant of inaccurate

estimations in QoS thresholds of the claim representing architects’ expectations of the

runtime system behaviour and the risk-free interest rate representing possible market

fluctuations (Section 4.5.5).

5.5.2 Architectural Configuration Chooser Evaluation

In Section 5.5.2.1, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are used to illustrate a scenario where the

architectural configuration chooser would be triggered and an example C bank is

presented to illustrate output case 2 from Section 5.4. We then use this scenario to

evaluate the architectural configuration chooser along the following dimension: does it

suggest an architectural configuration which can introduce more added value than the

initial architecture (Section 5.5.2.2). We then discuss the architectural configuration

chooser’s stability in response to changes in the input C bank.

5.5.2.1 Experimental Setup

Consider iteration 5 of Figures 4.3 and 4.4 as an example, where the economic

analyser output explicitly shows the total real option value which can be enabled

adapting to be higher than not adapting. This iteration corresponds to the spike of

invocation duration in 20:00:00.25 of Figure 4.3. This spike was triggered when

the review string was 80 sentences long; we suspect that the spike was due to the
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complexity of this string which required a long review of it. Therefore, the economic

analyser outputs the verdict that the adaptation should be pursued for this iteration

to introduce the corresponding total potential real option value and provide better

invocation duration. Subsequently, the architectural configuration chooser should be

consulted in this iteration. Given that adaptation is to be pursued in iteration 5, the

architectural configuration chooser is consulted given a C bank which is defined by

the architects at design time. In the subsections below, we present a C bank example

to illustrate output case 2 from Section 5.4.

The C bank considered here includes two members, both with same design

(visually shown in Figure 5.3). It is motivated by encapsulating ReviewRegulation

and ReviewUpload in one microservice since they are expected to communicate

frequently. Each member is annotated with non-overlapping ranges of workload

values (review strings 0-50 and 51-100 sentences long respectively). In other words,

the architects are uncertain whether the configuration in Figure 5.3 is more suitable

for review strings 0-50 or 51-100 sentences long. Therefore, they include both range

estimations in the C bank. The intuition behind these range choices is to equally split

the range of possible string lengths below the threshold articulated in the claim across

the C bank members. It is the planning engine’s role to inform the architects using

runtime observation of the workload values which range is more representative of the

microservice runtime environment.

At iteration 5, MovieReview received a review that was 80 sentences long. When

the architectural configuration chooser in consulted in iteration 5, it compares the

observed value against the meta-data in the C bank. The observed workload value falls

within meta-data range. Hence, the C shortlist in this case includes one configuration,

namely Figure 5.3 annotated with "51-100 sentences". Thereafter, the architects

deploy this configuration at the end of iteration 5. Furthermore, they are now aware

that (at least temporarily) the workload values are more likely to fall into the 51-100

range and they can use this to inform future C bank compilations.
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Fig. 5.3 Candidate architectural configuration if the initial Filmflix architecture is to
be adapted;the C bank includes replicas of this candidate each annotated with different
workload range values

5.5.2.2 Results: Suggesting an Architectural Configuration with more Added

Value

We use our dynamic evaluation process from Chapter 4 to compare the total real

option values in the initial architectural configuration against those in Figure 5.3

when exposed to the same workload trend. The total real option values for both

configurations are plotted in Figure 5.4. For the initial configuration, we use the same

inputs to the binomial analysis here as those fed to the economic analyser in Section

4.5.1 for the "not adapting" case. For the merged configuration, some of the inputs to

the analysis are the same as those used for the initial configuration and some differ.

We justify the differences and similarities for these inputs as follows:

• Utility tree: We use the same adapting utility tree here as used in the economic

analyser for Section 4.5.1. Intuitively, the utility tree corresponding to adaptation

captures the value of enforcing Figure 5.3.

• Option expiry date: The same expiry date as the initial configuration is used for fair

comparison. We assume the options for both configurations expire after the same

number of timestamps. The intuition is that we need to compare the real options

within the same fixed window in both configurations.
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• Monitored microservice: The same microservice is monitored as in the initial

configuration.

• Monitored QoS attribute: For fair comparison, we use the same runtime evidence

variable for the initial and merged configurations — invocation duration.

• Workload: the same review input strings are fed into both configurations for fair

comparison of their added value under the same workload trend.

• Claim: Looking at the merged configuration, we initially consider the following

claim: The invocation duration is > 0.5 milliseconds ↔ review string length > 100

sentences. Comparing this to the claim for the initial configuration, we decided to

use this claim which has a more strict view of the system to ensure that even under

such a view the adapted configuration has more added value.

• Claim prior probability: Since the architect has no prior observation of the merged

configuration and the claim remains unchanged in Section 4.5.1, the claim prior

probability is 0.5 for both the initial and adapted configurations.

• Tolerance threshold: The same QoS is monitored for both configurations and the

tolerance threshold is dependent on the criticality of the QoS attribute. Therefore,

the same Bayesian surprise tolerance threshold should be used in both cases.

• Risk free interest rate: This is an indicator of the expected fluctuation in the

system’s runtime environment. Since both configurations are deployed in the same

environment, the same risk free interest rate is used.

• Initial architectural value: Since the merged configuration has less logical dependen-

cies, we consider it has a higher initial system value than the initial configuration.

• Maintenance costs: Since the merged configuration has less logical dependencies,

we consider it has a lower maintenance cost than the initial configuration.

• Re-structuring cost: Since the merged configuration has less logical dependencies,

we consider it has a lower re-structuring cost than the initial configuration if it were

to be adapted.
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Fig. 5.4 Output of our dynamic evaluation process when applied to the initial Filmflix
architecture and Figure 5.3; the black lines indicate when the process suggested
adapting the initial architecture

Fig. 5.5 Comparing invocation durations for the initial Filmflix architecture and Figure
5.3 used to plot Figure 5.4

Figure 5.4 shows the result of our dynamic evaluation process given the setting

described above and Figure 5.5 shows the invocation durations for both configurations

given the same workload. Overall, the total real option value which can be enabled

by the merged configuration suggested by our planning engine is higher than the

initial configuration. Therefore, our architectural configuration chooser did propose a

granularity adaptation decision which can enable more added value than the initial
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configuration. Moreover, the vertical black lines in Figure 5.4 show the iterations

where the evaluation process suggested adapting the initial architecture. In 9 out of

the 14 iterations, economic analyser output allowed the architects to benefit from

the added value enabled by the architectural configuration chooser’s output. It is

worth noting here that we do acknowledge the possibility of different results given a

different controlled experiment setting (e.g., by having claim thresholds that would

be met by all architectural configurations in the C bank). This is inevitable however

due to the nature of our contribution where it is infeasible to compare all the possible

candidate architectural configurations against the initial architecture. Our controlled

experiment does however provide a partial guarantee for the benefit of this component

of the planning engine.

5.5.2.3 Results: Stability in Response to C bank Changes

Reflecting on Section 5.5.2.1, we can conclude that the combination of workload

ranges comprising the meta-data within a C bank is the sensitivity point in the archi-

tectural configuration chooser. This sensitivity point reflects the software architects’

uncertainty regarding the expected workload the configuration will be exposed to.

Thereafter, this variation in meta-data is necessary to realise the advantages of the

planning engine presented in output case 2 in Section 5.4. When the planning engine

confirms design time expectations regarding expected workload this is in essence a

reduction of uncertainty regarding expected workload.

5.5.3 Granularity Adaptation Aspect Chooser Evaluation

In this section, we consider a scenario where the C shortlist is empty when the

planning engine is applied to the Filmflix implementation. Hence, the granularity

adaptation aspect chooser is consulted; in Section 5.5.3.1 we present G bank examples

to illustrate output cases 3,4 and 5 respectively. We then use this scenario to evaluate

granularity adaptation aspect chooser along the following dimension: does it suggest

a granularity adaptation aspect(s) which can introduce more added value than the

initial architecture (Section 5.5.3.2). We then discuss the granularity adaptation aspect

chooser’s stability in response to changes in the input G bank.
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5.5.3.1 Experimental Setup

5.5.3.1.1 Planning Engine Output Case 3 The G bank members below (Aspects

1 and 2) which are defined at design time both promote merging when invocation

duration exceeds a certain threshold; the thresholds differ however. Both members are

encoded in the architecture to be triggered when suitable at runtime. At runtime, the

planning engine solicits and monitors the invocation duration of the running archi-

tecture and uses it to inform the architects when merging is suitable. In essence, the

planning engine uses runtime observations to inform the architects which threshold is

more indicative of the system’s runtime behaviour to inform future G bank formations.

Aspect 1: Intuitively, this aspect is motivated by merging architectural elements

whenever an overall performance deterioration is encountered (measured by the in-

vocation duration of the parent microservice ambient — “self”). Underlying this

intuition is that an invocation duration worse than three milliseconds in the parent

microservice ambient implies unnecessary communication overhead across the chil-

dren architectural elements (“mem1” and “mem2”). This implication is captured

in the trigger of Figure 5.6 and sought for at runtime by monitoring the invocation

duration of the parent microservice ambient (which is MovieReview in our initial

architecture). The parent microservice ambient (self) utilises the getReading interface

service for this monitoring. When the trigger is verified at runtime, merging mem1

and mem2 (ReviewUpload and ReviewRegulation in our initial architecture) into a

single microservice ambient — “cluster” — is enforced. Subsequently, “self” would

monitor “cluster” newly instead of monitoring “mem1” and “mem2” directly.

Aspect 2: This aspect takes a more cautious approach to the system’s behaviour.

In this aspect (Figure 5.7) the merging is triggered when the overall system perfor-

mance deteriorates beyond two milliseconds. Underlying this stricter threshold is a

higher expectation of the system’s runtime behaviour.

Looking at the invocation duration of MovieReview in runtime iteration 5, only

the trigger of aspect 2 is met (2.94 milliseconds). Therefore, G shortlist includes only

Aspect 2. The architects then design and deploy the architectural configuration in

Figure 5.3; it implements the transaction in Aspect 2. The related functional elements
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Fig. 5.6 Planning engine output case 3, Granularity adaptation aspect 1

Fig. 5.7 Planning engine output case 3, Granularity adaptation aspect 2; it uses the
same attributes and valuations as in Figure 5.6

are now encapsulated by a single microservice ambient at the end of runtime iteration

5.

5.5.3.1.2 Planning Engine Output Case 4 The G bank members below have the

same triggers but promote merging in different manners. Moreover, the trigger takes a

very cautious approach to the system’s behaviour.

Aspect 1: In this aspect (Figure 5.8) the merging is triggered when the overall

system performance deteriorates beyond one millisecond. Underlying this stricter

threshold is an even higher expectation of the system’s runtime behaviour than Figure

5.7.
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Fig. 5.8 Planning engine output case 4, Granularity adaptation aspect 1; it uses the
same attributes and valuations as in Figure 5.6

Fig. 5.9 Planning engine output case 4, Granularity adaptation aspect 2

Aspect 2: This aspect (Figure 5.9) calls for merging the architectural elements of

the initial architecture into the single parent microservice MovieReview (“self”) if the

performance deteriorates beyond one millisecond. Therefore, no new microservice

will be created if this aspect is executed. Moreover, this merge will require changes

in the monitoring hierarchy of ambients to be captured when defining the MERGE

transaction.

Looking at the invocation duration of MovieReview in runtime iteration 5, the

triggers for aspects 1 and 2 are both met. The G shortlist therefore includes both as-

pects. The architects further explore this shortlist in terms of the refactoring overhead

after which they proceed with aspect 1. Ultimately, they design and deploy Figure 5.3

at the end of iteration 5.

5.5.3.1.3 Planning Engine Output Case 5 The G bank members below promote

opposite granularity adaptation strategies when the same trigger is met. At runtime,
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the planning engine solicits and monitors the invocation duration of the running

architecture and uses it to inform the architects whether this trigger is realistic or not.

If it is not realistic, the G shortlist is empty; instead the planning engine outputs a

tuple of the observed workload and corresponding runtime evidence variable to inform

the architects in re-visiting this trigger. In essence, planning engine here would be

calling for re-visiting all the strategies in the G bank since they are not realistic.

Aspect 1: Similar to Figure 5.6, merging the child microservice ambients “mem1”

and “mem2” into a single microservice ambient called “cluster” is triggered here if

the invocation duration is beyond four milliseconds.

Fig. 5.10 Planning engine output case 5, Granularity adaptation aspect 1; it uses the
same attributes and valuations as in Figure 5.6

Aspect 2: On the contrary, this aspect (Figure 5.11) is motivated by decompos-

ing a microservice when the overall system performance deteriorates beyond four

milliseconds. Underlying this intuition is that overall performance deterioration

indicates unrelated functionalities being wrongly clustered together in the initial archi-

tecture. Additionally, an assumption is made here that the ReviewUpload microservice

("mem1" in Figure 5.11) is more likely to suffer this wrong clustering. Therefore,

a deterioration of the invocation duration in MovieReview is an indicator that the

DECOMPOSE transaction needs to be triggered on ReviewUpload.

Looking at the invocation duration of MovieReview in runtime iteration 5, the

aspect chooser outputs the following tuple: (80 sentences, 2.94 milliseconds). When

defining the triggers of aspects 1 and 2 at design time, the architects put too relaxed

thresholds in the triggers.

Architects revisit aspect 1 to tighten invocation duration threshold which would

trigger the merge transaction from four to 2.5 milliseconds (Figure 5.12). Upon
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Fig. 5.11 Planning engine output case 5, Granularity adaptation aspect 2

revisiting aspect 2 the architects decide that they do not have enough evidence to

support the assumption that ReviewUpload would always be the source of performance

deterioration. Therefore, they decide to discard this aspect altogether.

Fig. 5.12 Revisited Granularity Adaptation aspect due to observing emergent runtime
behaviour
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We consider for simplification that the newly derived aspect is enforced as Figure

5.3. In reality, further manual analysis can lead to enforcing it differently (e.g. different

attachments, ports and weaving relationships) from Figure 5.3.

5.5.3.2 Results: Suggesting Granularity Adaptation Aspects with More Added

Value

The analysis used in Section 5.5.2.2 can be applied in to evaluate the granularity

adaptation aspect chooser given the simplified setting we considered in Section

5.5.3.1. All the aspects output by this components in Section 5.5.3.1 can result in

Figure 5.3 which is compared to the initial architecture in Section 5.5.2.2. Therefore,

we can infer that the granularity adaptation aspect chooser does propose aspect(s) or

alert toward re-visiting aspects in a manner than can ultimately introduce more added

value that the initial architecture. We acknowledge however that this inference is only

a partial guarantee which needs can only be confirmed if all the possible architectural

configurations utilising the suggested aspect(s) are compared to the initial architecture.

To pave the way towards that, we implement another architectural configuration

(modelled in Figure 5.13) which fulfils the transactions in Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and

5.12. Then we use the same setting described in Section 5.5.2.2 and our dynamic

evaluation process to compare the total real option values which are can be enabled

by the initial configuration against those that can be enabled by Figure 5.13 when

exposed to the same workload trend. The result of the comparison is captured in

Figure 5.14.

Overall, the trend in total real option values which can be enabled by Figure 5.13

is same as for Figure 5.3. The black vertical lines in Figure 5.14 indicate where our

dynamic evaluation process suggests adapting the initial architecture, thereby allowing

reaping the benefits of the adapted configuration. Since the process is invoked on the

same initial architecture in both Figures 5.4 and 5.14, it suggests adapting at the same

runtime iterations in both Figures. The point-wise difference between the total real

option values corresponding to the initial configuration and the adapted configuration

in Figure 5.4 is larger. In runtime iteration 4 for example, the point-wise difference

between the total real option values is 1325£ in Figure 5.4. However, the point-wise
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Fig. 5.13 Alternative architectural configuration that fulfils the transactions in Figures
5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.12

Fig. 5.14 The output of our dynamic evaluation process applied to the initial archi-
tectural configuration against Figure 5.13; the black lines indicate when the process
suggested adapting the initial architecture

difference is 325£ in runtime iteration 4 of Figure 5.14. Nevertheless, this comparison

further strengthens our inference that the granularity adaptation aspect chooser

suggests aspects that can ultimately be utilised by configurations which result in more

added value than the initial architecture. Similar to the comment in Section 5.5.2.2,

we acknowledge that a different controlled experiment setting can lead to different

results for this component’s evaluation. This is inevitable due to the infeasibility of
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Fig. 5.15 The invocation duration of the initial architectural configuration and Figure
5.13 used to plot Figure 5.14

compiling all the possible granularity adaptation aspects which architects could think

of regarding the initial Filmflix architecture. Our evaluation here shows an instance of

the benefit of the granularity adaptation aspect chooser.

5.5.3.3 Results: Stability in Response to G bank Changes

Reflecting on Section 5.5.3.1, we can conclude that the combination of thresholds in

the triggers on runtime evidence variables of concern is the sensitivity point in this

component. For example, in Output Case 3 the thresholds on invocation duration are

varied across the G bank which led to the G shortlist including one G bank member

but not the other. However, in Output Cases 4 and 5, the trigger thresholds are kept

constant while the granularity adaptation strategies are varied which meant outputting

or discarding both aspects respectively.

It is worth noting that high sensitivity is essentially a weakness in the economic

analyser but a strength for the architectural configuration chooser and the granu-

larity adaptation aspect chooser. The planning engine updates the software archi-

tects’ uncertainty in an value-driven manner using runtime evidence to inform their

decision-making. In the economic analyser this is achieved through a multi-parameter

calculation — our dynamic evaluation process in Chapter 4 (summarised in Algorithm

1). These parameters include the runtime evidence values. Therefore, due to the multi-
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parameter nature of the calculation, it is essential to ensure that the uncertainty update

is genuinely due to fluctuations in runtime evidence rather than other parameters

whose manual fluctuation do not reflect runtime evidence.

In the two other planning engine components however, the uncertainty update is

achieved by examining meta-data and granularity adaptation aspect trigger thresholds

respectively only given the runtime evidence. Therefore, we can guarantee that

uncertainty updates in these components is due to runtime evidence fluctuations. The

sensitivity points in these components serve rather than hurt the planning engine’s

role — updating the architects’ uncertainty.

5.6 CONCLUSION

In this chapter we contribute to a runtime, interactive, iterative planning engine which

acts as a decision support system for microservice adopters; it suggests granularity

adaptation strategies that can enable added value to the microservice architecture

(thereby addressing Research Question 4)

The planning engine takes as input the parameters needed for conducting our

dynamic evaluation process and pre-defined banks of granularity adaptation aspects

and annotated architectural configurations that may use these aspects. Members of

both banks represent alternative granularity adaptation strategies.

The planning engine includes three components: an economic analyser, an ar-

chitectural configuration chooser and a granularity adaptation aspect chooser. The

economic analyser dictates whether the two other components need to be consulted

or not for a runtime iteration. Consequently, the other two components are used to

suggest suitable architectural configuration(s), granularity adaptation aspect(s) or to

output a tuple representing an emergent behaviour scenario which architects were

unaware of at design time.

We apply the planning engine to the AWS Lambda implementation of Filmflix

from Chapter 4 in different controlled scenarios and then use them to evaluate the

architectural configuration chooser and granularity adaptation aspect chooser.
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The results of Chapter 4’s evaluation show the economic analyser’s benefits in

linking runtime granularity adaptation decisions to their added value under uncertainty,

revealing the impact of runtime variations in workload on the added value which

can be enabled adapting (and not adapting) granularity and assisting microservice

adopters in industry. We further discuss the stability of economic analyser output in

response to changes in the the economic analyser inputs. The results show that the

stability of the economic analyser can be guaranteed provided the architects level of

confidence in their input estimations.

For the other two components, our evaluation shows that for each application

scenario of the planning engine to Filmflix, there is at least partial guarantee that the

suggested configuration or aspect(s) can introduce more added value than the initial

architecture. We also discuss the stability of each chooser in terms of its ability to

withstand changes in C and G banks. Our discussion shows that the choosers’ outputs

are highly sensitive to the input bank of granularity adaptation strategies. Nevertheless,

we conclude that this sensitivity is essential to reap the advantages of the planning

engine.

Along with stability, another orthogonal but equally important dimension of the

planning engine is its ability to provide decision support in dynamic microservice

environments even in large-scale microservice applications. The scale at which

microservice applications operate gives rise to a further challenge which we address

in Chapter 6: Without systematic guidance regarding the scalability dimensions and

metrics that can affect reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation, it is not

possible to efficiently accelerate its industrial adoption. This challenge calls for

microservice-specific guidance to alert microservice architects regarding potential

scalability obstacles as well as a systematic analysis approach to justify the criticality

of these obstacles and to determine how they can be resolved.



Chapter 6

Microservice-specific Guidance for

Scalability Analysis:

Scalability-aware Decision

Support for Microservice

Granularity Adaptation

In Chapter 5, we contribute to a runtime, interactive, iterative planning engine aiming

to provide microservice granularity adaptation decision support. It is essential that

the planning engine (and potentially other systems that support reasoning about mi-

croservice granularity adaptation) considers the scale at which microservices operate

since the main adopters of microservices are highly competitive industries which are

characterised by scale. This necessity gives rise to Research Question 5: How is

it possible to systematically analyse the extent to which a decision support system

can render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions? Considering scale

entails systematically analysing the dimensions and metrics which are important for

the scalability of microservice architectures. Subsequently, these dimensions and

metrics need to be considered by microservice granularity decision support systems to

render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions. Scalability of the decision
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support system itself also needs to be systematically analysed to assess the extent

to which it can scale to consider all the dimensions which are critical for rendering

scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions.

To our knowledge, the state-of-the-practice in decision supports systems for

microservice granularity adaptation either: 1) is unaware of the microservice-specific

scalability dimensions and metrics or, 2) does not utilise systematic scalability analysis

to render scalability-aware adaptation decisions. Moreover, the state-of-the-practice is

short of a systematic approach to analyse scalability of the decision support systems

themselves.

In this chapter, we address the aforementioned problems using a two-fold contribu-

tion. Firstly, we contribute to a working catalogue of microservice-specific scalability

dimensions and metrics. Our catalogue helps identify dimensions and metrics which

are important for the scalability of a given microservice architecture; they need to be

considered in order to render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions for

it. We compile our catalogue by: 1) digesting the state-of-the-practice in decision

support systems for microservice granularity adaptation and, 2) reflecting on the

sample strategies formulated in Appendix B to infer additional potentially important

scalability dimensions and/or metrics. Secondly, we apply scalability goal-obstacle

analysis [104, 91] in the context of reasoning about microservice granularity adapta-

tion. Applying scalability goal-obstacle analysis to a given microservice architecture

helps identify obstacles along each dimension of importance from our catalogue.

Applying scalability goal-obstacle analysis to a given decision support system helps

analyse the extent to which it can scale to consider all these dimensions and metrics.

Both contributions together aim to address Research Question 5. Our catalogue

and application of scalability goal-obstacle analysis provide coherent guidance for:

1) identifying and systematically analysing the dimensions and metrics which are

important for the scalability of a microservice architecture and, 2) systematically

analysing the extent to which a decision support system can scale to consider all these

dimensions and metrics.

We evaluate and discuss our contributions by comparing their usage to both initial

Filmflix architecture in Section 1.1 and the planning engine against ad-hoc scalability
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assessment of both cases. This aims to highlight how both contributions can aid

rendering scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions. Finally, we discuss how

scalability-goal obstacle analysis can be applied to other microservice architectures

and other decision support systems for microservice granularity adaptation.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we address the inadequacy of a systematic approach for analysing the

extent to which a decision support system can render scalability-aware granularity

adaptation decisions (related to Research Question 5).

Among the main adopters of microservices are highly competitive industries

(e.g., Netflix [268], Amazon [353], and BBC [145]) which are characterised by scale.

Therefore, scalability of a microservice architecture is among the architecturally

significant requirements of microservice adopters. Henceforth, it is essential that a

decision support system for microservice granularity adaptation shall be aware of

the dimensions and metrics that are important for the scalability of a microservices

architecture. Subsequently, the decision support system should consider these dimen-

sions and metrics to render a scalability-aware granularity adaptation decision. The

inclusion/exclusion of these dimensions and/or metrics as input to a decision support

system can render different granularity adaptation strategies. Examples of dimensions

that are important for the scalability of a microservice architecture include: end user

base size, the number of logical and physical dependencies across microservices,

domain-specific factors (e.g., copyright costs for media content streaming) and the

volume of data shared across microservices.

Addressing Research Question 5 entails: 1) identifying and systematically analysing

the dimensions and metrics which are important for the scalability of a given mi-

croservice architecture and, 2) systematically analysing the extent to which a decision

support system can scale to consider all these dimensions and metrics.

Currently however, there is an inadequacy of conscience among microservice

adopters regarding the scalability dimensions and metrics that are important for a

microservice architecture. Moreover, in the few attempts for rendering scalability-
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aware granularity adaptation decisions, this has been only done ad-hocly (e.g. through

a single case study or by merely discussing possible scalability dimensions and/or

metrics that can affect granularity adaptation decisions). Furthermore, the state-of-

the-practice is short of a systematic approach to analyse the scalability of the decision

support systems themselves. The state-of-the-practice and -art therefore leaves room

to address two problems:

Problem 1 — inadequacy of guidance regarding the dimensions and metrics

which are important for the scalability of a microservices architecture and shall

be considered to render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions: As

scalability of a microservice architecture is one of the architecturally significant

requirements of microservice adopters, it is essential that a decision support system

shall be aware of the factors that are critical for the scalability of the microservices

architecture itself. "The problem is that scalability is so dependent on the application

domain and the system’s goals that accommodating all dimensions in pre-defined

categories is very challenging, if not impossible [91, p.18]." This challenge is critical

in microservice architectures; a huge number of simultaneous inevitable scalability

dimensions and metrics can affect the scalability of a microservice architecture.

Consider a fictional running microservice-based application with a functionality

and scale similar to Netflix — called NetWatch. The dimensions affecting NetWatch’s

scalability include logical interdependencies across microservices and the volume of

data shared across them. Further consider that microservice granularity adaptation

decisions in NetWatch are supported by a fictional system — MicroAdapt; the input

to MicroAdapt is determined by NetWatch architects. If the input to MicroAdapt

only dictates it should only consider scalability with respect to logical interdependen-

cies, then the granularity adaptation decisions suggested by MicroAdapt can be less

scalability-aware and might lead to less added value for NetWatch. A relatively more

scalability-aware decision would have been suggested if the input dictated considering

scalability with respect to both the logical dependencies and shared data volumes.

Informing the input to MicroAdapt requires guidance to identify and systematically

analyse the dimensions and metrics important for the scalability of NetWatch.
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Problem 2 — inadequacy of a systematic approach for systematically analysing

the extent to which a decision support system can scale to consider all the dimensions

which are important to render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions:

Scalability dimensions and metrics of importance are in essence input parameters

to decision support systems for microservice granularity adaptation. Therefore, it is

essential to systematically analyse the extent to which a decision support system can

scale with respect to these input parameters.

Consider the context above where MicroAdapt supports granularity adaptation

of NetWatch. Systematically analysing the scalability of MicroAdapt can determine

the extent to which can handle both logical dependencies and volume of shared data

as input parameters to it. Consequently, appropriate action (e.g., refining the design

of MicroAdapt) can be taken to ensure MicroAdapt can scale to handle the input

necessary for rendering scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions.

To address Problem 1, this chapter aims to aid: 1) identifying the microservice-

specific dimensions and metrics which are important for the scalability of a microser-

vice architecture and thereby essential for rendering scalability-aware granularity

adaptation decisions and, 2) systematically identifying and analysing the obstacles

along each identified dimension. These obstacles are indications of risks that can

obstruct satisfiability of goals of interest to a microservice architecture. Henceforth,

this systematic analysis justifies the importance of considering a given scalability

dimension to render a scalability-aware granularity adaptation decision. To address

Problem 2, this chapter aims to apply a systematic scalability analysis approach to the

new context of decision support systems for microservice granularity adaptation.

The novel contribution of this chapter is two-fold:

• An attempt for a working catalogue of the microservice-specific scalability

dimensions and metrics. We compile this catalogue by: 1) digesting the state-of-

the-practice in decision support systems for microservice granularity adaptation

and, 2) reflecting on the sample strategies formulated in Appendix B to infer

additional potentially important scalability dimensions and/or metrics. This

catalogue aims to aid identifying the microservice-specific dimensions and met-
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rics which are important for the scalability of a given microservice architecture

and thereby essential for rendering scalability-aware granularity adaptation

decisions (partially addressing Problem 1).

• An application of scalability goal-obstacle analysis [104, 91] in the new con-

text of reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation. Scalability goal-

obstacle analysis was first attempted in [91, 103]; it is inspired by Keep-All-

Objectives-Satisfied (KAOS) goal-oriented modelling [165]. The input to this

analysis is a refined KAOS goal-oriented model of system. Consequently, scal-

ability goal-obstacle analysis aims to systematically identify, assess and resolve

potential obstacles which can obstruct the system from satisfying its goals if

it were scaled along relevant dimensions. Scalability goal-obstacle analysis

"attempts to establish a uniform notion of scalability that can be applied in a

wide variety of application domains and can support analysis of scalability with

respect to a wide variety of system qualities [103, p.383]." The generality of

scalability goal-obstacle analysis makes it more applicable to our context than

other domain-specific approaches that assess scalability. (e.g., [105], [169],

and [170]). Systems in those domains are fundamentally different from those

targeted in our context so scalability assessment approaches developed for

these domains are non-transferable to our context. Furthermore, scalability

goal-obstacle analysis by definition has distinct steps to identify, assess and

resolve scalability-obstacles of a system. In this chapter, applying scalability

goal-obstacle analysis to a given microservice architecture helps analyse ob-

stacles along each important dimension taken from our catalogue (partially

addressing Problem 1 above). Furthermore, applying scalability goal-obstacle

analysis to a given decision support system helps analyse the extent to which it

can scale to consider all the dimensions and metrics important to a microservice

architecture it supports (addressing Problem 2 above).

Together both contributions coordinate to provide coherent, specialised guidance that

aids analysing the ability of a decision support system to render scalability-aware

granularity adaptation decisions (addressing Research Question 5).
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On one hand, our catalogue acts as a pre-requisite for scalability goal-obstacle anal-

ysis. The catalogue alerts microservice architects regarding the important scalability

dimensions and metrics thereby scoping the goal-obstacle analysis of a microservice

architecture. Consequently, scalability goal-obstacle analysis identify and analyse

obstacles along the dimensions from our catalogue. Ultimately, the dimensions and

metrics which are deemed critical by the analysis should be provided as input to

decision support systems to render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions.

On the other hand, applying scalability goal-obstacle analysis to decision support

systems can analyse the extent to which they can scale to consider all the dimensions

and metrics necessary for rendering scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions.

In Section 6.2 we use the planning engine’s application to Filmflix from Section

5.5 to motivate the need for this chapter’s contributions. In Section 6.3 we report on our

digestion of the state-of-the-practice literature and of strategies from Appendix B then

present our microservice-specific catalogue of scalability dimensions and metrics. In

Section 6.4 we provide an overview of KOAS goal-oriented modelling and scalability

goal obstacle analysis. In Section 6.5, we evaluate and discuss our contributions by

comparing their application to the initial Filmflix architecture from Section 1.1 against

its ad-hoc scalability assessment; we carry out the same comparison for our planning

engine from chapter 5. Both evaluation routes aim to illustrate how our catalogue and

scalability goal-obstacle analysis can address Problems 1 and 2 above. In Section 6.6

we conclude by summarising the chapter contents.

6.2 MOTIVATING SCENARIO

Consider Section 5.5 where we apply the planning engine to the AWS Lambda

implementation of Filmflix from Chapter 4 in different controlled scenarios. In

Section 5.5, each constituent component of the planning engine takes the following

inputs for a runtime iteration:

• The economic analyser takes a single set of parameters for our dynamic evalua-

tion process presented in Chapter 4,
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• The architectural configuration chooser takes a C bank which has two members

for output case 2 of the planning engine,

• The granularity adaptation aspect chooser takes a G bank which has two mem-

bers for each of output cases 3, 4 and 5 of the planning engine.

For each controlled scenario, granularity adaptation strategies are suggested driven by

enhancing high performance provision in Filmflix, measured in terms of invocation

duration.

The scale at which Filmflix operates in reality means it is inevitable that multiple

scalability dimensions need to be considered by the planning engine to suggest a

granularity adaptation strategy that can indeed introduce added value. For example, the

volume of data shared across Filmflix microservices and the number of geographical

locations served by Filmflix are two dimensions which can affect the scalability of

Filmflix. Consequently, both dimensions need to be reflected in the inputs above.

Claims capturing each scalability dimension need to be provided as input to the

economic analyser. The G and C banks also need to consider both dimensions.

Informing the input will consequently aid rendering more scalability-aware granu-

larity adaptation decisions. If only the volume of shared data is provided as input and

thereby considered by the planning engine, the output might suggest merging microser-

vices to reduce the data exchange calls across them and enhance the overall Filmflix

added value. If only the geographical distribution of the end users is considered, the

planning engine might suggest decomposing microservices so that functionalities

related to each geographical area are encapsulated in the same microservice. There-

fore, the planning engine needs to consider both dimensions simultaneously in order

to suggest a scalability-aware granularity adaptation strategy. Guidance is therefore

essential to identify the important scalability dimensions and metrics for Filmflix then

identify and analyse potential obstacles for the satisfiability of Filmflix’s goals if it is

scaled along these dimensions.

Considering all the relevant scalability dimensions in the input however raises a

challenge regarding scalability of the planning engine itself. For example, if multiple

claims are provided as input to the economic analyser, then multiple sets of parameters
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are required for each claim. Moreover, informing the input can mean much larger C

and G banks would be provided as input to the planning engine. If it can not scale

to consider these inputs, the planning engine can not converge to a scalability-aware

granularity adaptation decision. It is therefore essential to systematically analyse

the extent to which the planning engine can scale to handle these input parameters.

Henceforth, appropriate action can be taken (e.g., refining the design of the planning

engine) based to its scalability analysis results.

Given the scenario above, in this chapter we call for: 1) identifying the microservice-

specific dimensions and metrics which are important for the scalability of a microser-

vice architecture and thereby essential for rendering scalability-aware granularity

adaptation decisions and, 2) systematically analysing the obstacles along each identi-

fied dimension. These obstacles are indications of risks that can obstruct satisfying

goals of interest to a microservice architecture. Henceforth, this systematic analy-

sis justifies the importance of considering a given scalability dimension to render a

scalability-aware granularity adaptation decision. Furthermore, we call for applying

a systematic scalability analysis approach to the new context of decision support

systems which are aimed for microservice granularity adaptation.

We argue it is sensible to derive a catalogue of microservice-specific scalability

dimensions and metrics from microservice-specific literature and strategies from

Appendix B to render specialised guidance fit for addressing Problem 1 in Section 6.1.

The generality of scalability goal-obstacle analysis [103] makes it flexible enough to

be applicable in our context as opposed to other domain-specific scalability assessment

approaches. For example, state space size is a scalability indicator of techniques used

to tackle state explosion in model checking [105]. Effectiveness calculated as a

function of throughput and QoS is an indicator of scalability in parallel computing

[169]. Cost-effectiveness of scalability calculated as a function of the system’s power

and cost of this power is a scalability indicator in distributed systems [170]. Despite

their power in the domains they target, these domains are fundamentally different from

microservice architectures and decision support systems for microservice granularity

adaptation. Moreover, scalability goal-obstacle analysis by definition has distinct

steps (explained in Section 6.4) making it fitting to for Problems 1 and 2 from
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Section 6.1. Both contributions aim to provide coherent, specialised guidance that

aids analysing the ability of a decision support system to render scalability-aware

granularity adaptation decisions (addressing Research Question 5).

6.3 WORKING CATALOGUE OF MICROSERVICE-SPECIFIC SCAL-

ABILITY DIMENSIONS AND METRICS

In this section we report on our digestion of the state-of-the-practice literature (Section

6.3.1) and strategies from Appendix B (Section 6.3.2) then present our microservice-

specific catalogue of scalability dimensions and metrics (Section 6.3.3). Our digestion

of microservice-specific literature and complementing that with strategies from Ap-

pendix B show our best effort to make the catalogue as specific yet comprehensive as

possible.

6.3.1 State-of-the-practice Scalability Dimensions

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarise whether and how scalability is considered when ren-

dering granularity adaptation decisions. The publications summarised in Table 6.2

and 6.1 are representative examples yielded from our systematic mapping study in

Chapter 2; they are selected from the "processes" in Figure 2.6. In essence, these

processes help reason about microservice granularity adaptation so it is fitting to

use them as a basis for deriving the dimensions and metrics of our catalogue. We

manually examined the remaining "processes" in Figure 2.6 to ensure that Table 6.2 is

indeed representative of how scalability is assessed in publications from Figure 2.6.

We further categorise the representative examples according to their density; Table 6.1

summarises publications which present a set (rather than a single) of microservice

architectural design patterns that can support granularity adaptation decisions. Along

with each pattern we summarise the scalability dimensions and/or metrics which

can affect adopting them. When compiling Table 6.1, we made our best effort to

not duplicate patterns that have been mentioned in multiple publications. On the

other hand, Table 6.2 summarises publications where a single "process" that supports

reasoning about granularity adaptation decisions is presented.
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Where the "process" (i.e. decision support system) strives for scalability-aware
decisions, the dimensions and/or metrics considered are presented in last two columns
of Tables 6.1 and 6.2. A scalability dimension can be regarded as any characteristic of
the system design and/or its running environment which can exhibit a wide variation
in values during the system’s lifetime [91]. Scalability metrics on the other hand can
be regarded as any measurable or computable variables that can measure the ability
of a system to meet its goals even when it is stressed along one or more scalability
dimensions [169].

Decision Support System Scalability

Consid-

ered

Scalability

Assessment

Approach

Pattern Supporting Granularity

Adaptation Decisions

Scalability Dimensions Con-

sidered

Scalability

Metrics

Considered

Based on industrial surveys and

interviews, a brief catalogue of

microservice-specific bad smells

"which negatively affect software

quality attributes such as

understandability, testability,

extensibility, reusability, and

maintainability of the system

under development [331, p.59]."

The solutions adopted to fix these

bad smells are in essence drivers

for microservice granularity

adaptation.

X Discussion

Semantic versioning of

APIs

number of codebase

versions

API gateways number of cyclical

dependencies across

microservices, number

of interdependent

microservices

Lightweight commu-

nication mechanism

adoption

volume of enterprise

service buses connect-

ing microservices

Microservice discov-

ery adoption

number of available IP

addresses

Merging microser-

vices accessing same

databases

volume of data shared

across microservices

Polyglot persistence volume of data shared

across microservices

Shared library extrac-

tion

number of libraries

shared across microser-

vices

Systematic standardis-

ation of development

tools

number of develop-

ment technologies

used

"Clear analysis of

business processes and

the need for resources

[331, p.60]"

number of cross-

cutting business

capabilities

Microservice architecture design

patterns some of which affect the

granularity of microservices (e.g.,

bulkheads); the process of

adopting each pattern and the

considerations related to it are

discussed[191]

X Discussion

Service registry/Self-

registration/Third-

party registration

Number of interdepen-

dent microservices

API Keys and two-

factor authentication

security costs
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Decision Support System Scalability

Consid-

ered

Scalability

Assessment

Approach

Pattern Supporting Granularity

Adaptation Decisions

Scalability Dimensions Con-

sidered

Scalability

Metrics

Considered

Centralised and decen-

tralised logging

logging costs

Command Query

Responsibility Segre-

gation (CQRS)

volume of data shared

across microservices

Multiple instances per

host/single server in-

stance per host/single

server per virtual ma-

chine/single instance

per container

containerisation/ virtu-

alisation costs

Message broker caching costs

A guide book of the best practices

for architecting

microservice-based systems,

including how to modernize

legacy applications into

microservice architectures; this

transition drives granularity

adaptation decisions[363]

X Discussion

Message routing Network latency

across microservices

time of

conver-

gence to an

adaptation

decision,

ease of in-

dependent

develop-

ment after

pursuing

adaptation,

system

through-

put/response

time

DevOps and NoOps operational and infras-

tructure costs

Immutable

server/installation

scripts

deployment pipeline

costs, number of inter-

dependent deployment

configuration setting

Sidecar number of develop-

ment technologies

used, number of in-

terdependent teams

working on the archi-

tecture, number of

codebase versions

Reference envi-

ronments/ stubs/

consumer-driven

contract tests

number of integration

test cases spanning

multiple microservices,

number of consumer-

driven contracts to be

met

Internal and external

interfaces

number of user-facing

interfaces

Containerisation of ser-

vice registries

number of microser-

vice registries

Transferring/Extracting

shared functionalities

number of shared

libraries across mi-

croservices
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Decision Support System Scalability

Consid-

ered

Scalability

Assessment

Approach

Pattern Supporting Granularity

Adaptation Decisions

Scalability Dimensions Con-

sidered

Scalability

Metrics

Considered

Client-based load bal-

ancing/service discov-

ery/Load balancer per

microservice

number of load bal-

ancers per microser-

vice

Team-based documen-

tation/ Microservice-

based documenta-

tion/Documentation

version-

ing/Microservice

templates

volume of documenta-

tion

Edge-side

Includes/Server-side

Includes

number of front-end

servers

Content enricher number of light-weight

communication mecha-

nisms used

Event sourcing number of event buses

Circuit breakers monitoring costs

Database replication number of independent

databases, volume of

queries received by the

data store

A guide book for how to design

and architect applications for

maximum uptime, performance,

and return on investment; these

properties are common drivers of

microservitization and henceforth

they impact granularity adaptation

decisions. Therefore the guidance

in this book can be regarded as a

process supporting granularity

adaptation decisions [238]

X Discussion

In-process method

calls/Interprocess

communica-

tion/Remote procedure

calls/message-oriented

middleware/tuple

spaces

Number of interdepen-

dent middleware

Bulkheads volume of multi-

threading

Database clustering number of available

virtual IP addresses
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Decision Support System Scalability

Consid-

ered

Scalability

Assessment

Approach

Pattern Supporting Granularity

Adaptation Decisions

Scalability Dimensions Con-

sidered

Scalability

Metrics

Considered

A presentation of the current so-

lutions for modelling, integrating,

testing, deploying, and monitor-

ing microservices; all these di-

mensions affect or are affected by

granularity adaptation decisions

hence the presentation in this book

can act as procedural guidance

for granularity adaptation decision-

making[233]

A series of microservice

decomposition strategies mostly

based on isolating independent

bounded contexts[276]

X Discussion

Sagas for managing

data transactions

Volume of data transac-

tions

Request/Asynchronous

One-way (i.e. notifica-

tions)

volume of inter-

microservice commu-

nications

Publish/Subscribe and

Publish/Asynchronous

responses

volume of published

events

Decomposition by do-

main, sub-domain or

scenarios

number of bounded

contexts

Request/response mes-

sages

volume of requests

A presentation of best practices

that can ensure QoS provision

through the microservitization pro-

cess; some patterns can drive gran-

ularity adaptation decisions (e.g.,

clustering services according to

the client zone they serve)[265]

X Discussion Service routing into

zones

geographical spread of

end user base

Table 6.1 Summarising whether and how scalability is considered when representative
examples from the "processes" in Figure 2.6 (i.e. decision support systems) suggest
granularity adaptation decisions; the examples in this table present a set of patterns
and/or best practices that can entail granularity adaptation; for each pattern the
scalability dimensions which are deemed relevant to it (as discussed in the respective
publication) are presented

Decision Support System Scalability

Considered

Scalability

Assessment

Approach

Scalability Dimensions Considered Scalability Metrics Considered
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Decision Support System Scalability

Considered

Scalability

Assessment

Approach

Scalability Dimensions Considered Scalability Metrics Considered

A case study describing an in-

dustrial experience for extracting

services (i.e. making granularity

adaptation decisions) from a mono-

lith and transforming them into

microservices[256]

An industrial experience reporting

the process of data-driven granular-

ity adaptation decisions[257]

An industrial experience reporting

on a monolithic subsystem migra-

tion to microservices[348]

X Case study

application

End user base size, number of

countries the application is serv-

ing, audit compliance considera-

tions, data transport and synchroni-

sation costs

downtime rate after

pursuing adaptation

An industrial experience advocat-

ing for microservitization through

"Everything-as-a-Service"; an ap-

proach where granularity adapta-

tion decisions start from identi-

fying and preparing for the slow

moving tasks in the application

then transforming the technol-

ogy stack in accordance to this

preparation[162]

X Discussion technology migration costs, num-

ber of interdependent teams

A case study describing procedural

extraction of microservices from a

monolithic architecture, where the

challenges in each step of the pro-

cedure are listed[267]

X Discussion Number of interdependent

database tables,number of REST-

ful APIs

Describing a pattern for extract-

ing microservices from monoliths

based on incrementally building

new functionalities surrounding al-

ready existing ones[126]

Describing a pattern for extract-

ing microservices driven by

the event flow throughout the

architecture[125]
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Decision Support System Scalability

Considered

Scalability

Assessment

Approach

Scalability Dimensions Considered Scalability Metrics Considered

Proposal of a technique which

identifies candidates for microser-

vice decomposition depending on

whether they are client-related,

server-related or data-related[197]

X Case study

application

Code base size (measured in

lines of code), number of shared

database tables, number of cross-

cutting business functionalities,

number of microservices per cross-

cutting business functionality

Issues related to componentisa-

tion, organisation, endpoints and

messaging mechanisms in the mi-

croservice architecture are dis-

cussed; these issues affect gran-

ularity adaptation hence this dis-

cussion can support the decision-

making process[34]

An experience reporting on a mi-

gration process to decompose an

existing application into microser-

vices and experiences from apply-

ing this process in an ongoing

legacy modernization project[186]

X Case study

application

Technology migration costs, num-

ber of bounded contexts, num-

ber of access points to back-

end microservices, number of non-

user related business functionali-

ties, volume of read/write database

operations, infrastructure platform

migration costs

transactional consis-

tency after pursuing

adaptation

A microservice decomposition

approach based on extending the

usage of web usage mining tech-

niques and clustering algorithms

to characterise the workloads

received by a microservice

application[225]

X Case study

application

Volume of requests received by the

application

An experience reporting on a mi-

gration process to decompose an

existing application into microser-

vices and hte lessons learnt from

this transition[62]

X Discussion end user base size, complexity of

end user requirements

Table 6.2 Summarising whether and how scalability is considered by the "processes"
(i.e. decision support systems) in Figure 2.6; a check mark in the second column means
scalability is considered when the respective system suggests granularity adaptation
decisions; the third column shows dimensions which the respective system deems
important to consider for rendering scalability-aware decisions
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Looking at Table 6.2, we can make two observations: 1) scalability has not been

considered for several examined publications and, 2) where scalability has been

considered, there is little consensus regarding the dimensions and/or metrics across

the examined publications. These observations leave room for our first contribution

— the working catalogue of microservice-specific scalability dimensions and metrics

aiming to provide specialised guidance to identify the dimensions and metrics which

are important for the scalability of a microservice architecture. Consequently, these

dimensions are essential to consider in order to render a scalability-aware granularity

adaptation decision regarding a specific microservice architecture.

6.3.2 Scalability Dimensions derived from

Granularity Adaptation Strategies

Appendix B shows example granularity adaptation strategies that can be formulated

in the GranAdapt aspect of a microservice ambient. The driving forces, rationale

and/or residual issues of each described strategy can inspire scalability dimensions

and/or metrics to be considered in order to render a scalability-aware granularity

adaptation decision. Table 6.3 summarises the dimensions and/or metrics derived

from the strategies outlined in Appendix B.

Granularity Adapta-

tion Strategy

Derived Scalability Dimen-

sions

Derived Scalability Metrics

Cross-functional

teams

number of teams responsible

for each microservice, volume

of shared knowledge across

teams

Polyglot persistence Data translation costs, compu-

tation resource costs, database

maintenance costs, number of

interdependent database tables

Extensibility point Number of consumer-driven

contracts

ease of feature introduction af-

ter adaptation, standardisation

across interfaces after adapta-

tion, stability of the architec-

ture after adaptation
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Granularity Adapta-

tion Strategy

Derived Scalability Dimen-

sions

Derived Scalability Metrics

Bulkhead failure rate of adapted architec-

ture

Table 6.3 Summarising potentially important scalability dimensions and metrics
reflecting on granularity adaptation strategies described in Appendix B

Comparing Tables 6.2 and 6.3, we observe additional scalability dimensions and

metrics in Table 6.3. Therefore, our reflection on strategies in Appendix B further

serves the comprehensiveness of our catalogue. Nevertheless, there is an overlap

between the dimensions in both tables (e.g., number of interdependent database

tables, number of consumer-driven contracts, and number of teams responsible for

each microservice). For this reason, we are inclined to think that our catalogue of

scalability dimensions and metrics can be transferable across multiple application

domains. However, this is a hypothesis that requires further research to be validated.

6.3.3 Catalogue of Microservice-Specific

Scalability Dimensions and Metrics

Compiling Tables 6.2 and 6.3, we present our catalogue of scalability dimensions and

metrics in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 respectively; dimensions and metrics are categorised

according to their nature (e.g., organisational, data-related and developmental).

Category Scalability Dimensions

Architectural Number of interdependent microservices, number of user-facing inter-

faces, number of microservice registries, number of load balancers per

microservice, number of event buses, number of interdependent middle-

ware, number of bounded contexts

Deployment containerisation/virtualisation costs, deployment pipeline costs, number

of front-end servers, number of interdependent deployment configuration

settings, number of RESTful API gateways, number of configuration

files, computation resource costs

Security security costs, number of access points to back-end microservices

Data volume of shared data across microservices, number of independent

databases, volume of queries received by the data store, data transport and

synchronisation costs, volume of data transactions, volume of read/write

database operations, data translation costs, database maintenance costs
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Category Scalability Dimensions

Testing Number of integration test cases spanning multiple microservices

Logging logging costs, caching costs

Communication Network latency across microservices, number of light-weight communi-

cation mechanisms used, number of available virtual IP addresses, volume

of published events in publish-subscribe communication mechanisms,

volume of requests in synchronous communication mechanisms

Operational Operational and infrastructure costs

Developmental Number of development technologies used, number of codebase versions,

number of shared libraries across microservices, volume of documenta-

tion, volume of multi-threading, technology migration costs

Organisational Number of interdependent teams working on the architecture, volume of

shared knowledge across teams

Monitoring monitoring costs

QoS provision number of consumer-driven contracts to be met, end user base size,

complexity of end user requirements

Geographical number of countries the application is serving

Legal audit compliance considerations

Table 6.4 Working catalogue of microservice-specific scalability dimensions compiled
from Tables 6.2, 6.1 and 6.3; it is potentially essential to consider these dimensions to
render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions

Category Scalability Metrics

Developmental ease of feature introduction after adaptation, ease of independent devel-

opment after pursuing adaptation

Architectural Standardisation across interfaces after adaptation, stability of the archi-

tecture after adaptation

Data Data consistency after adaptation, transactional consistency after pursuing

adaptation

QoS provision system performance (in throughput/response time), failure rate of adapted

architecture

Table 6.5 Working catalogue of microservice-specific scalability metrics compiled
from Tables 6.2 and 6.3; relevant scalability metrics can measure the ability of a
microservice architecture to scale along the relevant dimensions from Table 6.4

|It is worth noting that not all scalability dimensions will lead to scalability

problems. In practice, some of them will vary within small ranges, imposing very little
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impact on scalability. The same can be said about scalability metrics; the relevance of

a scalability metric highly depends on its criticality to the microservice architecture.

Nevertheless, this catalogue can be useful when the relevant dimensions and metrics

from the catalogue are systematically linked (through our second contribution —

scalability goal-obstacle analysis) to the system’s goals, and consequently to the

likelihood and criticality of scalability obstacles. In other words, the dimensions from

our catalogue can scope the scalability-goal obstacle analysis. On the other hand,

the analysis justifies the criticality of dimensions picked from the catalogue given a

microservice architecture.

6.4 SYSTEMATIC SCALABILITY ANALYSIS FOR MICROSERVICE

GRANULARITY DECISION SUPPORT

6.4.1 KAOS Goal-Oriented Modelling

The Keep All Objectives Satisfied (KAOS) framework allows modelling a software sys-

tem as a collection of top-level goals operationalised through a hierarchy of AND/OR

refinements to relate top-level goals to lower level sub-goals which ensure them [344].

An AND-refinement relates a goal to a set of sub-goals; this means that satisfying

all sthe ub-goals in is necessary for achieving the parent goal. OR-refinement links

relate a goal to a set of alternative sub-goals (which may include further refinements);

achieving one of the alternative sub-goals is sufficient for achieving the parent goal.

Each goal has is a prescriptive statement including its pattern (e.g.,Achieve, Main-

tain, Avoid), name and natural language definition [104]. Each goal is assessable by

satisfaction criteria and/or metrics.

Each goal is connected to an agent(s) through a responsibility link. Agents

are active system components, such as humans, hardware devices and software

components, that are capable of goals they are responsible for. Goals range from high-

level business objectives whose satisfaction involves multiple agents (e.g., providing

efficient decision-making support), to fine-grained technical properties involving

fewer agents (e.g., monitoring runtime evidence variables related QoSs of concern)

[104].
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Unlike goals that are prescriptive, domain hypotheses and assumptions are de-

scriptive statements about the system or its usage context which are subject to change

but their validity is necessary for goal achievement [104].

6.4.2 Scalability Goal-Obstacle Analysis

Given a refined KAOS goal-oriented model of a system, scalability goal-obstacle anal-

ysis aims "to take a pessimistic view of the model elaborated so far by systematically

considering how the actual system might deviate from the model [104, p.4]". This

entails the following steps [104]:

1. Identifying as many scalability obstacles as possible by systematically consid-

ering all leaf goals and assumptions in the goal graph;

2. Assessing the relative importance of the identified obstacles in terms of their

likelihood and criticality to top-level goals;

3. Resolving the highly risky obstacles (which are both highly critical and highly

likely) using obstacle resolving tactics. These include modifying existing goals,

requirements and assumptions, or by introducing new ones so as to prevent,

reduce or tolerate the obstacles.

A scalability obstacle is a condition that obstructs the goal from being satisfied

when the load imposed by the goal on agents involved in its satisfaction exceeds

the capacity of the agents. Each goal is connected to the obstacles obstructing it

using an obstruction link. A scalability obstacle uses the concept of goal load and

agent capacity to denote measures that characterize the amount of work needed and

the amount of resources available to the agent to satisfy the goal, respectively [104].

Therefore, a scalability obstacle takes the form Goal Load Exceeds Agent Capacity.

Goal loads are also referred to as scaling dimensions — application domain and system

design properties that may exhibit a wide variation in values during the lifetime of the

system.

Assessing the relative importance of a scalability obstacle is a product of its

likelihood and criticality inspired by the risk analysis matrix technique [241]. In this
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matrix, the likelihood an obstacle is estimated qualitatively on a scale from low to

high and a similar scale is used to estimate criticality. This technique has been used

in the context of scalability goal-obstacle analysis in [9, 104] so we utilise the same

technique for consistency. We envision however that objective techniques such as

those used in [175, 294] can also be applied to assess scalability obstacles.

Resolving scalability obstacles can be done using a range of tactics that satisfy

the following strategies [345, 91]: goal substitution, agent substitution, obstacle

prevention, goal weakening, obstacle reduction, goal restoration, obstacle mitigation,

and do-nothing. The obstacle prevention strategy for example can be satisfied using

tactics such as introducing either a domain assumption to be satisfied by some agent

or a scalability goal. A scalability goal is a quality goal constrained by expected

variations on the scaling dimensions [104].

6.4.3 Applicability to Microservice Granularity Decision Support

The results of scalability goal-obstacle analysis can inform reasoning about microser-

vice granularity decision support along a number of dimensions:

• The scalability obstacle resolution techniques can suggest assessing multiple

claims simultaneously using our evaluation process from Chapter 4.

• Identifying the critical scalability dimensions and metrics among ones in the

catalogue related to a microservice architecture can inform compiling the C

and G banks to provide input to our planning engine from Chapter 5.

• Identifying the critical scalability dimensions and metrics among ones in the

catalogue related to our planning engine from Chapter 5 can help enhance its

design to accommodate larger-scale architectures.

6.5 CASE STUDY APPLICATION

In this section we use our initial Filmflix architecture from Section 1.1 and our plan-

ning engine as case studies for showing how our contributions address the problems

of concern in Section 6.1. For Filmflix, we first ad-hocly discuss the dimensions
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and metrics which can affect its scalability. Then we apply scalability goal-obstacle

analysis to Filmflix; the analysis is scoped to dimensions from our catalogue which

we deemed relevant to Filmflix’s scalability. For the planning engine, we first ad-hocly

discuss the dimensions and metrics which can affect its scalability with respect to

input parameters fed to the engine. Then we apply scalability goal-obstacle analysis

to the planning engine to systematically identify and analyse its potential scalability

obstacles.

Reflecting on utilising our catalogue for Filmflix and the planning engine, we

discuss the potential comprehensiveness of Tables 6.4 and 6.5. Nevertheless, we

acknowledge that further investigation is needed to extend and/or refine our catalogue.

Comparing both scalability assessment approaches of Filmflix, we show how scalabil-

ity goal-obstacle analysis leads to much more informed results than ad-hoc scalability

assessment (Section 6.5.5).

6.5.1 Filmflix Ad-hoc Scalability Assessment

Our scalability assessment in this section is inspired by our observations of FilmFlix’s

initial architecture from Section 1.1. It contains three microservices: ReviewRegula-

tion — implementing the regulation of movie review, ReviewUpload — managing

the user input requirements when uploading a review, and MovieReview — capturing

input from the user through an interface.

We regard the size of "foul" terms blacklist, the number of user input fields

when uploading a review, and the number of reviews submitted simultaneously to

Filmflix as the dimensions that can potentially affect Filmflix’s scalability. This is

grounded on the intuition that only the inputs are directly relevant to the functionality

of microservice in Filmflix can affect its scalability. ReviewRegulation compares each

submitted review against each term in the blacklist, so its size affects the ability of

Filmflix to perform acceptably. Depending on the number of input fields required by

Filmflix architects, the performance of ReviewUpload can be affected. MovieReview

is the user-facing interface through which movie reviws are submitted; the number of

submitted reviews impacts Filmflix’s ability to perform acceptably. Furthermore, we
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regard the response time of Filmflix as the only critical scalability metric. Thereafter,

our ad-hoc assessment identifies three potential scalability obstacles:

• As the number of foul terms in the blacklist increases, the response time of the

Filmflix initial architecture can deteriorate to an unacceptable extent.

• As the number of input fields required by Filmflix architects increases, the re-

sponse time of the Filmflix initial architecture can deteriorate to an unacceptable

extent.

• As the number of simultaneous reviews submitted to Filmflix increases, the re-

sponse time of the Filmflix initial architecture can deteriorate to an unacceptable

extent.

6.5.2 Filmflix Systematic Scalability Analysis

In this section, we apply scalability goal-obstacle analysis to the Filmflix initial

architecture. We then discuss how the analysis results can inform inputs to the

planning engine if it were to suggest granularity adaptation decisions in Filmflix.

This section presents a usage scenario of our contributions and serves the following

purposes:

• Illustrating how goal-obstacle analysis can aid in systematically highlight-

ing and justifying dimensions which need to be considered when suggesting

scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions (one dimension of our contri-

butions’ benefits presented in Section 6.1).

• Serving as an example of how microservice architects can get more informed

granularity adaptation decisions if they provide more well-rounded input to

the system providing decision support to reason about before suggesting those

decisions.

• Serving as an example for microservice architects to replicate our guidance on

other microservice architectures.
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6.5.2.1 KOAS Goal-Oriented Modelling of Filmflix

Filmflix has seven goals assigned to five agents; the goal model is presented and

refined in Figure 6.1 using the notation explained in Figure 6.10. In this subsection,

we describe the role of each agent to justify their responsibilities for different goals.

Fig. 6.1 Refinement of the Achieve[Regulate written movie reviews from Filmflix end
users] goal in Filmflix’s initial architecture

MovieReview: This agent is user-facing interface of Filmflix; it is responsible

for receiving input and displaying output related to the high-level goal (G1 in Figure

6.1). Receiving input is represented by G3 — Achieve[Receive written movie reviews

and user information (split into fields)]; displaying output is represented by G2 —

Achieve[Upload written movie reviews from end users after they pass regulation].

Filmflix end users: This agent refers to any active Filmflix end user which sub-

mits input to MovieReview. Therefore, active Filmflix end users share with the

responsibility of achieving G3 in Figure 6.1 with MovieReview.

ReviewUpload: This agent is a Filmflix microservice which is not facing end

users but implements Filmflix architects’ requirements regarding the required end

user input fields (e.g., name, age, ethnicity, email etc.). Therefore, ReviewUpload

contributes to the design of MovieReview by achieving G4 — Achieve[Implement

user input fields].

ReviewRegulation: this agent is a Filmflix microservice which is core to regulating

the output displayed by MovieReview. Given each review submitted by a Filmflix
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end user, this microservice: 1) compares it to a pre-defined blacklist (G7 in Figure

6.1) and, 2) allows MovieReview to upload reviews which do not contain any term on

the blacklist (contributing to G2). In parallel, ReviewRegulation has to maintain this

blacklist (G6 in Figure 6.1) given any compliance requirements dictated by Filmflix

architects.

Filmflix architects: This agent refers generically to any source which the architects

utilise to determine input information required by Filmflix end users and foul terms

that need to be included in the blacklist used by ReviewRegulation. These sources

include but are not limited to data privacy laws, historical data, and compliance

regulations. Therefore, Filmflix architects provide the input to achieve G4 and G6 in

Figure 6.1.

6.5.2.2 Scalability Goal-Obstacle Analysis of Filmflix

Conducting scalability obstacle analysis on the goal model revealed five potential

scalability obstacles related to four scaling dimensions. In this subsection we present

the process of identifying, assessing and resolving these obstacles. Based on this

systematic analysis, we discuss how goal obstacle resolution tactics can inform input

to the planning engine if it were to be used for the initial Filmflix architecture. We

compare this informed input to that used by the planning engine in Section 4.5.1.

Tables 6.6 and 6.7 summarise the obstacle identification and assessment results.

Goal Scalability metric Scalability dimension Influenced by

Achieve[Regulate written

movie reviews from Film-

flix end users]

MovieReview perfor-

mance

volume of received re-

views,number of "foul"

terms in blacklist, num-

ber of Filmflix end users,

number of Filmflix archi-

tects, number of user in-

put fields

volume of received

reviews <depends on>

[number of Filmflix

end users], number of

"foul" terms in blacklist

<depends on> [number

of Filmflix architects],

number of user input

fields <depends on>

[number of Filmflix

architects]
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Goal Scalability metric Scalability dimension Influenced by

Achieve[Upload written

movie reviews from end

users after they pass regu-

lation]

MovieReview perfor-

mance

volume of reviews that

passed the regulation

Achieve[Receive written

movie reviews and user

information (split into

fields)]

MovieReview perfor-

mance

volume of received re-

views, number of user in-

put fields

Achieve[Implement user

input fields]

ReviewUpload perfor-

mance

number of Filmflix archi-

tects, number of user in-

put fields

number of user input

fields <depends on>

[number of Filmflix

architects]

Achieve[Regulate submit-

ted movie reviews]

ReviewRegulation perfor-

mance

number of "foul" terms in

blacklist, number of Film-

flix architects, volume of

received reviews, number

of Filmflix end users

number of "foul" terms in

blacklist <depends on>

[number of Filmflix ar-

chitects], volume of re-

ceived reviews <depends

on> [number of Filmflix

end users]

Maintain[Up to date

blacklist of "foul" terms

(regulation system)]

ReviewUpload perfor-

mance

number of "foul" terms in

blacklist, number of Film-

flix architects

number of "foul" terms in

blacklist <depends on>

[number of Filmflix archi-

tects]

Achieve[Compare the

submitted review against

a blacklist of "foul"

terms]

ReviewRegulation perfor-

mance

number of "foul" terms in

blacklist

Table 6.6 Identifying relevant scalability dimensions and metrics (guided by Tables
6.4 and 6.5) for the modelled goals of the initial Filmflix architecture; this table is
used to identify the scalability obstacles in Table 6.7
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Scalability Obstacle Criticality Likelihood Rationale

Number of Filmflix end

users exceeds MovieRe-

view’s ability to achieve

acceptable performance

High High Based on the assumption from Section 1.1 that Filmflix

on a scale similar to Netflix, there is a high likelihood

of having a large number of active end users submitting

reviews. This will affect MovieReviews ability to achieve

G3 in Figure 6.1. Since MovieReview is the user-facing

interface, it is critical for its performance to remain ac-

ceptable to avoid losing the interest of a large number of

end users.

Volume of reviews which

passed the regulation ex-

ceed MovieReview’s abil-

ity to achieve acceptable

performance

High Low Even for the scale at which Filmflix operates, only a frac-

tion of the received reviews will be uploaded by MovieRe-

view, so they likelihood of this obstacle is low. Neverthe-

less, if this obstacle where to occur it would be critical

since it affects achieving a user-facing goal (G2 in Figure

6.1).

Number of user input

fields exceeds MovieRe-

view’s ability to achieve

acceptable performance

Low Low Since received user information is not subject to regula-

tion and it is not uploaded to MovieReview along with an

accepted review, the number of fields has little impact on

MovieReview’s performance.

Number of Filmflix

architects exceeds Re-

viewUpload’s capacity

to achieve acceptable

performance

Low High The likelihood of this obstacle depends on possibility of

conflicts across international data privacy and compliance

rules (both of which are sources for Filmflix architects

to determine the input to ReviewUpload). Possibility of

such conflicts is high given the potential geographical

distribution of Filmflix end users. Even if this obstacle

were to occur, its criticality to the overall goal G1 in

Figure 6.1 is low since ReviewUpload does not utilise or

regulate the submitted reviews.

Number of Filmflix end

users exceeds ReviewReg-

ulation’s ability to achieve

acceptable performance

High High The number of active end users determines the volume of

reviews which have to regulated. For the scale of Filmflix,

it is highly likely to have a large number of active end

users leading to a large volume of reviews to be regulated

and high likelihood of this obstacle. If ReviewRegulation

does not achieve acceptable performance, then the user-

facing G2 is potentially obstructed leading to the risk of

losing end users’ interest.
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Scalability Obstacle Criticality Likelihood Rationale

Number of Filmflix archi-

tects exceed ReviewRegu-

lation’s ability to achieve

acceptable performance

High High Given the potential geographical spread of Filmflix end

users, it is highly likely a large number of sources is

used by Filmflix architects to determine the "foul" terms

which ReviewRegulation has to maintain. There are two

highly likely implications of this: 1) a large number of

terms against which each review needs to be compared

and 2) frequent updates to the blacklist during which no

regulation can be done. Both implications are critical

since they are obstruct achieving G2, G6 and G7 with

acceptable performance.

Table 6.7 Assessing scalability obstacles of the initial Filmflix architecture

Reflecting on Table 6.7, there are three high risk obstacles that need to be resolved

in order to ensure Filmflix’s initial architecture achieves its goals with acceptable

performance. In other words, these obstacles need to be considered when reasoning

about adapting the granularity of Filmflix’s initial architecture.

Fig. 6.2 Resolving the Number of Filmflix end users exceeds MovieReview’s ability
to achieve acceptable performance obstacle by introducing and refining the Avoid
[Number of Filmflix end users exceeds MovieReview’s ability to achieve acceptable
performance] scalability obstacle prevention goal

Using resolution tactics from [104, 91], we propose preventing the Number of

Filmflix end users exceeds MovieReview’s ability to achieve acceptable performance

obstacle from occurring by introducing and refining a scalability obstacle prevention

goal:Avoid [Number of Filmflix end users exceeds MovieReview’s ability to achieve

acceptable performance]. This goal can be achieved via two routes, illustrated as
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Fig. 6.3 Resolving the Number of Filmflix architects exceed ReviewRegulation’s
ability to achieve acceptable performance obstacle by introducing and refining the
Avoid [Number of Filmflix architects exceed ReviewRegulation’s ability to achieve
acceptable performance] scalability obstacle prevention goal

Fig. 6.4 Resolving the Number of Filmflix end users exceed ReviewRegulation’s ability
to achieve acceptable performance obstacle by introducing and refining the Avoid
[Number of Filmflix end users exceed ReviewRegulation’s ability to achieve acceptable
performance] scalability obstacle prevention goal

an OR-refinement of G8 in Figure 6.2. On one hand, it can be achieved by ensuring

the MovieReview’s granularity level enables it to perform acceptably given observed

numbers of Filmflix end users (G9 and G10 in Figure 6.2). If Filmflix architects

were to use support of our planning engine to achieve G9 and G10, architects can use

them to justify articulating a claim that captures the relationship between number of

Filmflix end users and MovieReview performance. In Section 4.5.1, we appreciate

the need for a claim that monitors workload (i.e. number of Filmflix end users) and

MovieReview performance. However, we replaced the number of Filmflix end users

with review string length due to the controlled experiment setting of Section 4.5.1. It is
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worth noting that by conducting what-if analysis on simulations of the initial Filmflix

architecture a quantifiable threshold can be derived for "acceptable performance"; it

can henceforth be used as the QoS threshold of the claim input to the planning engine.

Alternatively, G8 in Figure 6.2 can be achieved if Filmflix architects can en-

sure that the number of Filmflix end users never stresses MovieReview beyond its

performance ability (G12 in Figure 6.2). This ability is derived from monitoring

MovieReview’s performance (G11 in Figure 6.2). This route of achieving G8 does

not involve adapting MovieReview’s granularity and therefore it is does not require

using microservice granularity adaptation decision support.

To resolve the Number of Filmflix architects exceed ReviewRegulation’s ability

to achieve acceptable performance obstacle, we propose introducing and refining

a scalability obstacle prevention goal:Avoid [Number of Filmflix architects exceed

ReviewRegulation’s ability to achieve acceptable performance]. This goal can be

achieved via two routes, illustrated as an OR-refinement of G13 in Figure 6.3. Al-

though G13 is presented as a refinement of G6 in Figure 6.3, we appreciate that G13

is also relevant to achieving G2 and G7 from Figure 6.1. G13 can be achieved by

ensuring the ReviewRegulation’s granularity level enables it to perform acceptably

given observed numbers of Filmflix architects (G14 and G15 in Figure 6.3). The

number of Filmflix architects is a generic term referring to the number of sources

which are consulted to build the blacklist used by ReviewRegulation.

If Filmflix architects were to use support of our planning engine to achieve G14

and G15, architects can articulate a claim that captures the relationship between

number of Filmflix architects and ReviewRegulation performance. Our controlled

experiment setting in Section 4.5.1 however does not articulate and assess that claim.

Therefore, goal-obstacle analysis allows Filmflix architects to uncover and justify the

necessity to provide this claim (along with that related to G9 and G10) as input to

the planning engine. Assessing both claims simultaneously can lead to suggesting

granularity adaptation strategies which are different from those suggested if only one

of the claims had been assessed.

Consider a case where only claim capturing the relationship between MovieRe-

view and number of end users is assessed. Further consider that the planning engine
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suggests merging MovieReview with ReviewRegulation in this case aiming to enhance

MovieReview’s high QoS provision utility. However, it is possible that adopting this

strategy leads to worse ReviewRegulation performance. The intuition behind this

possibility is that updating the blacklist in ReviewRegulation can be interrupted or

delayed to prioritise completing user-facing functionality which is related to MovieRe-

view. These interruptions can be become critical when there is large number of

Filmflix architects demanding many updates to the blacklist. It is possible to assess

the accuracy of this possibility by simultaneously assessing both: 1) the claim relating

ReviewRegulation’s performance to the number of Filmflix architects and 2) the claim

relating MovieReview’s performance to the number of Filmflix end users. There-

after, the planning engine suggests a granularity adaptation strategy that manages the

trade-off between MovieReview’s and ReviewRegulation’s performance.

G13 in Figure 6.3 can also be achieved if Filmflix architects can ensure that the

number of sources used to compile the blacklist in ReviewRegulation never stresses

that microservice beyond its performance ability (G17 in Figure 6.3). This ability

is estimated from monitoring ReviewRegulation’s performance (G16 in Figure 6.3).

This route of achieving G13 does not involve adapting ReviewRegulation’s granularity

and therefore it is does not require using microservice granularity adaptation decision

support.

To resolve the Number of Filmflix end users exceeds ReviewRegulation’s ability

to achieve acceptable performance obstacle, we propose introducing and refining

a scalability obstacle prevention goal:Avoid [Number of Filmflix end users exceed

ReviewRegulation’s ability to achieve acceptable performance]. This goal can be

achieved via two routes, illustrated as an OR-refinement of G18 in Figure 6.4.

G18 can be achieved by ensuring the ReviewRegulation’s granularity level enables

it to perform acceptably given observed numbers of Filmflix end users (G19 and G20

in Figure 6.4). If Filmflix architects were to use support of our planning engine to

achieve G19 and G20, architects can use them to justify articulating a claim that cap-

tures the relationship between number of Filmflix end users and ReviewRegaulation

performance. Our controlled experiment setting in Section 4.5.1 however does not

articulate and assess that claim. Therefore, goal-obstacle analysis allows Filmflix
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architects to uncover and justify the necessity to provide this claim (along with that

used in Section 4.5.1) as input to the planning engine. Assessing all three claims

simultaneously can lead to suggesting granularity adaptation strategies which are

different from those suggested if only one or two of the claims had been assessed. In

Chapters 4 and 5 we use a single claim to evaluate just as an illustration of using our

dynamic evaluation process and planning engine.

G18 in Figure 6.4 can alternatively be achieved if Filmflix architects can ensure

that the number of sources used to compile the blacklist in ReviewRegulation never

stresses that microservice beyond its performance ability (G22 in Figure 6.4). This

ability is derived from monitoring ReviewRegulation’s performance (G21 in Figure

6.4). This route of achieving G18 does not involve adapting ReviewRegulation’s gran-

ularity and therefore it is does not require using microservice granularity adaptation

decision support.

6.5.3 Planning Engine Ad-hoc Scalability Assessment

Our scalability assessment in this section is inspired by observations of the planning

engines input, processing and output from Chapter 5. In particular, we regard inputs

to each planning engine iteration (i.e, economic analyser parameters, C and G banks)

as the only dimensions that can potentially affect its scalability. This is grounded on

an intuition that these are the only loads which directly impact the planning engine

components. Thereafter, we regard the response time of the planning engine tool

support (reported on briefly in Section 4.5.4) as the only scalability metric for the plan-

ning engine. This is grounded on an intuition that to microservice architects overall

performance of the planning engine is the most critical in microservice environments

which dynamically scale at runtime. Thereafter, this ad-hoc assessment identifies

three potential scalability obstacles:

• As the number of economic analyser input parameters per runtime iteration

increases, the response time of the planning engine for each iteration can

deteriorate to an unacceptable extent.
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• As the number of C bank members per runtime iteration increases, the response

time of the planning engine for each iteration can deteriorate to an unacceptable

extent.

• As the number of G bank members per runtime iteration increases, the response

time of the planning engine for each iteration can deteriorate to an unacceptable

extent.

6.5.4 Planning Engine Systematic Scalability Analysis

In this section, we apply to scalability goal-obstacle analysis to our planning engine.

We argue that this application is gives stronger insight than separate applications to the

economic analyser and microservice ambients since our planning engine orchestrates

both our former contributions. Application to our planning engine shows another

usage scenario of our contributions and serves the following purposes:

• Illustrating how goal-obstacle analysis can be applied to aid in systematically

analysing the scalability of systems which support reasoning about microservice

granularity adaptation.

• Serving as an example for microservice architects to replicate the analysis

approach on other systems that support reasoning about microservice granularity

adaptation.

• Evaluating the ability of each constituent component in our planning engine

to withstand increase in its respective inputs (i.e. economic analyser input

parameters, C and G banks) using the scalability goal-obstacle analysis.

6.5.4.1 KOAS Goal-Oriented Modelling of the Planning Engine

The planning engine has nine goals assigned to five agents; the goal model is presented

and refined in Figures 6.5,6.6,6.7,6.8,6.9. The KAOS modelling notation is explained

in Figure 6.10. In this subsection, we describe the role of each agent to justify their

responsibilities for different goals.

Economic Analyser: This agent is the component of the planning engine re-

sponsible for determining whether it is worth pursuing granularity adaptation under
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Fig. 6.5 Refinement of the Achieve[Efficient interactive decision support in dynamic
microservice environments] goal in the planning engine

Fig. 6.6 Refinement of the Achieve [Rapidly determine whether it is worth adapting
granularity or not using the economic analyser] goal from Figure 6.5

Fig. 6.7 Refinement of the Achieve [Rapidly suggest an architectural configuration]
goal from Figure 6.5

uncertainty at runtime using our dynamic evaluation process explained in Section

4.4.3. Therefore, this agent is responsible for the Achieve [Rapidly determine whether

it is worth adapting granularity or not using the economic analyser] goal (Figures

6.5,6.6).
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Fig. 6.8 Refinement of the Achieve [Rapidly suggest a granularity adaptation as-
pect(s)] goal from Figure 6.5

Fig. 6.9 Refinement of the Achieve [Rapidly suggest re-visiting unrealistic strategies]
goal from Figure 6.5

Fig. 6.10 Legend for the KAOS modelling notation

Software architects: This agent refers generically to any source which the archi-

tects utilise to provide the required input to constituent components of the planning

engine. These sources include but are not limited to experts judgements, personal

expertise, benchmarks, historical data, cost models, and/or simulated ambient environ-

ments. The domain hypotheses in Figures 6.6,6.7,6.8 elaborate on the inputs which

need to be provided by the architects to each constituent component.
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Due to the interactive nature of the planning engine, this agent has the final deci-

sion in enforcing the suggestions of the planning engine; this is shown as assumptions

in Figures 6.7,6.8,6.9. Therefore, this agent has the dual responsibility of providing

input and enforcing output to help achieve the following goals: Achieve[Achieve

[Rapidly determine whether it is worth adapting granularity or not using the eco-

nomic analyser], Achieve [Rapidly suggest an architectural configuration], Achieve

[Rapidly suggest a granularity adaptation aspect(s)], and Achieve [Rapidly suggest

re-visiting unrealistic strategies] (Figure 6.5). Nevertheless, other agents also have

responsibilities towards achieving these goals.

Microservice runtime monitoring tools: This agent refers generically to any tool

which the software architects utilise to monitor the runtime evidence variables that

are solicited by the economic analyser. For the economic analyser to achieve the

goal it is responsible for, a sub-goal needs to be maintained: Maintain [Monitoring

runtime evidence variables at runtime to assess claim(s)] (Figure 6.6). The runtime

monitoring tools are responsible for maintaining this sub-goal.

Architectural configuration chooser: This agent is the component of the planning

engine responsible for suggesting a suitable architectural configuration after assessing

the meta-data attached to each candidate in the C bank as explained in Section 5.4.

Therefore, this agent is responsible for the Achieve [Rapidly suggest an architectural

configuration] and Achieve [Compare the meta-data of the C bank candidates against

the monitored evidence variables] goals (Figures 6.5,6.7).

Granularity Adaptation Aspect Chooser: This agent is the component of the

planning engine responsible for suggesting suitable granularity adaptation aspect(s)

from the G bank to the architect in case there are no suitable architectural configu-

rations in the C bank. The suggestion is based on comparing the runtime evidence

variables to each candidate in the G bank which sets a trigger on them. Therefore, this

agent is responsible for achieving Achieve [Rapidly suggest a granularity adaptation

aspect(s)] and Achieve [Compare the triggers in the G bank candidates against the

monitored evidence variables]. If there are no suitable candidates in the G bank this

agent is responsible for alerting the architects to emergent behaviour scenarios they

didn’t consider at design time. Therefore, this agent is also responsible for achieving
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Achieve [Rapidly suggest re-visiting unrealistic strategies] and Achieve [Output tuples

resembling emergent behaviour scenarios].

6.5.4.2 Planning Engine Scalability Goal-Obstacle Analysis

Conducting scalability obstacle analysis on the goal model revealed five potential

scalability obstacles related to four scaling dimensions. In this subsection we present

the process of identifying, assessing and resolving these obstacles for each constituent

component. Based on this systematic analysis, we can at least partially guarantee

the scalability of the planning engine if high risk scalability obstacles are resolved as

suggested in this subsection. We explain the process in detail for the goal assigned to

the economic analyser in Sections 6.5.4.2.1,6.5.4.2.2,6.5.4.2.3. The same rationale

has been applied and summarised in Tables 6.8 and 6.9 for all the goals.

6.5.4.2.1 Identifying Scalability Obstacles The economic analyser is responsi-

ble for Achieve [Rapidly determine whether it is worth adapting granularity or not

using the economic analyser]. This goal is satisfied if all the claims for a runtime

iteration can be assessed in a timely manner without exceeding the computation

power capacity of the economic analyser. The load of this goal is determined by

the number of claims the economic analyser has to assess (shown as the scalability

obstacle Claims exceed Economic Analyser Capacity in Figure 6.11). The number

of assessable claims is a product of the number of QoS attributes of concern, the

number of runtime evidence variables related to each QoS attribute and the number

of microservices for which a claim needs to be assessed. These factors are shown as

sub-obstacles in Figure 6.11.

We regard performance (in throughput/response time) of the planning engine

(reported on briefly in Section 4.5.4) as the only relevant scalability metric. This is

grounded on an intuition that to microservice architects it is the overall performance

of the planning engine that is most critical in microservice environments which

dynamically scale at runtime.
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Fig. 6.11 Identifying and refining scalability obstacles for the Achieve [Rapidly deter-
mine whether it is worth adapting granularity or not using the economic analyser]
goal using the notation in Figure 6.10

6.5.4.2.2 Assessing Scalability Obstacles Looking at Figure 6.11, there are three

leaf scalability obstacles to be assessed: unbounded number of QoS attributes of

concern, unbounded number of runtime evidence variables per QoS attribute and

unbounded number of assessed microservices. Since all obstacles contribute to the

number of claims that would need to be assessed at runtime, they all have a high

criticality. However, the likelihood of each obstacle differs. Microservice adopters

include large-scale industries (e.g, Amazon [353], BBC [145], Netflix [336], Uber

[273], and SoundCloud [63]) with millions of end users and inevitably a large number

of QoS attributes demanded by them. Therefore, the likelihood of unbounded number

of QoS attributes of concern and unbounded number of assessed microservices is very

high in the context of large-scale industries adopting microservices. On the other hand,

it is seldom the case that there is an unbounded number of runtime evidence variables

per QoS. In the architectural evaluation, goal-oriented approaches map high-level

goals (i.e. quality goals) to their measurable metrics (i.e. runtime evidence variables)

[343, 88, 22, 23, 175]. It is seldom the case that a runtime evidence variable maps to

all the QoSs of concern. Therefore, it is seldom the case that q QoS attributes and r

runtime evidence variables actually require q*r claims to reason about at runtime.

Therefore, it is only the scalability obstacles related to unbounded number of QoS

attributes of concern and unbounded number of assessed microservices that are worth

resolving since they are both highly likely and critical.
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Fig. 6.12 Resolving the number of QoS attributes of concern exceed economic analyser
ability to achieve acceptable performance obstacle by introducing and refining the
Avoid [number of QoS attributes of concern exceed Economic Analyser Capacity]
scalability goal

6.5.4.2.3 Resolving Scalability Obstacles We propose resolving the high risk

scalability goal identified by preventing the number of QoS attributes of concern

exceed economic analyser ability to achieve acceptable performance obstacle from

occurring by introducing and refining a scalability obstacle prevention goal:Avoid

[number of QoS attributes of concern exceed economic analyser capacity].

This goal can be achieved via two routes, illustrated as an OR-refinement of G10

in Figure 6.12. On one hand, it can be achieved by ensuring the analyser’s capacity

tolerates a dynamically predicted number of QoSs (G11 and G12 in Figure 6.12). On

the other hand, the architects can ensure that the number of QoS of concern are less

than a dynamic prediction of the analyser’s tolerance capacity (G13 and G14 in Figure

6.12). The ability of the planning engine to withstand an increase in the number of

QoS attributes of concern can at least partially guarantee provided the scalability goal

in Figure 6.12 is achieved.

Goal Scalability metric Scalability dimension Influenced by

Achieve[Efficient interac-

tive decision support in

dynamic microservice en-

vironments]

constituent component

performance

num. of QoS attributes

of concern, num. of run-

time evidence variables

per QoS, C bank size, G

bank size, num. of as-

sessed microservices
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Goal Scalability metric Scalability dimension Influenced by

Achieve [Rapidly deter-

mine whether it is worth

adapting granularity or

not using the economic

analyser]

economic analyser perfor-

mance

num. of QoS attributes

of concern, num. of run-

time evidence variables

per QoS, num. of assessed

microservices

Achieve[Rapidly suggest

a granularity adaptation

strategy]

constituent component

performance

C bank size, G bank

size,num. of runtime ev-

idence variables per QoS,

num. of assessed mi-

croservices

C bank size <depends

on> [num. of assessed

microservices]

Achieve[Rapidly suggest

an architectural configura-

tion]

architectural configura-

tion chooser performance

C bank size, num. of as-

sessed microservices

C bank size <depends

on> [num. of assessed

microservices]

Achieve[Rapidly suggest

a granularity adaptation

aspect(s)]

granularity adaptation as-

pect chooser performance

G bank size,num. of run-

time evidence variables

per QoS, num. of QoS at-

tributes of concern

G bank size <depends

on> [num. of runtime ev-

idence variables per QoS,

num. of QoS attributes of

concern]

Achieve[Suggest re-

visiting unrealistic

strategies]

granularity adaptation as-

pect chooser performance

num. of QoS attributes

of concern, num. of run-

time evidence variables

per QoS

Maintain [Monitoring

runtime evidence vari-

ables at runtime to assess

claim(s)]

num. of QoS attributes

of concern, num. of run-

time evidence variables

per QoS, num. of assessed

microservices

Achieve [Compare the

meta-data of the C bank

candidates against the

monitored evidence

variables]

architectural configura-

tion chooser performance

C bank size, num. of as-

sessed microservices

C bank size <depends

on> [num. of assessed

microservices]
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Goal Scalability metric Scalability dimension Influenced by

Achieve [Compare the

triggers in the G bank can-

didates against the moni-

tored evidence variables]

granularity adaptation as-

pect chooser performance

G bank size,num. of run-

time evidence variables

per QoS,num. of QoS at-

tributes of concern

G bank size <depends

on> [num. of run-

time evidence variables

per QoS,number of QoS

attributes of concern]

Achieve [Output tuples

resembling emergent be-

haviour scenarios]

granularity adaptation as-

pect chooser performance

num. of QoS attributes

of concern, num. of run-

time evidence variables

per QoS

Table 6.8 Identifying relevant scalability dimensions and metrics for the modelled
goals of the planning engine; this table is used to identify the scalability obstacles in
Table 6.9

Scalability Obstacle Criticality Likelihood Rationale

Number of QoS attributes

of concern exceed eco-

nomic analyser ability to

achieve acceptable perfor-

mance

High High Each QoS needs to be tracked and assessed at runtime in

the form of a claim using the economic analyser so the

criticality of this obstacle is high. Moreover, microser-

vice adopters include large-scale industries with millions

of end users and inevitably a similar order of QoSs de-

manded by them; the likelihood of the obstacle is high in

this context.

Number of runtime evi-

dence variables per QoS

exceed economic analyser

ability to achieve accept-

able performance

High Low The number of runtime evidence variables per QoS at-

tribute determines the number of claims to be assessed

related to that QoS, so this obstacle is highly critical to

achieving acceptable performance of the economic anal-

yser. However, assuming that goal-oriented approaches

are used to map high-level goals (i.e. QoSs) to their mea-

surable metrics (i.e. runtime evidence variables), this

likelihood of this obstacle is low.
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Scalability Obstacle Criticality Likelihood Rationale

Number of assessed mi-

croservices exceeds eco-

nomic analyser ability to

achieve acceptable perfor-

mance

High High The number of assessed microservices is one of the fac-

tros which determine the number of claims to be assessed

by the economic analyser, so this obstacle is highly criti-

cal to achieving acceptable performance of the economic

analyser. Given that some microservice adopters are large-

scale industries, it is highly likely that there would be

large number of microservices to be assessed for a given

claim.

C bank size exceeds Ar-

chitectural Configuration

Chooser ability to achieve

acceptable performance

High Low For c configurations input to the planning engine, the

chooser always needs to examine c instances of meta-

data to produce the C shortlist. This obstacle is therefore

highly critical. However, utilising the hierarchical prop-

erty pf ambients reduces the likelihood of this obstacle.

Abstracting the target scope of the planning engine using

ambients allows reducing the possible variations on this

scope. Each variation is a potential member of the C

bank.
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Scalability Obstacle Criticality Likelihood Rationale

Number of runtime

evidence variables per

QoS exceeds Granular-

ity Adaptation Aspect

Chooser ability to achieve

acceptable performance

High Low The number of granularity adaptation aspects in a G

bank directly impacts the granularity adaptation aspect

chooser’s process. For g aspects input to the planning

engine, the chooser must examine all of them in the first

filtering stage. However, only a fraction of them needs

to be examined in the second filtering stage. This frac-

tion (which has g’ aspects) is partially dependent on the

number of runtime evidence variables per QoS. The trig-

gers within g’ are examined in the second stage. In the

worst-case scenario, g=g’ and therefore a single extra

aspect input to the planning engine corresponds to 2 ex-

tra operations in this chooser (1 for each filtering stage),

making this obstacle highly critical. However, the likeli-

hood of this scenario (and thereby obstacle) is low. Using

goal-oriented approaches, it is possible to elaborate on

the runtime evidence variables considered in the triggers

of each aspect in the G bank. Therefore, it is seldom the

case that a runtime evidence variable is constrained in all

g aspects within a G bank. In turn, it is often the case that

g’ is less than g.

Number of QoS attributes

of concern exceed Granu-

larity Adaptation Aspect

Chooser ability to achieve

acceptable performance

High High As explained above, the G bank size has a direct impact on

the number of operations that need to be carried out in this

chooser so this obstacle is highly critical. As explained

in Table 6.8, the G bank size partially depends on the

number of QoS attributes of concern. In the microservice

industry, it is highly likely that there is a large number of

QoSs to match the large variety of end users.

Table 6.9 Assessing scalability obstacles of the planning engine, which were identified
through Table 6.8

Reflecting on Table 6.9, there are two high risk obstacles that need to be resolved

in order to at least partially guarantee the scalability of the planning engine. Resolving

these obstacles can be done by achieving the following scalability obstacle prevention

goals:
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• As the number of QoS attributes of concern increases, the economic analyser

should have the capacity to achieve acceptable performance (refined in Section

6.5.4.2.3).

• As the number of microservices assessed for a given claim increases, the

economic analyser should have the capacity to achieve acceptable performance.

This goal can be refined using a similar rationale as Section 6.5.4.2.3.

• As the number of QoS attributes of concern increases, the granularity adaptation

aspect chooser should have the capacity to achieve acceptable performance.

This goal can be refined using a similar rationale as Section 6.5.4.2.3.

In Section 6.5.2.2, the results of Filmflix scalability goal-obstacle analysis showed that

performance is the only scalability metric relevant to the critical scalability obstacles

in Filmflix. In other words, even if all three claims suggested in Section 6.5.2.2 are

assessed, they will all be related to a single QoS attribute of concern — performance.

There are two runtime evidence variables related to that attribute (number of Filmflix

end users and number of Filmflix architects) and one of the claims in assessed for two

microservices (MovieReview and ReviewRegulation). Overall, there are three claims

which the planning engine should assess to render a scalability-aware granularity

adaptation strategy for Filmflix.

On the other hand, the critical scalability obstacles for the planning engine can be

triggered if the number of the QoS attributes of concern or the number of assessed

microservices increase beyond the respective constituent components’ capacity. Un-

less this capacity is a single QoS attribute and two assessed microservices at time, we

envision that the planning engine assessed in this section would be able to scale to

assess all three claims related to Filmflix performance suggested in Section 6.5.2.2.

6.5.5 Reflection

6.5.5.1 Catalogue Comprehensiveness

Reflecting on the scalability dimensions in Table 6.7, we observe that the most critical

scalability dimensions for Filmflix (i.e. number of Filmflix end users and number of
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Filmflix architects) are present in Table 6.4. The number of end users is in essence

the end user base size under the QoS provision category of Table 6.4. According to

Section 6.5.2, Filmflix architects is a generic term referring sources which include

but are not limited to data privacy laws, historical data, and compliance regulations.

Therefore, the number of Filmflix architects in Table 6.7 potentially maps to the

number of countries the application is serving and audit compliance considerations

in Table 6.4. One of the scalability dimensions which have not been deemed critical

— volume of received reviews — can be mapped to the end user base size under

the architectural category in Table 6.4. The mapping is based on the relationship

between volume of received reviews and number of Filmflix end users captured in

Table 6.7. The same can be said about number of "foul" terms in blacklist and number

of user input fields since they both depend on number of Filmflix architects which is a

dimension implicitly present in Table 6.7. All the scalability metrics considered 6.6

are related to performance; it is present under the QoS provision category of Table

6.5.

It is worth noting however that while the application to Filmflix can act as evidence

for the comprehensiveness of our catalogues, they can only be as good as the model

of the analysed case study. Moreover, the comprehensiveness of our catalogue relies

heavily on the completeness we strived for in Chapter 2. In particular, we used all the

relevant publications from Chapter 2 to compile the catalogues due to our confidence

in this chapter’s coverage of the relevant literature.

It is also worth noting that although some of dimensions and metrics in our

catalogue have not been deemed potential obstacles in Section 6.5, this does not mean

those metrics/dimensions need not be considered for other microservice architectures.

The aim of our catalogue is to provide comprehensive guidance for microservice

architects about the possible scalability dimensions and metrics. Therefore, it is

through systematic scalability goal-obstacle analysis of a particular microservice

architecture that the dimension/metric significance to it can be justified.
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6.5.5.2 Scalability Goal-Obstacle Analysis Significance

Comparing Filmflix scalability assessment results in Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, we

observe that goal-obstacle analysis delved to the actual dimensions which impact

the ones identified by ad-hoc scalability assessment. Moreover, ad-hoc scalability

assessment failed to systematically identify how obstacle resolution tactics can inform

input to microservice granularity adaptation decision support; this is possible through

goal-obstacle analysis.

Comparing planning engine scalability assessment results in Sections 6.5.3 and

6.5.4, we observe major differences. The main difference is in the scalability dimen-

sions; ad-hoc analysis followed a myopic intuition thereby considering the inputs to

the planning engine as the only dimensions that lead to scalability problems. On the

other hand, systematic scalability goal-obstacle analysis analysed each input further

to justify the critical scalability obstacles which are actually worth resolving to ensure

it can scale to handle the necessary input parameters. Moreover, ad-hoc scalability

assessment failed to systematically identify how to resolve the potential scalability

obstacles. Goal-obstacle analysis on the other hand provides obstacle resolution

tactics to aid in taking the appropriate action to for ensuring the planning engine can

scale to with respect to its input parameters.

Although we apply scalability goal-obstacle analysis to one case for each usage

scenario (a microservice architecture and a decision support system), the same ex-

perience can be copied to other systems that support reasoning about microservice

granularity adaptation and other microservice architectures. We envision only one

caveat regarding the decision support systems which can be targeted by our contribu-

tions: how systematic they are. In other words, they must have clear inputs, processing

and outputs. Identifying scalability obstacles entails looking at the loads which each

agent in the system receives; this is only possible if it does receive inputs. Assessing

scalability goals entails identifying the criticality and likelihood of each obstacle; this

is only possible if the analysed system has a process where an obstacle is critical

and/or likely. Assessing scalability obstacles entails applying tactics that ensure the
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overall goals of the system are satisfied; this is only possible if it has outputs which

the goals aim to deliver.

It is worth noting that another possible usage of our contributions is applying them

directly on members of the C bank and G bank to check their relative scalability. In

essence, this usage would be an alternative to using our planning engine but with focus

on choosing a scalable architectural configuration. In the planning engine however

a more objective approach is taken to choose a granularity adaptation strategy; the

added value which can be introduced by the granularity adaptation is quantified by our

dynamic evaluation process. Moreover, the planning engine can choose granularity

adaptation strategies that can introduce added value along any driver of interest (e.g.,

scalability, performance, availability). In this chapter, our usage of the catalogue

and scalability goal-obstacle analysis complements rather than replaces the planning

engine.

6.6 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we contribute to a working catalogue of microservice-specific scala-

bility dimensions and metrics. Our catalogue helps identify dimensions and metrics

which are important for the scalability of a given microservice architecture; they need

to be considered in order to render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions

for it. We compile our catalogue by: 1) digesting the state-of-the-practice in decision

support systems for microservice granularity adaptation and, 2) reflecting on the

sample strategies formulated in Appendix B to infer additional potentially important

scalability dimensions and/or metrics. Secondly, we apply scalability goal-obstacle

analysis [104, 91] in the new context of reasoning about microservice granularity

adaptation. Applying scalability goal-obstacle analysis to a given microservice ar-

chitecture helps identify obstacles along each dimension of importance from our

catalogue. Applying scalability goal-obstacle analysis to a given decision support

system helps analyse the extent to which it can scale to consider all these dimensions

and metrics.
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We evaluate and discuss our contributions by comparing their usage to both initial

Filmflix architecture and our planning engine in Section 1.1 against ad-hoc scalability

assessment of both cases. Comparing both assessment approaches, we show how

our contributions lead to more informed results than ad-hoc scalability assessment

(Section 6.5.5). Finally, we discuss how scalability goal-obstacle analysis can be

applied to other microservice architectures and other decision support systems for

microservice granularity adaptation.



Chapter 7

Conclusions, Reflections and

Future Work

In this chapter, we conclude the thesis by summarising how the research questions

from Section 1.3 have been addressed by our contributions. We reflect on each

contribution and its evaluation using different qualitative criteria (e.g., flexibility,

computational overhead, and practical deployment). We consider flexibility as the

ability of the contributions to cope with various microservice application domains.

We consider practical deployment as the ability of the contributions to cope with

industrial microservice settings.

We suggest research directions that can be addressed to enrich each contribution

in the future.

7.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 1

Providing a better understanding of the transition to microservices — how can

the state-of-the-art and practice in microservices be probed to advance the un-

derstanding of microservices and whether the transition to them has an impact

on development tools, deployment management and/or personnel organisation

etc.?
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7.1.1 Contribution

In Chapter 2, we contribute a systematic mapping study that consolidates various

views, approaches and activities that commonly assist in the transition to microservices.

The study aims to provide a better understanding of the transition; we use the study to

introduce a working definition of the transition and technical activities underlying it.

We term the transition and technical activities leading to microservice architectures as

microservitization:

Microservitization it is a form of servitization where services/components are

transformed into microservices — a more fine-grained and autonomic form of services

— to introduce added value to the architecture [148]. Microservitization is also an

example of a paradigm shift since it involves a dramatic change to the following

activities are done: architectural design, managing the organisational hierarchy,

operation, deployment, development, monitoring and logging.

This systematic mapping study can advance the understanding of microservices

and make the design challenges of the transition more explicit to microservice adopters

and researchers in the software architecture community, thereby addressing Research

Question 1.

Among the crucial design challenges introduced by microservitization is finalising

the granularity level of a microservice (i.e. whether a microservice should be decom-

posed/merged further or not). We use the results of our systematic mapping study to

identify the following gaps in the current state of the art and practice of defining the

granularity of a microservice to motivate the need for our contributions in the rest of

the thesis:

• Microservice-specific modelling support potentially using an architecture defini-

tion language (ADL) that "treats microservice boundaries as adaptable first-class

entities [150, p.2]" thereby facilitating runtime analysis of microservice granu-

larity in a systematic architecture-oriented manner [150]. We contribute this

modelling approach in Chapter 3.

• A dynamic architectural evaluation process that captures two dimensions under

uncertainty at runtime: added value to be introduced and cost to be incurred
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if the granularity of microservice architectures is adapted. We contribute this

evaluation process in Chapter 4.

• Effective decision support that should systematically guide the software archi-

tects towards suitable granularity adaptation strategies at runtime or suggest

re-visiting their expectations of the architecture’s runtime environment. We

contribute this decision support in Chapter 5.

• A systematic approach for analysing the scalability obstacles of contributions

that support reasoning about runtime microservice granularity adaptation. We

apply such approach in the context of microservice granularity decision support

in Chapter 6.

7.1.2 Reflection

We made our best effort to probe for a better understanding of the transition to mi-

croservices by using a systematic mapping study process [261, 116, 181, 262] and

acknowledging the threats to validity in Section 2.5. We appreciate that a better

understanding of the transition could have been arrived using other evidence-based

approaches which extract evidence from multiple sources (e.g., interviewing microser-

vice practitioners, industrial case studies). Evidence-based approaches aim to “to

provide the means by which current best evidence from research can be integrated

with practical experience and human values in the decision making process regarding

[182, p.2]" a contribution in the software engineering field. Such research approaches

would ensure that the evaluated contribution is directed to the requirements of industry

and other stakeholder groups. However, we argue that the systematic mapping study

approach we followed is more suited to our thesis for the following reasons:

• “The human skill factor in evidence-based approaches means software engi-

neering experiments are vulnerable to subject and experimenter bias [182, p.1]".

We aim to reduce this bias by considering published blog articles, presentations

and videos as arguably more trusted since they present a more responsible and

objective view than interviews. Though they can enrich the study with diverse
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opinions, interviews tend to suffer from bias, subjectivity and irresponsible

answers [182].

• Software engineering contributions are hard to evaluate in isolation of other ex-

isting trends and the immediate outcomes of the contribution are not necessarily

strongly related with the overall architecture’s wellbeing [182, p.1]. Including

microservice adoption case studies among the publications and adapting the

definition from a microservice-specific systematic mapping study [17] aims to

address this issue. In particular, reflecting on the scope of activities in the case

studies strives for more comprehensive coverage in the systematic mapping

study.

Directly consulting practitioners through interviews, industrial case studies, and/or

surveys can nevertheless complement our systematic mapping study to evaluate it

for acceptance among microservice practitioners. Moreover, we appreciate that such

consultations can evolve our definition of microservitization. In particular, it could

help determine the scope of "sub-activities" that comprise each microservitization

activity listed in our definition. Consulting practitioners can help answer questions

such as: Does microservitization entail changing the technology personnel allocations,

re-structuring the organisational hierarchy throughout the firm or neither? Neverthe-

less, our definition Chapter 2 captures the essence of microservitization by looking at

the fundamental activities underlying the transition.

7.1.3 Future Work

Our systematic mapping study can be further strengthened by investigating whether

there are domain-specific rooms for improvement underlying the transition to mi-

croservices and reasoning about their granularity. For example, an interesting research

dimension is to conduct domain-specific systematic mapping studies covering health

or entertainment microservice applications. Conducting such studies can require

several cases to understand the scope and variety of the domain-specific microser-

vice challenges. The challenge we envision in this direction is gaining access to

information regarding safety-critical microservice applications.
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7.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 2

Formalising the microservice granularity adaptation problem — how can mi-

croservices be modelled using flexible, expressive support that aids defining dif-

ferent strategies for runtime microservice granularity adaptation?

7.2.1 Contribution

In Chapter 3, we call for a systematic, flexible and expressive architectural modelling

and analysis support for representing microservices and managing their granularities

to model this decision problem. A systematic architecture-centric approach for

modelling microservice granularity provides the appropriate level of abstraction for

managing this runtime decision problem. In particular, this approach has the promise

to scale the analysis of this problem.

Thereafter, we contribute an architecture-centric modelling concept for microser-

vices which extends ambients [66, 13] — microservice ambients. Microservice

ambients provide the primitives for modelling microservices and and treat microser-

vice boundaries as adaptable first-class entities. Microservice ambients use “aspects”

to define the adaptation behaviour needed to support changes in granularity at run-

time. Aspects flexibly separate cross-cutting concerns (and thereby scope) of each

boundary. We introduce the granularity adaptation aspect to help define the runtime

triggers for granularity adaptation to be used as the microservice(s) are monitored at

runtime. When any of these triggers is invoked, the graphical notation of microservice

ambients provides architectural modelling support to express the candidate solution

for granularity adaptation. The transition (by merging or decomposing a microser-

vice ambient(s)) from an initial architecture to a chosen candidate is captured in the

granularity adaptation aspect of the microservice ambient.

7.2.2 Reflection

We make our best effort in Chapter 3 to qualitatively evaluate the expressiveness

and effectiveness of microservice ambients and granularity adaptation aspects using

Filmflix as an illustration example as well as criteria from Architecture Description
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Language (ADL) classification framework. The evaluation focuses on the fundamental

modelling constructs of microservice ambients and how they support microserviti-

zation properties such as utility-driven design, tool heterogeneity and decentralised

governance. The evaluation highlights how microservice ambients support analysis,

evolution and mobility/location awareness which are significant to quality-driven

microservice granularity adaptation.

The evaluation is general and irrespective of the particular application domain and

the business competencies in that domain. This generic evaluation aims to ensure the

flexibility of microservice ambients and granularity adaptation aspects to be applied

in any microservice application. Furthermore, the ambient language by definition

supports instantiation of ambient and aspect templates according to the specific

microservice application, microservitization utility, granularity adaptation strategy

and thresholds of concern. Furthermore, we do appreciate that microservice ambients

might be applicable to any architectural style where reasoning about granularity is

a design challenge. However, this does not deem microservice ambients any less

significant. The state-of-the-practice and -art among microservice adopters is short

of a systematic architecture-centric approach to model microservice granularity; this

inadequacy is the main gap our contribution targets.

However, we appreciate that our evaluation is in a controlled case study rather than

industrial setting. Therefore, further development and research will be required to ap-

ply and evaluate our modelling approach in an industrial setting. In [13] a middleware

is contributed which supports the ambient language (despite in a proprietary setting).

This middleware can accelerate applying our modelling approach in an industrial

setting. It is worth noting however such a practical deployment of our microservice

ambients and granularity adaptation aspects would turn our contributions into a mod-

elling tool for microservice industry rather than a conceptual modelling approach. In

that context, further human-centred evaluation criteria [80] would be necessary to

evaluate such a tool (e.g., ease of learning, multiple use, ease of use). Furthermore,

only in such a setting can the computational overhead of the microservice ambients

and granularity adaptation aspects be assessed quantitatively.
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Moreover, although we made our best effort to provide granularity adaptation

strategy examples corresponding to the most common microservitization utilities in

Section B,we appreciate that further investigation is required to assess the impact of

more microservitization drivers on microservice granularity adaptation strategies.

7.2.3 Future Work

The inclusion of explicit triggers in our granularity adaptation aspects paves the

way to an interesting research dimension: studying the measurable variables which

represent each utility that can be enhanced by microservitization. For example,

attachment number is used as a variable if microservitization is aimed to reduce logical

dependencies across microservices. The total number of architectural elements, the

ratio of functional elements to microservice ambients and the number of attachments

between functional elements are further examples of variables that can measure

logical dependency reduction.Another important future research direction is assessing

the causal relationship between the triggering a granularity adaptation aspect and

subsequent negative or positive impacts on the runtime variables monitored by the

microservice ambients. This is significant because we appreciate that ultimately the

implementation choices made when enforcing a granularity adaptation strategy can

have an impact on the resulting behaviour of architecture.

Furthermore, we envision granularity adaptation aspects can be extended to cap-

ture conflicts among them. For each possible conflict,transactions can be defined to

resolve it. One direction of future research therefore is to cross-reference granularity

adaptation strategies into a directed graph that the research community can use to

form a reference catalogue for microservice adopters. There are already promising

attempts at this in the industrial community [275].

7.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 3

Objective reasoning about the added value of architectural design decisions re-

garding microservice granularity — can the trade-off between predicted benefit
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and cost of pursuing microservice granularity adaptation (or not) be objectively

reasoned about and tracked under uncertainty?

7.3.1 Contribution

In Chapter 4, we provide a novel formulation of the decision problem to pursue

granularity adaptation as a real options problem. We further propose a novel evaluation

process for dynamically evaluating the granularity adaptation design decisions under

uncertainty. Our process is based on a novel combination of real options and the

concept of Bayesian surprises. Our evaluation process dynamically determines at

runtime if it would be worth adapting granularity from the perspective of introducing

added value. The argument is that granularity adaptation is only worthwhile if it will

introduce added value to the architecture. Moreover, this added value of granularity

adaptation is a moving target and can be best tracked and analysed at runtime.

Unlike classical design time usage of binomial options analysis in software archi-

tectures [330, 20, 248, 329] which statically reasons about added value predictions at

design time, we apply the analysis at runtime. We extend the formulation to cater for

runtime changes in the added value which can be enabled by granularity adaptation.

The extension uses Bayesian surprises [44] to enable binomial real options analysis

to update such added value calculations iteratively at runtime in response to runtime

evidence variable values (e.g. workload variations). Our contribution is the first to link

granularity adaptation to its added value under uncertainty at runtime. Furthermore,

it is the first to apply Bayesian surprises in the context of microservice granularity

adaptation and binomial real options analysis.

7.3.2 Reflection

In Chapter 4, we show the benefits of our evaluation process by comparing it to four

representative industrial microservice runtime monitoring tools. The results show

the unique benefit of our contribution in linking the technical decision of granularity

adaptation to its added value under uncertainty at runtime. We implement Filmflix

using Amazon Web Service (AWS) Lambda and use this implementation to highlight

how our process can go beyond traditional application of real options analysis in
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revealing dynamic added value trends of granularity adaptation in response to runtime

evidence. We further show the feasibility of our process to assist microservice adopters

in industry by presenting a Java implementation of it.

Despite the evaluation being in a controlled Filmflix setting, we envision that our

contribution is flexible to be applied in any microservice application domain due to

the following reasons:

• All the input parameters of the evaluation process (including the form of as-

sessed claims) can be instantiated with different values in accordance with the

microservice application of concern.

• Our process is flexible so that it can utilise any underlying value, cost and

probability estimation technique to provide inputs to our evaluation process.

• Our process is flexible so that it can be applied regardless the tools using to

develop, deploy and monitor the microservice application of concern.

• Our process is not specific to a critical or non-critical microservice applications.

Instead, the length of each iteration of our evaluation process and the Bayesian

surprise tolerance threshold can be adjusted according to the criticality of the

microservitization utility of concern.

In Chapter 4, we further show the feasibility of our approach to assist microservice

adopters in industry by reporting on a Java implementation of it. This shows the a

proof of concept for the practical deployment of our proposed evaluation process.

However, we do acknowledge that if this proof of concept was applied in an industrial

setting, it needs to be further evaluated using human-centred criteria [80] (e.g., ease

of use, evolutionary development). This evaluation would ideally be done through

questionnaires and/or surveys targeted at microservice practitioners. Unfortunately,

we did not have access to practitioners during our research to conduct this evaluation.

When we tested our Java implementation on the Filmflix controlled experiment,

we observed that its performance was acceptable as an interactive tool where no re-

structuring is done to the architecture on-the-fly. We use this observation to infer that

the computational overhead is acceptable for the microservice granularity problem.
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We acknowledge that for the planning engine to support re-structuring the architecture

on-the-fly, potential computational bottlenecks in our evaluation process need to be

resolved. We systematically identify, assess and suggest how these bottlenecks can be

resolved in Chapter 6.

7.3.3 Future Work

In the short term future, our evaluation can be further strengthened by observing rather

than controlling the workload, setting the claims as alarms within AWS Cloudwatch,

and systematically evaluating the scalability of our contribution.

Furthermore, we appreciate the significance of extending our process by using

runtime evidence variables to update uncertainty regarding the maintenance and

switching cost estimations. Determining the form of measurable runtime evidence

required to update these estimations and the formulation of claims in this context are

among the interesting challenges to this extension.

Another broad future research direction is to extend our evaluation process with

a means to capture the architects’ attitude towards the uncertainty of adding value

through granularity adaptation. Depending on whether the architects are risk-seekers,

risk-neutral or risk-averse, their usage of our contribution would differ. For example,

a risk-averse architect might only want our evaluation process to suggest adaptation is

the probability of introducing added value is above a certain minimum threshold. We

envision that extending the process for such consideration can enhance its flexibility.

7.4 RESEARCH QUESTION 4

Realising microservice granularity adaptation — how can microservice granu-

larity adaptation can be effectively engineered at runtime, combining systematic

modelling of granularity adaptation strategies with objective reasoning about

added value?
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7.4.1 Contribution

In Chapter 5, we contribute an interactive, iterative, runtime planning engine which

orchestrates our evaluation process from Chapter 4, microservice ambients and gran-

ularity adaptation aspects from 3. The input of the planning engine are candidate

granularity adaptation strategies that have been defined by the architect(s) at design

time and reasoned about in a simulated environment. We utilise our work on modelling

microservices from Chapter 3 using ambients and aspects in defining and simulating

these strategies [150]. At runtime, the engine iteratively solicits runtime evidence

variable values regarding the deployed architecture. It then reasons about the solicited

values using our evaluation process from Chapter 4. If it calls for pursuing adaptation

within the current iteration of the planning engine, it provides software architect(s)

with recommendations on suitable adaptation strategies or on revisiting unrealistic

strategies defined at design time.

7.4.2 Reflection

In Chapter 5, we use Filmflix to evaluate our planning engine in multiple controlled

settings to show that there is at least partial guarantee that the suggested configuration

or aspect(s) can introduce more added value than the initial microservice architecture.

We consider that agile, iterative development is the state-of-the-practice in microser-

vice adoption. Therefore, the Filmflix scale is comparable to the scope considered

in a single microservice development iteration. Our controlled experiment setting

therefore gives strong insight into the effectiveness of the decision support provided

by planning engine. The invocation duration values used in Section 4.5 and reflected

on in Section 5.5 are observed directly from the Filmflix implementation rather than

using publicly available benchmarks; this allows making our controlled setting more

realistic.

We acknowledge that ultimately our planning engine needs to be evaluated in

a larger-scale industrial setting (where the workload is observed rather controlled)

to accelerate the acceptance of our planning engine in industry. Evaluating the

planning engine in an industrial setting can highlight possible side effects of the
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suggested granularity adaptation strategies on the architecture (e.g., impacts on testing,

configuration settings and data consistency). Examples of larger (yet not industrial)

settings where the planning engine could be evaluated include [357, 2, 5].

Despite the evaluation being in a controlled Filmflix setting, we envision our

planning engine is flexible enough to be applicable across microservice application

domains for the following reasons:

• The planning engine orchestrates the evaluation process with our modelling

concepts, both of which are flexible contributions in their own right. Therefore,

the planning engine inherits this flexibility property.

• Our planning engine supports reasoning about the microservice granularity

problem assuming that the functional requirements of the microservice applica-

tion are guaranteed. Therefore, our planning engine is flexible such that it can

support microservices in application domain.

Since our planning engine incorporates our proposed evaluation process, our Java

implementation of this contribution can be seen as a potential for proving the feasibility

for the practical deployment of our planning engine.

7.4.3 Future Work

Our contributions in this thesis are in essence all incorporated within the last contri-

bution — an interactive decision support system that addresses the target problem of

this thesis: reasoning about the microservice granularity design decision problem. We

envision that the following usage contexts can benefit from our decision support in

the future:

• Self-Adaptive microservice architectures: Our contributions can be used in

self-adaptive microservice architectures where candidate strategies are already

encoded in the running architecture. A self-adaptive solution would be made

up of an adaptation system which is responsible for planning any adaptations

when need be, and a managed system which autonomously executes the suitable

strategy [92]. The planning engine’s role in this context would be similar to
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symbiotic feedback loops except the suitable granularity adaptation strategy

would be autonomously realised. Realisation only involves switching from one

encoded strategy to another without having to take the microservices of concern

offline.

• DevOps: Our contributions can also be used in a DevOps environment, where

there is a feedback loop between the development and operation departments.

Architects develop a microservice architecture and hand it to the operational

staff who provide them with feedback regarding its potential runtime behaviour.

This feedback can be used by the planning engine to suggest suitable granularity

adaptation strategies to the architects in the development environment. This

feedback can be further enriched if the developers and/or operational staff have

previously adopted microservices so they can rely on this previous experience

to define more informed candidate adaptation strategies. Realising granularity

adaptation in this context is up to the developers rather than the planning

engine; traditionally DevOps allow easily adapting granularity of microservices

and re-building them. Hence, the decision support is interactive rather than

autonomous in this context.

• Models at runtime: Another possible usage context is using the planning en-

gine’s output to operate on models at runtime. A model at runtime "is a causally

connected self-representation of the associated system that emphasizes the

structure, behaviour, or goals of the system from a problem space perspective

[50, p.23]". Crucially, this model "should provide up-to-date and exact infor-

mation about the system to drive subsequent adaptation decisions [50, p.23]."

This entails reflecting changes in the running system on the model and vice

versa. The planning engine’s suggestions can allow these changes to give more

informed with value-driven insights. The decision support in this case is also

interactive such that realising granularity adaptation depends on the architects

final decision given insights given by both the model and the planning engine.

In the short term future, we envision the planning engine can be decentralised by

replicating its components across microservice ambients to make them autonomic
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elements [11]. However, this will raise challenges related to consistency across

the autonomic microservice ambients. The MAPE-K loop defines the stages for an

autonomous element to plan the adaptation of a running system: monitoring the

running system, analysing monitored data, planning the adaptation actions, executing

the plan on the running system, and finally updating the knowledge base of the

autonomous element to improve the planning in future iterations. This might require

revisiting the definition of granularity adaptation aspects or resorting to centralised

implementation (although that can potentially introduce a computation bottleneck).

In the long term future, the planning engine can be optimised to automate determi-

nation of its target scope, generation of the G and C banks, and enforcing adaptation.

Enriching the planning engine with a knowledge base over time accelerates this tran-

sition to automation but introduces computational complexity. Building this base can

be done by recording results of deploying each output, inspired by reinforcement

learning approaches [290]. The planning engine’s automation can be evaluated for

effectiveness in terms of the output’s accuracy and/or the time required to converge to

an output. The automatic mode is also useful for cases where the architect has little

experience in granularity adaptation anyway.

For any aforementioned usage context and/or optimisation of the planning engine,

we acknowledge that an important dimension to consider is its overall cost. There

is a trade-off between the planning engine’s cost and its benefit to a microservice

application as opposed to using ad-hoc reasoning about granularity adaptation. We

envision that managing this trade-off involves answering three open research questions:

1) how can the planning engine’s cost be quantified, 2) what is the minimum size of a

microservice application that can tolerate this cost and, 3) how can this tolerance be

objectively justified?

7.5 RESEARCH QUESTION 5

Analysing the extent to which it is possible to render scalability-aware granu-

larity adaptation decisions — how is it possible to systematically analyse the
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extent to which a decision support system can render scalability-aware granu-

larity adaptation decisions?

7.5.1 Contribution

In Chapter 6, we contribute to a working catalogue of microservice-specific scalability

dimensions and metrics. Our catalogue helps identify dimensions and metrics which

are important for the scalability of a given microservice architecture; they need to be

considered in order to render scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions for it.

We compile our catalogue by: 1) digesting the state-of-the-practice in decision support

systems for microservice granularity adaptation and, 2) reflecting on the sample

strategies formulated in Section B to infer additional potentially important scalability

dimensions and/or metrics. Secondly, we apply scalability goal-obstacle analysis

[104, 91] in the new context of reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation.

Applying scalability goal-obstacle analysis to a given microservice architecture helps

identify obstacles along each dimension of importance from our catalogue. Applying

scalability goal-obstacle analysis to a given decision support system helps analyse the

extent to which it can scale to consider all these dimensions and metrics.

Both contributions together aim to address Research Question 5. Our catalogue

and application of scalability goal-obstacle analysis provide coherent guidance for:

1) identifying and analysing the dimensions and metrics which are important for the

scalability of a microservice architecture and, 2) systematically analysing the extent

to which a decision support system can scale to consider all these dimensions and

metrics.

We evaluate and discuss our contributions by comparing their usage to both

our planning engine and initial Filmflix architecture in Section 1.1 against ad-hoc

scalability assessment of the planning engine and Filmflix. This aims to highlight how

both contributions can aid rendering scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions.

Finally, we discuss how this analysis can be applied to other microservice architectures

and other decision support systems for microservice granularity adaptation.
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7.5.2 Reflection

We made our best effort using two cases to clearly illustrate the significance of our

contributions to aid rendering scalability-aware granularity adaptation decisions. As

discussed in Section 6.5.5, we appreciate that further investigation is required to

assess the comprehensiveness of our catalogue and the practicality of transferring

goal-obstacle analysis to other microservice applications and decision support for

reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation.

7.5.3 Future Work

In the short term future, scalability goal-obstacle analysis can be used to extend our

catalogues with the most common scalability dimensions and metrics that can affect

reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation at a large-scale.

In the long term future, scalability goal-obstacle analysis can itself be developed

into a tool which can automatically or interactively assess the impact of scalability

on reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation. We envision such a tool

would accelerate and assist systematic (and perhaps autonomous) identification of

scalability bottlenecks related to reasoning about microservice granularity adaptation

at a large-scale. Another interesting research direction would be to develop guidance

for rendering granularity adaptation decisions that are aware of other dimensions of

interest (e.g., availability-aware, maintainability-aware, and/or reliability-aware).

7.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this thesis we target a critical, main problem related to the transition towards

microservices: reasoning about the suitable granularity level of a microservice (i.e.

when and how to merge or decompose microservices). Initially, we contribute a

systematic mapping study to provides a relatively disciplined understanding of the

transition to microservices and technical activities underlying it. The results of the

study help identify inadequacies in the literature regarding the target problem of the

thesis. To address the identified inadequacies, we make a number of contributions in

this thesis to provide an interactive decision support system that addresses the target
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problem of this thesis. We use a microservice application — Filmflix — as a case

study for evaluating each aforementioned contribution using a mixture of qualitative

and quantitative evaluation (through controlled experiments). The results of our

evaluation provide strong insights regarding the effectiveness of our contributions

in providing decision support for the target problem of our thesis. Finally, this

thesis contributes to microservice-specific guidance aiming to render scalability-aware

granularity adaptation decisions. We evaluate this contribution by comparing its

usage against ad-hoc scalability analysis. We hope that our contributions can pave

the way for future work along with the mentioned research directions thereby further

disciplining the transition to microservices.
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Systematic Mapping Study

Keywords and Classification

Detailed Description

Here we classify the included publications according to two classification frameworks.

Initially, we classify them according to the following research approaches, elicited

from [360]:

• Evaluation research: these investigate the significance of a problem and/or

investigate the feasibility of a contribution in practice.

• Opinion papers: "these contain the author’s opinion about what is wrong or

good about something, how we should do something, etc [360, p.105]".

• Solution proposals: these "propose a solution technique and argue for its

relevance, without a full-blown validation. The technique must be novel, or at

least a significant improvement of an existing technique. A proof-of-concept

may be offered by means of a small example, a sound argument, or by some

other means [250, p.86]."

• Experience chapter: in these publications "the emphasis is on what and not

on why. The experience may concern one project or more, but it must be the

author’s personal experience [360, p.105]." Such papers should "contain a list
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of lessons learned by the author from his or her experience. Publications in this

category will often come from industry practitioners or from researchers who

have used their tools in practice, and the experience will be reported without a

discussion of research methods. The evidence presented in the chapter can be

anecdotal [360, p.106]."

• Validation research: such publications validate solution proposals which "may

have been proposed elsewhere, by the author or by someone else. The investiga-

tion uses a thorough, methodologically sound research setup. Possible research

methods are experiments, simulation, prototyping, mathematical analysis, math-

ematical proof of properties, etc [360, p.105]."

• Philosophical chapter: "these papers sketch a new way of looking at things, a

new conceptual framework, etc [360, p.105]."

The second classification framework entails categorising the publications under cat-

egories derived from our research questions of concern. A publication belongs in a

category if it contains any of the corresponding keywords identified in Table A.1.

Research Question Category Keywords

What activities are undertaken to

adopt microservices?

Architectural design architectural style, communication mech-

anism, boundaries, orchestration, service

choreography, service registration, service

discovery, design patterns, proxy, bulkhead,

circuit breaker, router, routing

Organisation Conway’s law, decentralised governance,

cross-functional teams, hierarchical teams

Operation Devops, NoOps, configuration settings, oper-

ation

Deployment Continuous integration, CICD, continuous

deployment, deployment pipeline, automated

deployment, virtualisation, hypervisors, con-

tainerisation, configuration provider

Development Heterogenous tools, agile development, ex-

treme programming

Monitoring Regression unit testing, health monitoring,

cluster monitoring, troubleshooting, debug-

ging, failure
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Research Question Category Keywords

Logging central logging, decentralised logging, profil-

ing, tracing

What modelling approaches are

used to define the granularity of a

microservice?

Structural Domain-driven, classes, instances, resources,

components, message format, data item,

topology, service dependency, nodes, type

definition

Behavioural Event flow, message stream, activity flow,

communication flow, event triggers, execu-

tion timeline, use cases

Which quality attributes are

considered when reasoning about

microservice granularity and how

are they captured?

Performance QoS, efficiency, service contracts, SLA, per-

formance, response time, throughput, perfor-

mance bottleneck, invocation duration, trans-

action duration, customer value

Reliability Fault tolerance, disaster recovery, single

point of failure, resilience, robustness, failure

rate, error rate

Scalability Auto-scale, scalable, scaling, load balancing,

load distribution, completed transactions per

second

Maintainability Maintainable, changeable, maintenance cost,

maintenance overhead, adaptability, change-

ability, effort cost, expandability, dynamicity

Complexity Communication overhead, complexity cost,

development cost, tight coupling, low cohe-

sion

How is reasoning about

microservice granularity described?

Guidelines Two-pizza team, lines of code, half-life, ag-

ile manifesto, one task, single responsibility,

fine-grained functionality, separation of busi-

ness concerns, high cohesion, loose coupling

Processes Iterative, strangler pattern

Table A.1 Inferred classification framework used to classify the included publications
in our study

The identification of the keywords is inspired by a microservice-specific system-

atic mapping study [17] and refined iteratively as more publications were examined.

It is worth noting that for all the included publications, we manually categorised them
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to ensure that synonyms or partial matches of these keywords are accurately handled.

We justify the keywords (italicised below) under each category as follows: What

activities were undertaken to adopt microservices?

• Architectural design: publications in this category are concerned with all the

technical activities which comprise adopting microservices. We use this cat-

egory to verify whether or not microservice adopters call microservices an

architectural style and/or design pattern. Choosing the generic communication

paradigm of the architecture (e.g., orchestration, choreography) and the more

concrete message exchange pattern (e.g., using a router/proxy) are also among

the technical activities of microservice adoption. In addition, the boundaries

of the system and individual components of the system is a technical design

decision when moving to microservices. The fault tolerance mechanisms of the

system also need to be identified (e.g. bulkhead and circuit breaker patterns).

Because microservice applications are highly distributed and scalable, 2 addi-

tional technical decisions are critical in microservitization: service registration

and service discovery.

• Organisation: in this category we are concerned with the organisational impact

of adopting microservices. The state-of-the-practice in the microservice industry

is to motivate decentralised governance (i.e. holding the responsibility of

building and running [41]) through microservitization [130]. The three most

common means of achieving that is through following Conway’s law [130],

cross-functional teams, or hierarchical teams [159]. Conway’s law states

"organisations which design systems ... are constrained to produce designs

which are copies of the communication structures of these organisations [84]."

• Operation: publications in this category are concerned with identifying how

the system will be governed post-deployment. This includes defining who

is responsible for this governance to begin with. The state-of-the-practice is

in the microservice industry is 2 alternative approaches: DevOps where the

governance is shared across a development team and an operations team; and

NoOps, where the governance is fully the responsibility of the development
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team. In addition, operational activities include defining the configuration

settings and configuration provider which the governor of the microservice

application needs to follow or in different runtime situations.

• Deployment: this category includes publications that define the activities con-

stituting the deployment pipeline of the microservice application. The state-of-

the-practice in the microservice industry is 2 alternative approaches [355, 79]:

continuous integration and continuous delivery (abbreviated as CICD), and

automated deployment. "Continuous integration is a coding philosophy and

set of practices that drive development teams to implement small changes and

check in code to version control repositories frequently [296]." "Continuous

delivery picks up where continuous integration ends. CD automates the delivery

of applications to selected infrastructure environments [296]." "Deployment

automation allows applications to be deployed across the various environments

used in the development process, as well as the final production environments

[108]." Regardless of the deployment pipeline, the host on which this pipeline

is enforced is another critical decision in this category. The 3 most common

approaches for deploying microservices are virtualisation, using hypervisors

and/or containerisation.

• Development: publications in this category describe how the transition to mi-

croservices impacts software development practices. The state-of-the-practice

in microservice development is adopting extreme programming and agile prac-

tices using heterogenous tools (e.g., Kubernetes, Istio, Springboot, fabric8).

• Monitoring: publications in this category are concerned with identifying the

alternative rationales of runtime monitoring (e.g. health, cluster) of microser-

vice application and the alternative approaches which support monitoring (e.g.

regression unit testing, troubleshooting, debugging and failure identification).

• Logging: in this category we are concerned with where the monitoring results

are to be stored (alternatively called profiling and tracing). The 2 alternative
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approaches to this in the microservice industry as we have examined are central

or decentralised logging.

What modelling approaches are used to define the granularity of a microservice?

• Structural: publications in this category are concerned about contributions that

capture the structure (alternatively called topology) of the microservice architec-

ture. Depending on the nature of the contribution (e.g., domain-driven [112]),

the units of this structure differ (e.g. classes, instances, resources, components,

data items, messages, and/or nodes). Modelling these units includes capturing

the dependencies across those units and their types.

• Behavioural: alternative to the approach above, publications in this category

capture the sequence of actions in the microservice application rather the

structure of the units constituting the application. This sequence can be in the

form of events, messages, activities, communication, execution steps and/or use

cases.

Which quality attributes are considered when reasoning about microservice granular-

ity and how are they captured?

• Performance: wherever the main driving force of reasoning about granularity is

performance (alternatively called QoS, long-term value, efficiency or customer

value), the publication is put under this category. There means of capturing this

objectively include response time, throughput, invocation duration, identifying

the performance bottlenecks and/or transaction duration. Thresholds on these

metrics are captured in service contracts, service level agreements (abbreviated

as SLAs). We subsume service contracts as "an agreement between the a

consumer and provider service about the format of data that they transfer

between each other. Normally, the format of the contract is defined by the

consumer and shared with the corresponding provider. Afterwards, tests are

being implemented in order to verify that the contract is being kept [237]."

• Reliability: publications that imply or explicitly focus on enhancing reliability

as the primary driving force when reasoning about granularity are included in
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this category. Reliability entails exhibiting fault tolerance, disaster recovery,

resilience, eliminating single points of failure and/or robustness. Reliability is

captured objectively in terms of failure/error rate.

• Scalability: publications that reason about granularity in terms of how it en-

hances the scalability of the architecture are included in this category. Exhibiting

scalability entails employing strategies such as auto-scaling, load balancing

and/or load distribution. Measuring scalability objectively can be done by

looking at the number of completed transactions per second (or per unit of time

more generally).

• Maintainability: exhibiting maintainability entails exhibiting adaptability, change-

ability, expandability and/or dynamicity. These properties are objectively cap-

tured in terms of maintenance cost, maintenance overhead, and/or effort cost.

Publications concerned with reasoning about granularity in terms of enhancing

maintainability are included in this category.

• Complexity: minimising complexity entails following 2 crucial design princi-

ples: tight coupling and/or low cohesion. This is measured in terms of com-

munication overhead, complexity cost, and/or development cost. Publications

where reasoning about granularity considers and/or measures its complexity are

included in this category.

How is reasoning about microservice granularity described?

• Guidelines: publications under this category provide decision-making strate-

gies for reasoning about granularity regardless of the steps of applying these

strategies. The keywords under this category capture the state-of-the-practice

guidelines.

• Processes: publications under this category are more elaborate in the sense that

they enrich the granularity adaptation strategies with a sequence for applying

them. The keywords under this category capture the alternative state-of-the-

practice processes encountered for reasoning about microservice granularity.



Appendix B

Sample Granularity Adaptation

Strategies

In this section, we outline a number of granularity adaptation strategies that can be

formulated in the GranAdapt aspect of a microservice ambient. The strategies are

inspired by practices from other utility-driven fields (e.g., SOAs [289, 341], enterprise

integration [157], lean architecture development [85] and agile software development

[238]). We leverage on these practices by assessing their impact on microservice

granularity and present this impact as granularity adaptation strategies with different

driving forces and rationale. We present each strategy using the following structure

inspired by [10]:

• Rationale, describing intuition behind the strategy.

• A problem context, describing the situation where the strategy could be suitable.

• A problem, describing what exactly the strategy aims for.

• Driving forces, describing the utilities that could be enhanced by adopting this

strategy (e.g., data integrity, minimum response time)

• Solution, outlining the actions comprising the strategy.

• Resulting context, in terms of the residual issues which adopting the strategy

would introduce.
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• Related strategies and practices that can address these residual issues which

can be alternatives or supplements to applied granularity adaptation strategy.

This structure is inspired from the architectural design patterns domain. Patterns

convey knowledge in a flexible manner without claiming to be definitive step-by-

step specifications [289]. Different patterns have different motivations and therefore

represent different design trade-offs [85]. The problem context where the pattern

is applied dictates the level of detail at which the pattern should be defined. The

more detailed the definition of the pattern, the more likely it is to cross the boundary

into a specification rather than a flexible pattern. In essence, granularity adaptation

aspects can be likened to architectural design patterns since they facilitate capturing

granularity adaptation strategies in a definitive yet flexible manner such that an aspect

can be utilised multiple times.

B.1 CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAMS

Rationale: This strategy is inspired by Conway’s law, which states that organisations

usually design systems to replicate their communication structure [130]. This law

has been put in action in the microservices context to enforce a DevOps culture,

where teams are aligned with business capabilities rather than silos [130]. Here we

apply the same law but from a different angle, revising the granularity of the business

capabilities around which the teams can be aligned.

Problem Context: Where a DevOps organisational structure is to be adopted in a

firm, cross-functional teams will be responsible for each microservice(s). Referring

to the running example, we consider a problem scenario to illustrate the context. We

consider the functional element regulating the reviews uploaded by system users is

encapsulated by the same microservice ambient (i.e. assumed by the same silo) as

another functional element regulating the age restrictions on displayed media content.

Problem: Aligning the microservice architecture with the firm’s organisational

structure.

Driving Forces:
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• Increasing the productivity within the firm, thereby facilitating shorter release

cycles.

• Focussing the ownership of the microservice within a specific team, thereby

enhancing accountability in the firm’s culture.

• Facilitating more freedom in microservice development choices.

Solution: The granularity adaptation aspects within a team’s microservice ambients

need to evaluate the functional requirements encapsulated by each ambient. In case

certain functional requirements define low level constraints specific to a certain

microservice, they need to be encapsulated by a separate ambient from other unrelated

functional requirements.

Resulting Context: A residual issue of this strategy is defining the knowledge

sharing requirements across these teams.

Related strategies and practices: Behavioural practices such as “shallow silos"

across the decomposed ambients [236] can be introduced as a result of applying this

strategy. With shallow silos, frequent meetings are arranged within the team aligned

to an ambient. In addition however much less frequent, shorter meetings are organised

across those teams to exchange decisions rather discuss them.

B.2 POLYGLOT PERSISTENCE:

Rationale: Polyglot persistence has been proposed by microservice proponents [127]

motivated also by enhancing autonomy of the microservices. We leverage on that with

the implication which the separation of data would have on the data format translation

requirements and the locality of this data translation functionality.

Problem Context: Where a prohibitive amount of data format translation occurs

within a microservice ambient, computation resources and maintenance costs can

throttled for data format translation purposes. We assume here that a translation

functional component handles the data translation requirements within a microservice

ambient. For example, system user personal information can be initially encapsulated

by the same microservice ambient as sales record information. Different record
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lengths and data formats for each type of information can lead to too much data

translation overhead.

Problem: Optimising the microservice architecture for data format transparency.

Driving Forces:

• Reducing the data dependencies across microservices, thereby enhancing the

autonomy of each individual microservice; the business functionality is coupled

only with the data it requires.

• Standardising message formats across microservices boundaries, thereby en-

hancing the replaceability of the individual microservices and the evolvability

of the overall architecture.

Solution: The granularity adaptation aspect monitors the invocation rate of the data

translation component it encapsulates. In case the invocation rate is too high, the

granularity adaptation aspect of such a microservice ambient needs to create separate

microservice sub-ambients each encapsulating compatible data formats. The newly

formed microservice ambients do not need the data format translation functionality. In

case data exchange is required across the newly formed sub-ambients, this is handled

by services published through the ports of these sub-ambients if need be.

Resulting Context: A residual issue to be addressed here however is ensuring the

consistency of data in cases where transaction need to span multiple services (in this

case multiple microservice ambients).

Related Strategies and Practices: The residual issue can be addressed by the

event collaboration [131] communicational mechanism. Here the service providers

publish events onto a queue for other service consumers to intercept events they

are interested in. The consumers of events can further be organised serially or

hierarchically to avoid overloading the event bus [284].

B.3 EXTENSIBILITY POINT

Rationale: Proponents of microservices have proposed the concept of extensibility

points in the context of requirement definition [283]. In particular, extensibility points

have been proposed with the motivation of letting the end user drive the service
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provisioning through contracts where they define their requirements (as outlined

below). We leverage on this application by studying the boundary separating the

“stable" and “frequently changing" functionalities more explicitly.

Problem Context: Similar to change clustering, this strategy is also triggered by

change events. However, this strategy is concerned with the differences in change

rates across functional rather than simultaneous change of functional elements. For

example, support for different client browsers causes changes in FRs related to

media rendering. However, FRs related to fetching the media content from content

distribution networks remains unchanged.

Problem: Simplifying new feature introduction through granularity adaptation.

Driving forces:

• Facilitating shorter release cycles by reducing new feature introduction effort.

• Standardising the interfaces providing the core functionality thereby optimising

for the evolvability of the architecture.

Solution: For a microservice ambient encapsulating several functional elements, the

granularity adaptation aspect evaluates the relative change rate across these functional

elements. In cases where a functional element changes at a significantly higher rate

than the others, the granularity adaptation aspect triggers creating new nested mi-

croservice ambients. One microservice ambient encapsulates the frequently changing

functional elements while the other encapsulates the more stable functional elements.

The exact number of nested microservice ambients created can be elaborated by

further iterations of applying this pattern, taking a subset of microservice ambients

as input each time. Microservice ambients encapsulating frequently changing FRs

are extensibility points in the system. In case there are several extensibility points

related to a single “more stable" microservice ambient, this strategy can be leveraged

with a scheduling aspect. In particular, when the granularity adaptation aspect triggers

the formation of the “stable" microservice ambient, it can that dictates this microser-

vice ambient contains a scheduling aspect to coordinate the interaction between the

connected extensibility point microservice ambients.
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Resulting Context: A residual issue here is how the stable FRs are published

transparently to the extensibility points.

Related Practices and Strategies: Communication mechanisms such as “dumb

pipes and smart filters" can be used for the residual issue here. Messages between the

service consumer and provider pass through a “dump pipe" unaware of the payload it

is carrying. However, this pipe contains a sequence of “smart filters" (the stable FRs)

which apply the processing required by the messages in transit. The filters expose

their services through standardised interfaces.

B.4 BULKHEAD

Rationale: The bulkhead strategy has its roots in agile development practices [238].

Therefore, outside the context of microservices, this strategy is motivated by agility

and (indirectly) enhanced productivity. By applying this strategy in the context of

granularity adaptation, we explicitly locate and isolate more vulnerable functionalities

and embrace this likelihood of failure in the design of microservices.

Problem context: In contrast to change rate, this strategy is triggered by the

failure rate of the encapsulated functional components. Consider a functional element

implementing the regulation of movie reviews and another implementing the upload of

reviews to the client browser. Both elements reside in the same microservice ambient.

However, the failure rate of the latter is much higher than the former.

Problem: Isolating vulnerabilities in the microservice architecture.

Driving forces:

• Enhancing the evolvability of the architecture through isolating vulnerable

business functionalities.

• Facilitating a more robust architecture by localising failure.

Solution: The granularity adaptation aspect of a microservice ambient encapsulating

several connected functional elements monitors their failure rates. In cases where

the failure rate of a functional element is too high, the granularity adaptation aspect

triggers the encapsulation of a new microservice sub-ambient (a new “bulkhead") that

encapsulates the vulnerable functional element.
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Resulting Context: A residual issue here is increasing the fault tolerance of the

“bulkhead" microservice ambient.

Related Practices and Strategies: The residual issue can be addressed using fault

tolerance development practices such as the circuit breaker[132]. Here a wrapper

circuit breaker object protects a business functionality from being overloaded with

requests beyond a certain threshold. Other practices such as concurrency thread pools

and the semaphores optimise for the availability of a service [78].
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